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Resolutely not. There are
certain areas in life where

you can't skimp on quality.
That's why there's Maxell XLS

tape. It's engineered to achieve a
lower distortion and wider
dynamic range. XLS frequency
response extends to the widest
possible limits, with greater
sensitivity throughout the tonal
range.

It helps captu the quality of
sound your syste was designed
to deliver.

Use Maxell X S for all your
taping needs.

Because there's simply no sub-
stitute for quality.

maxell
THE 1 FOR

SOPHISTICA QUIPMENT.
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1.._ WOULD YOU BUY
CHEAP PERFUME FOR
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HITACHI
...invites you to...

Introducing HITACHI S
NEW CAM -N -CORD
Another Hitachi breanti ough.
The new Cam -N -Cord. color
camera and VHS recorcer.
all in one mini hand -heed unit."
The ultimate in portable video
electronics 160 minute record
play time. 300 line reset/hon.
7 LUX. records direct f -em A V
output on TV no tuner needed.

ter:
"-

rt.

NEW SIZE, NEW LOOK
The 22" square tube. The very

lates in picture tube technology.
Twenty-eight percent more pc -
Ore than 19 sets, full functon
-emote. famous 10 2 1 limited

wa ranty. A complete nerve cen-
-e fiat intecrates both video and
taxic sources. Only from Hitachi.

HITACHI
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DISCOVER REALISTIC SPATIAL EFFECTS
Created by Radio Shack's IMX* Stereo Expander Receiver

The Relistic STA-870 transpor:s you oeycrid or -

d nay -Stereo into an excit ng new realm CY high
fide14. iNhat sets this receiver in a P ass of its own is
a bu patented IMX signal processor. Its of-ect is
d-arnatc, similar to the wide sourc -ield produced
bv the latmt reflecting -type spea-cers And, since
IMX widens the sound field electron cally, yoJ can
vary it to silt your listening area, en cy it with -lead-
priori= and switch it out for an instant comparison
wth cnorcicessed audio.

The n gt-zerformance receiver also has our ex-
4uto-Magic- FM fine-tuning system amid the

power yic. u need to unleash t -e full pNentia cf com-
pact d sc and LaserVision equipment. 65 watts per
chame , irinimurr rms into 8 ohores from 20 to
20,00C ,with no more than 0.081n THD. Aod the

excitement of Realistic spatial effects to your
listening with the STA-870 Only S359.95 or as low
as $20 per month with Radio Shack/CitiLine credit.

Ratheihaek
A &VISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Send for Your FREE 1986 Catalog
Mail tc: Radio Shack, Department 86-A-400,
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP
L

 TN, SCI Acoustes. CitiLine is an open ended credit plan from Citibank. Ac -teal payment may vary
depending on balance. Prices apply at parlicipafing Radio Shack stores and dealers
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CAR STEREO
In the lab and on the road with the Harman Kardon
CH160 tuner/cassette player

by Julian Hirsch and Christopher Greenleaf
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New products from the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show in Las Vegas Sell
THE SOUND OF VIDEO
VHS Hi-Fi vs. Beta Hi-Fi vs. 8mm-which kind of
videocassette recorder sounds the best? We
commissioned David Clark to conduct blind
listening tests and come up with some answers.
HI-FI VCR BUYING GUIDE
Features, specs, and prices of VHS Hi-Fi, Beta
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audiophiles by Michael Smolen, William Burton, and staff
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CHOICE CD'S
Women record -industry executives name their
favorite discs

BEST RECORDINGS OF THE MONTH
Verdi's Un ballo in maschera, Barbra Streisand's
"The Broadway Album," Mahler's Fifth Symphony,
and the Everly Brothers' "Born Yesterday"

RECORD MAKERS
The latest from the Residents, the Bangles, Philip
Glass, Billy Idol, P.D.Q. Bach, and more
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The Sony EV-S700U, Pioneer VX-90,
and JVC HR-D566U shown on our
cover represented the three formats of
hi-fr VCR's .n our controlled listening
tests. See page 54 for the results.
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To hear why George Benson
records on Sow Digital equipment, play him back

on a Sony Compact Disc Player.
When it comes to capturing the experience of live

music, no audio equipment delivers the performance of
digital audio.

That why George Benson, creator of Breezin, the
best-selling jazz recording in history, has decided to
invest in digital equipment.

And the name this leader in jazz/pop fusion chooses,
interestingly enough, is the leader in digital audio: Sony.

Not only has Sony.led the way in professional digital
recording equipment, we also invented the digital system
for playback-the compact disc player. Sony introduced
the first home, car and portable CD players. And Sony
sells more types of compact disc players than anyone
else in the world.

But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you
choose, each allows you to hear the music the way the
artist originally intended.

So why not do what George Benson does? Play back
the top -selling compact discs the same way they were
mastered. On Sony Digital equipment. You'll find that
when it comes to bringing you close to the music, nothing
else even comes close.

Presenting the Sony Discman;" the world's
smallest portable compact disc player.

Hardly larger than the disc itself, the fully program-
mable Discman* D-7DX comes complete with carrying
case, headphones and a rechargeable battery. Every-
thing you need for digital audio on the go.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO'

1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. The Leader in Digital Audio and Discman are trademarks of Sony Corporationof America.
Headphones included with D-7DX only.

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD



BULLETIN

EXPANDED MARKET FOR
MOTOWN

After some twenty-five years as
a dominant force in the music
business, Motown is licensing its
name and its logo for use by
appropriate services and
manufacturers in the fields of
fashion and leisure. Motown thus
joins a number of companies and
organizations that have benefitted
from licensed merchandising in
the past-Coca-Cola, the

Harley-Davidson Motor Company,
and the U.S. Olympic Committee,
for instance. The names of a
number of the label's top
recording artists will also be
licensed, such as Lionel Richie,
Diana Ross, Stevie Wonder,
Smokey Robinson, the Four Tops,
and Gladys Knight and the Pips.

TECH NOTES
Denon is building a CD

manufacturing plant in Madison,
GA. . . . Nimbus, the independent
Welsh record company that
opened the first Compact Disc
plant outside Germany and Japan
in August 1984, is set to open a
second plant this fall. The
company has also announced that
it will stop manufacturing LP's as
of this spring. . . . Celestion has
revised the SL6 speaker. The new
version, called the SL6S, has an
improved cabinet and tweeter, a
new woofer with an innovative
dual surround, and a new price of
$900 per pair. . . . The record
and tape care company
Nortronics has changed its name
to Geneva. . . . In 1985 VCR
sales were up 55 percent over
1984, with 11.8 million
sold-that's 32,329 VCR's a
day. . . . BASF is sponsoring this
Winter's Alpine World Ski
Cup. . . . Cerwin-Vega is

introducing a new "Select Edition"
speaker line. . . . Blaupunkt is
planning a heavy promotional
blitz for its ARI traffic alert
system, which has been on the
market for several years now. So
far, it is the only company
offering consumer ARI
receivers. . . . Discwasher is
marketing an accessories storage
case that is designed to fit on a
record shelf and store a complete
set of Discwasher products. The
case costs $20 empty and $50
with one of everything. . . . JVC
is bucking the 8mm tide in
camcorders with an improved
compact VHS cassette capable of
one -hour recordings.

ANTI -DRUG SINGLE
Royalties from MCA Records'

recently released anti -drug single,
Stop the Madness, are being
donated to a Stop the Madness
Foundation, which will fund
drug -abuse rehabilitation and
educational campaigns, and to the
Nancy Reagan First Lady's Drug
Fund. Featured on the recording
are vocals by New Edition,
Whitney Houston, Toni Basil,
Steve Arrington, John Buford,
LaToya Jackson, and Andre and
Sandra Crouch.

HONORS
Ray Charles, winner of our

Mabel Mercer Award this year
(see STEREO REVIEW, February
1986), has been inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. . .

The jazz singer Billie Holiday,
who died in 1959, is being
honored with a star on
Hollywood's Walk of Fame on
April 7, her birthday.

AUDIO TAX TAPE
An audio cassette tape that will

help you save more money to
spend on audio equipment has
been published by Simon and
Schuster. The widely used J. K.
Lasser's income tax guide is
available in a $7.95 audio tape
version entitled "How to Pay Less
to the IRS."

1985'S BEST SELLERS
The Recording Industry

Association of America certified a
total of sixty-five Platinum

albums last year and 138 Gold. It
was the largest number earned in
both categories in at least four
years. U2 and Phil Collins were
the front -running Platinum
artists, with three awards each.
Hank Williams Jr. and Talking
Heads topped the list of
Gold -award -winning artists with
four citations in that category.
The top singles artist was
Madonna, who won three Gold
awards out of the nine certified by
the RIAA.

SINGING OUT ON PBS
On March 30, PBS stations will

air a performance of Berlioz's
Damnation of Faust taped at the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia
with soloists and orchestra under
Serge Baudo. On April 2, PBS will
show a program of zarzuela
excerpts performed at Madison
Square Garden by Placido
Domingo with assisting artists
from Madrid. Check local stations
for time.

CARMEN ON LASERDISC
The performance of Bizet's

Carmen that won one of our
Videos of the Year awards in
February is now available on a
single RCA/Columbia LaserDisc
from Pioneer Video. Featuring
soprano Julia Migenes-Johnson
in the title role, this movie
version was previously available
to home consumers only on VHS
and Beta video tape.



Matthew Polk's Incredible/Affordable Monitors

Monitor 1013
$.329.95 ea.

Monitor RTA 12C
$479.95 ea.

Digital Disc Read,

$129 95 ea. $84.95 ea. ilk $189.95 ea
Monitor 7C

. $249.95 ea
Monitor Sir. Monitor 4A Monitor 58

Matthew Polk's remarkable Monitors offer state-of-the-art technology and performance usually found only in systems
which sell for many times their modest cost.
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"The Genius of Matthew Polk Creates
The Incredible Sounding/Affordably Priced Monitors"

"Vastly superior to the competition"

(ilk Audio was founded in 1972 by three Johns Hopkins

University graduates who were audiophiles with a common dream.

Polk Dream of Super Sound for Everyone
They believed that it was possible to design and manufacture

loudspeakers of uncompromising quality which performed as well

as the most expensive and exotic loudspeakers available, but in a

price range which would make them affordable to virtually every

music lover. The original Monitor 7 was the first product of their

efforts and it was so successful that when it was shown at the

Consumer Electronics Show, dealers and experts alike could not

believe its superb performance and affordable price. Audiogram

Magazine said, ''when we heard the Polk speakers at the CES Show

we were so impressed we could not believe the prices." The entire

Polk Monitor Series was designed in this tradition of incredible,

state-of-the-art sound and affordable prices. In large part due to

the quality and value of the Monitors, Polk Audio has developed

from its humble beginnings in a garage, to become one of the

world's premier loudspeaker manufacturers.

Polk Audio has worked hard over the ensuing years to maintain

the Monitor Series' preeminent position as the standard for

quality and value in the audio industry. The Monitors have been

continually improved and refined as a result of Polk's never ending

search for better sound quality. There have been literally thousands

of improvements made to the Monitors and the result is that today,

as in the past, the Polk Monitors are absolutely the best sounding

loudspeakers for the money available on the market. Musician

Magazine said. "If you're shopping for stereo, our advice is not to

buy speakers until you've heard the Polks." You owe it to yourselP

"At their price, they're simply a steal"
Au/110gram Magazine

A new generation of Polk Monitors is now available which

incorporate the same high definition silver coil dome tweeter and

Optimized Flux Density drivers developed for the SDAs. Polk

Monitor Series loudspeakers have always had a well deserved

reputation for offering state-of-the-art performance and technology

usually found only in systems which sell for many times their

modest cost. In fact, many knowledgeable listeners consider that

outside of the SDAs, the Polk Monitors are the finest imaging

conventional speakers in the world, regardless of price. They have

been compared in performance with loudspeakers which sell for

up to $10,000 a pair and are absolutely the best sounding loud-

speakers for the money available on the market. Now they sound

even better than ever.

The RTA 12C - S479.95 ea.
is the finest conventional (non SDA)

speaker system that Polk manufac-
tures. Its extremely high power
handling (500 watts) and efliciercy
(92 db 1 meter 1 watt) result in re-

markaole dynamic range from large
or small amplifiers. It utilizes phase -
coherent open air driver mounting
in a mirror imaged, fullsize floor-
standiig configuration for superior
sonic imaging and clarity. In addition
to receiving many rave reviews. the
RTA 12C has won the Audio Video

Grand Prix Speaker of the Year Award.

The Monitor 10B - $329.95
ea. is considered one of the world's
best sounding loudspeakers and in
the words of Audiogram Magazire.

"At the price they are simply a sreal."
The 10B otters sonic performance
almost equal to the 12 at a lower
cost it a more compact enclosure.
Like the 12, the 10 utilizes dual Polk
trilannate-polymer bass midrange
drivers coupled to a built-in sub -
woofer for outstanding bass response
and dynamic range.

The Monitor 7C - S249.95 ea.
is bas cally a smaller, less expensive

version of the Monitor 10. It can se
either shelf or stand mounted with
excellent results. How good? Audio
Alternative Magazine said. "It is
Amazing."

The Monitor 58 - $189.95 ea.
similar in design and performance to
the Monitor 7, however, it utilizes an
8 subwoofer (rather than 10) and is
more compact.

The Monitor 5jr - $129.95 ea.
has been called the best sounding
speaker of its price in the world (re-
gardless of size). It achieves lifelike
three dimensional musical imaging
which 10 years ago was not available

in any bookshelf speaker at any price!

The Monitor 4A - $84.95 ea.
shares many of the same high tech-

nology components and the rewarding
musical performance of the more ex-
pensive Polks. Audio Critic Lawence
Johnson called it, ''an all around
star o' great magnitude.- The 4A's
uniquely affordable price means that
no matter how small your budget.
you can afford the incredible sound
of Polk!

Musician Magazine

"Absolutely first rate...superior sound at
a moderate price."

Stereo Review Magazine

All the Polk Monitors regardless of price offer consistently

superb construction and sonic and performance. They achieve

open boxless, three dimensional imaging surpassed only by the

SDAs. The Monitors' silky smooth frequency response assures

natural, non fatiguing, eas to listen to sound: while their

instantaneous transient response results in music that is crisply

reproduced with lifelike clarity and detail. In addition dynamic

bass performance;ultra wide dispersionhigh efficiency and high

power handling are all much appreciated hallmarks of Monitor

Series performance.

The consistently superb performance of the Polk Monitors is

in large part due to the fact that they all utilize very similar

components and design fea:ures, However, more importantly, it is

the elegant integration of concepts and components which results

in the superior sonic performance and value which sets the

Monitor Series apart. Audio; ram magazine said, "How does Polk

do it? We think it is mostly execution. They hear very well and they

care." Audiogram is absolutely right. At Polk we take the same care

with each and every product we build, whether it is our most or

least expensive. We lavish the same lengthy amount of critical

listening and tuning on every single Polk speaker because we know

that having a limited budget does not necessarily indicate that you

have a limited ability to appreciate true musical quality.

"Our advice is not to buy
speakers until you've

heard the Polks."
Musician Magazine

You can afford the incredible sound of Polk
There are six Polk Monitor Series loudspeakers. As you move up

the Monitor Series the speakers get larger and more efficient,

handle higher power, have greater dynamic range, better bass

response. They are designed so that a smaller Polk played in a

small room will sound nearly identical to a larger Polk in a large

room. And, of course, a larger Polk in a smaller room will play

that much louder and have even more bass. There is a Polk

Monitor which is perfect to fulfill your sonic dreams, at a price you

can afford. Visit your Polk dealer today to hear the incredible/

affordable Polk Monitors and the revolutionary Polk SDA's.

Polk Audio 1915 Annapolis Road, Baltimore, Md. 21230
In Canso* Dosolbuted by Evolution Technology. Toronto.

Where to buy Polk speakers? For your nearest dealer, see page 87. CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SPEAKING MY PIECE

by William Livingstone

1111

American Gramaphone's president.
Chip Davis, on safari in Las Vegas.

Consumer Electronics Show

0 NE didn't have to dress up
in hunting garb to find
interesting things at the
recent Winter Consumer

Electronics Show in Las Vegas. Pio-
neer drove the press corps out into
the desert one night to try to see
Halley's Comet, but those of us who
put on pith helmets and safari jack-
ets at the show did so to take part in
American Gramaphone's promo-
tion of its new album "Saving the
Wildlife."

Played by Mannheim Steamroll-
er, which is known for AG's popular
Christmas record and its Fresh Aire
series, the new album is the sound-
track for a PBS documentary on
endangered species around the
world. The music was composed by
Chip Davis, president of American
Gramaphone, and besides being
featured on PBS stations that carry
the wildlife show, the album will be
promoted at fund-raising events at a
number of American zoos. The pro-
motion at CES added a lighthearted
tone to a show that was generally
notable for good spirits.

You buyers went on such an au-
dio spending spree last Christmas
that at the beginning of 1986 there
was actually a shortage of equip-
ment. Hitachi said that it had had
its best year in history, and Koss
recovered from Chapter 11 opera-
tions. At the show some manufac-

turers moaned about their inability
to fill certain orders, but they were
happy to have cleared out their
warehouses, and there were smiles
all around.

No surprise technological break-
throughs were unveiled at this win-
ter's show. Onkyo was out in front
with demonstrations of its proto-
type digital audio tape (DAT) re-
corder, and among the company's
introductions was a Compact Disc
player in which fiber-optic technol-
ogy is used to couple the various
stages.

Fiber-optic technology isn't really
new. It has been in use for some
time by telephone companies. Like
lasers, fiber optics have also had
certain medical applications, but
this is a new trend in hi-fi. Other
audio applications for fiber optics
include antennas, and Alpine intro-
duced a cassette changer for cars
that uses a fiber-optic connecting
cable. A new product using lasers is
Yamaha's video -disc player. These
and others are shown in "CES Show
Stoppers" on page 47.

Nobody attacked STEREO REVIEW
editors for our January article on
the sound of Compact Disc players.
Our February issue, the largest in
the history of the magazine, was
well received at the show, so we
were among those who were smiling
all around.

The Consumer Electronics Shows
in Las Vegas in winter and in Chica-
go in summer are the two largest
trade shows held annually in the
United States, and either one of
them can be pretty overpowering.
Although I am not among those
who describe CES as a jungle (or a
zoo), I was pleased to be reassured
that this year audio equipment
manufacturers are off the endan-
gered -species list.

The recent attempts to impose a
tax on tape recorders and blank tape
have made me wonder whether the
audio consumer is endangered.
Consumer opposition expressed to
senators and representatives has
cooled the tax issue for the moment.
There was some anti -tax activity at
the show, but we may have to fire
off another volley of letters to Con-
gress, and if the issue heats up again,
we may have to don pith helmets
and safari jackets and march on
Washington. El
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TO FIND OUT WHAT NORMAL HANDLING
COULD DO TO YOUR CDs,

SCRATCH HERE:
You may not see anything wrong, but
you'll quickly hear it. Even ordinary
handling can result in scratches on
the "print" surface of your compact
discs, producing dropouts which
cause skipping-rendering them
unplayable. But there's a way out of
this scrape.

No other cleaner in the world beats
Recoton's CD -11 Compact Disc Radial
Cleaner-winner of the1985 Audio/
Video International Grand Prix
Award for Design and Engineering.
It cleans your compact discs the way
manufacturers recommend: in a
straight line-across the radius-
from the center of the disc to the
outer edge.

By removing dirt, dust and film
across the surface with an ultrasoft
chamois pad, Recoton's true radial
cleaning action significantly reduces
the causes of distortion and drop-
outs. The results are pure sound
and error -free reading of digitally
encoded music information.

And to ensure longer lasting
pleasure from your compact discs,
ask your dealer about the completo
line of Recoton accessories. Like our
superb non -corrosive cleaning solu-
tion and unique surface restoring
scratch filler solution. Plus protective
shields for permanent safeguard-

ing of your compact discs.
Before you get into a real

scrape with ordinary com-
pact disc cleaners. get the
award winning perfor-
mance of Recoton.

RECDTDN®
46-23 CRANE STREET. LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101. FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CALL 1-800-RECOTON
CIRCLE NO. 38 ON READER SERVICE CARD



LETTERS

Satisfied Customer
I agree with the letters in the January

issue that defend STEREO REVIEW'S pol-
icies regarding acceptance of advertis-
ing. Not once have I been anything but
satisfied with the Asian women whom I
have ordered from DAK.

HARLAN SPORE
North Little Rock, AR

Records of the Year
Lone Justice doesn't even rate an

honorable mention in your "Record of
the Year" awards? Have you forgotten
about the deserved rave Steve Simels
gave their debut album in the August
issue? When I noticed their omission
from the list, my reaction was that
there's no justice!

ALLEN CROFT
Durham, NC

I cannot believe your selection of
Sade's "Diamond Life" as a "Record of
the Year." This stupefyingly dull collec-
tion of sound -alike songs-all with the
same melody, tempo, arrangement, and
key-strikes me as the musical equiva-

lent of the old Chinese water torture.
On the other hand, I thoroughly en-

joyed your "Equipment Buying Guide"
in the same issue. I've been shopping
for speakers and it is a godsend.

DAVID GREEN
Houston, TX

Equipment Buying Guide
We would like to congratulate the

STEREO REVIEW staff on the February
issue. The comprehensive "Equipment
Buying Guide" was very well done. It's
a great idea and should become an
annual feature. Our copy arrived while
we were shopping for a stereo receiver.
By comparing specifications of receiv-
ers of interest to us in the Buying Guide,
we were able to save many times the
subscription price of the magazine in
making our purchase.

MR. AND MRS. RON MASON
Moulton, IA

Review Reviews
I have learned over the years not to

buy a new release unless it has been fa-
vorably reviewed in STEREO REVIEW,

and I have never been disappointed
when following your reviewer's advice.
I especially want to thank Robert Ack-
art for his December review of Rossini's
Maometto Secondo. Everything the re-
view had to say about the recording was
true, and then some.

MICHAEL O'BRIEN
Los Angeles, CA

The primary reason I subscribe to
STEREO REVIEW is the popular -music
record reviews. I find them intelligent,
pictureque, comprehensive, and not
overly colored by the authors' musical
prejudices. I particularly enjoyed two of
Alanna Nash's reviews in January, one
in which she singled out Kenny Rog-
ers's Tomb of the Unknown Love for her
"Conehead Award for Dumbest Record
of All Time" and another where she
says that if Southern Pacific's Thing
About You with Emmylou Harris
doesn't reach the top of the charts she'll
drink a quart of bleach.

WARREN KLESHEFSKY
Wantagh, NY

David Hall's February "Best of the
Month" review of Eliahu Inbal's Denon

When she came by to pick up the rest of
her stuff I was waiting. I knew I shouldn't
be there, but I had to give it one last chance.

She saw me sitting there when she came
in, but didn't say a word- just brushed by

r leaving a hint of perfume in the air.
My favorite.
So I put the song on the Kenwood.
cour favorite.
It filled up the house and it sounded

great, really great. And she came into the room
and put her arms aroun4 tpc and smiled a
little smile and said, "Thorilz jiiti for that."

And then she was got



CD of Mahler's Second Symphony was
impressive enough to warrant my pur-
chasing the recording. It was a regretta-
ble move. While I share Mr. Hall's
enthusiasm for the overall performance,
he left out one very important observa-
tion: there is one vocalist too many,
namely, the conductor himself.
Through the two -disc set we hear a
seemingly incessant murmuring, moan-
ing, and remarkably atonal "singing"
that make this otherwise sparkling per-
formance distracting listening, to say
the least. This sort of thing is inexcusa-
ble, particularly on CD.

STEPHEN HELLER
Bethlehem, PA

An "Equalizer"
Regarding January's "The High

End": At last! a genuine audiophile who
acknowledges equalization as a legiti-
mate solution. The rest of us have long
known that equalization can help out a
poor recording, particularly "spitting"
rock CD's. Subtract a decibel or two at 8
kHz and the s's come out clean and
clear without a trace of "spitting." Next
time you hear a poor recording, don't

panic, just equalize. And you need have
no fear of being sneered at by your
audiophile friends. After all, Mark Lev-
inson does it too.

JAMES W. BIRDSALL
Deerfield, MA

Sexist Stereotypes?
As a female audiophile and video

enthusiast, I took more than slight
offense at your cartoon depicting the
"Owner's Manual (Female"' written in
village -idiot layman's terms on page 52
of the February issue.

While it may be true that the amateur
audio hobbyist might need a diagram of
how to connect the shiny red and white
cords to the porthole -shaped thingama-
jig, this is not necessarily a female trait.
As someone who has successfully
hooked up receivers, turntables, tape
decks, disc players, VCR's, home com-
puters, etc., I find little humor in such a
sexist cartoon published in what is
otherwise a first-class publication.

I rely heavily on STEREO REVIEW to
make both software and hardware pur-
chase choices and appreciate the de-
tailed -yet -concise information. But

please spare me the stereotypes (so to
speak . . . ;.

LEANN MERCER
Des Moines, IA

What is being held up to ridicule in the
cartoon is the notion that women cannot
understand the terminology associated
with hooking up a piece of home audio
or video equipment. We counted on such
clues as the quizzical look on the wom-
an's face and the fact that she is wearing
pants to indicate that she is not going
along with being patronized and that
there is no need to patronize her.

If you look at the masthead of this
magazine and see that two of the most
powerful positions on the staff (manag-
ing editor and art director) are held by
women, you will realize that we are not
male chauvinists.

Ms. Mercer's clever play on the word
"stereotype" shows that although she
may not have been amused by this car-
toon, she has not lost her sense of humor.
And we certainly agree with Bridget
Wilson, of San Diego, who wrote to say
that not all women think wow and flutter
are something you do with your eye-
lashes.

The wor ut of a g -ea stereo system is its abili y to take
music and make ita most tangible. In the rarified moments of 1fe,
this ability can be Especially powerful. Even ironic.

The Kerwood Srectrim CD84B is for all moments. Its
exciting componertry ist-igillighted by an Optimum Servo Con:rol
compact disc p ayer. In zddition to a completely dedicated 125W'
per channel integrat?d tier, the CD84B also -eat ires a quartz
synthesized AN,Fril stereo toner. A double auto -revere full logic
cassette deck with high neEd dubbing. A linear tracking, fully
automatic direct dive tr. mt.ADIe A 7 -band stereo grartic equalzer
with reverb. And a pair o' 150W 4 -way tower speakers.

The Spectnu n C:8443 One of many Home Er tertainment
Systems desigr ed for people who want a little more o it of life.

For the Kenwood aeakr leareFt ycu, call 1-800-4-KENWOO).
'An RPOS 8 ,hms 20Hzto 2CkNrwtr ro mere than 005 THD

rii\&
KEN WOOD

CIRCLE NO, 23 CN READER SERVICE CORD



NEW PRODUCTS

Tandberg
The TCA-3018A control amplifier

from Tandberg employs discrete cir-
cuitry and passive RIAA networks to
eliminate negative feedback. High-level
inputs for two tape decks, a tuner, and a
Compact Disc player operate without
signal -path capacitors to achieve a sig-
nal headroom of more than 20 volts.
Inputs are provided for moving -magnet
or moving -coil cartridges, equalized to
match the RIAA curve from 20 to
20,000 Hz ± 0.2 dB. Separate right and
left channels in the regulated power -
supply sections maximize interchannel
isolation, and separate four -position re-
cord and program selector switches en-
able listening to one source while re-
cording another as well as facilitating

two-way dubbing. The headphone out-
put has a separate amplifier and volume
control. There are no tone controls. An
infrasonic filter provides 12 -dB -per -
octave attenuation below 15 Hz. Input
and output jacks are gold-plated. Finish

is matte black. Optional rosewood or
black lucite end pieces and rack mounts
are available. Price: $1,595. Tandberg,
Dept. SR, Labriola Ct., Armonk, NY
10504.
Circle 120 on reader service card

Acoustic Research
The AR Model 50, flagship speaker in

Acoustic Research's Connoisseur series,
has a 12 -inch polypropylene woofer, a
61/2 -inch midrange, and a 11/2 -inch tita-
nium -dome tweeter in an acous-
tic -suspension enclosure. The flush -
mounted drivers are vertically aligned

for accurate stereo imaging. The speak-
er is designed for correct tonal balance,
low coloration, extended bass, wide dy-
namic range, high power handling, and
high sensitivity. The woofer has a ferro-
ceramic magnet with a 2 -inch alumi-
num voice -coil motor. The graphite -
reinforced polypropylene midrange op-
erates from 60 to 11,000 Hz, crossing
over to the woofer at 350 Hz and to the
tweeter at 3,500 Hz. The pure -metal,
pure -piston tweeter has a frequency re-
sponse from 600 Hz up to beyond audi-
bility. The Model 50's dimensions are
32 x 14% x 53/4 inches. Mounting
stands (not shown) are included. Price:
$1,600 a pair. Teledyne Acoustic Re-
search, Dept. SR, 330 Turnpike St.,
Canton, MA 02021-2703.
Circle 121 on reader service card

Technics
The SL -P500 Compact Disc player

from Technics can be programmed to
play up to twenty tracks in any order by
using the numbered keys on the player
or its wireless remote control. The keys
also allow direct access in less than
1 second to any track or index point.
The output of the player can be adjusted
with the remote control. The music is
audible during two -speed fast forward
and fast reverse. A digital noise cancel-

er, a digital phase limiter, and drop -out
protection circuits are said to reduce
crosstalk between the tracking and fo-
cus/error-detection signals from the
one -beam laser. Digital filtering is done
with a single -chip LSI. Readouts show
track and index numbers, elapsed or
remaining time, and programming in-
formation. A track, disc, sequence, or
segment can be programmed to repeat.
Price: $575. Technics, Dept. SR, One
Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
Circle 122 on reader service card

Discwallet
The Discwallet carries up to ten Com-

pact Discs without their jewel boxes.
Each disc is stored in a clear pocket with
a finger -shaped cutaway that allows it to
be removed by grasping the center hole

and edge, without touching the playing
surface. A soft velour backing cushions
the playing surface during storage. Dust
is kept out by Velcro closures. Price:
$16.95. Discwallet, Dept. SR, Box 444,
Sta. Z, Toronto, Ontario M5N 2Z5.
Circle 123 on reader service card
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking

Br Piegiant Women May Result in Fetal

In.Lry, Premature Birth, 4nd Lot. Birth Weight.

0 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cicarette by FTC method. ,
.
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If yet, wanted good sound in the
,' day; of hi-fi, you cut a hale in

ye Jr wall and mounted the woofer
rside. Ow ypu built a Flared Horn the

site of a refrigerator. Or bigger.
In 1954, a man named Edgar

Vilichur fi_ind a betterway. In building
the worlc's iowest-distortion low-
freouercy speaker, he replacec crude
mechanical suspensicns and pant
caoinets with a cushion of air in a
small, tightly sealed box. Called
"A-..:3ustic Suspension." the new
loudspeaker reduced distortior by a
factor cf 1C. And it was the first high
fic Flay sieaker you could fit on a
bookshelf

To build his Acoustic Suspen-
sion speakers, Villchur founded a new
caripaw Acoustic Research. Over-
night, AR products became the most
revered, cost sought-after, most
in -rated speakers in history. Ir fact,
ow.- 7C different speaker manufac-
turers are using AR's Acoustic 'Sus-
pe rsion design today.

Slice 1954, AR ias substan-
ti,:- I y improved the original Acoustic
S:i.pens or speaker. By inventing
the dome tweeter, introducing mag-
nac flu d cooling, building 3/a"
htgi-der say enclosures, elimi eating

iner. d fraction, and solving the
prpolem cf speaker/room inter -ace.

AR's new BXi Series Loud-
speakers 'cr 1986 are the most
higily ref ned speakers on today's
market. and they shoild be. It took

32 years to make them.

111
ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

ofas4yoesfroeftierfrolo.^^'



NEW PRODUCTS

Pioneer
Two new receivers from Pioneer have

quartz-PLL tuning, presets for twenty
stations, and a built-in five -band graph-
ic equalizer with center frequencies of
100, 330, 1,000, 3,300, and 10,000 Hz
and a maximum boost or cut of 10 dB.
The SX-1000 is rated for 25 watts per
channel. The SX-1500 (shown) is rated
at 45 watts per channel and also has a
simulated -stereo circuit to enhance
mono sound sources. It has inputs for a
tape deck, VCR, CD player, and turnta-

ble and will drive two pairs of speakers.
Both receivers are finished in black.
Prices: SX-1000, $174.95; SX-1500,

$199.95. Pioneer Electronics, Dept. SR
Box 1720, Long Beach, CA 90801.
Circle 124 on reader service card

Fried Products
The Fried C/3 -L mini -monitor has a

61/2 -inch copolymer duo -cone woofer
with a vented pole piece. The 34 -inch
dome tweeter handles program peaks
up to 1,000 watts. The full transmis-
sion -line enclosure has zero ambient
pressure for rapid driver motion, free
flow for reduced energy storage and wall
flexure, reduced internal reflections,
and added acoustic mass with reduced
driver -reactance effects for improved
bass response. The top -ported C/3 -L
can be used with any of the three Fried
subwoofers. Frequency response is giv-
en as 55 to 22,000 Hz ±3 dB, sensitivi-
ty as 91 dB sound -pressure level. The
front of the speaker narrows from 101/2
inches wide at the bottom to 6 inches
wide at the top. Depth is 15 inches at
the base, 121/2 inches at the top. Height
is 131/2 inches. Price: $430 per pair in kit
form; $1,550 per pair assembled. Fried
Products, Dept. SR, 7616 City Line
Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19151.
Circle 125 on reader service card

Custom Woodwork & Design
The Woodmore Magic Lowboy from

Custom Woodwork & Design can hold
all the components of a complete audio/
video system, including a video moni-
tor as large as 25 inches and a pair of
speakers. When the cabinet is closed,
the entire system is concealed. Pressing
a button on a remote control activates a
motor that raises the components up
out of the cabinet for viewing or listen-
ing; another touch and the system is
lowered back into concealment. The
Woodmore Magic Lowboy measures 34
inches high closed, 471/2 inches wide,
and 19 inches deep. Price: $2,000 in
oak, $2,300 in walnut. Custom Wood-
work & Design, Dept. SR, 7447 S. Sayre
Ave., Bedford Park, IL 60638.
Circle 126 on reader service card

Spectrum
The Model 410 speaker from Spec-

trum combines a 10 -inch long -throw
woofer with a 1 -inch tweeter in a
Thiele/Small optimized -reflex enclo-
sure. Frequency response is given as 29
to 22,000 Hz ±2 dB. The anti -diffrac-
tion tweeter can be set for "bright" or
flat response. Nominal impedance is
given as 6 ohms and sensitivity as 90 dB
sound -pressure level at 1 meter with an
input of 1 watt. The speaker has five -
way binding -post connectors and built-
in tilting stands with optional spikes.
Dimensions are 40 inches high, 141/2

inches wide, and 111/2 inches deep. Fin-
ishes available are furniture -grade sim-
ulated -walnut vinyl, natural walnut
veneer, and oak veneer. The foam
grilles are nonremovable. Prices: $595
per pair with vinyl finish; $695 per pair
with wood veneer. Spectrum Loud-
speakers, Dept. SR, 1021 Nevada St.,
Toledo, OH 43605.
Circle 127 on reader service card
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"How Can Everybody's Speakers Be The Best?"
Read the various ads for

speakers and you'll find many of them
loaded with claims about being the
best.

You'd think that with so many
"bests" out there, you wouldn't have
any problem finding the best speakers
for your system. Unfortunately, that
isn't the case.

At KLIPSCH® we'll be the
first to admit there are a lot of good
speakers on the market. But we'd be
the last to call any of them the "best."
Not even ours.

So what pitch will we give
you about KLIPSCH?

Well, take note of the pic-
tures in those ads. The drive compo-
nents of all those speakers have a
remarkable similarity in appearance.

That's because they're all about the
same, and as a result, they all sound
about the same.

KLIPSCH doesn't use con-
ventional drivers like the other guys.
We use special compression drivers
mated to horns. We're about the only
people that do. These KLIPSCH com-
pression drivers give you higher out-
put, more controlled imaging, greater
clarity and wider dynamic range -
characteristics so sought after in re-
cording studios and other professional
applications.

Do these characteristics make
our speakers the "best"? Not neces-
sarily. But KLIPSCH Loudspeakers
certainly sound different from others.
A real difference for your hard-earned
money. A difference you can truly

appreciate the first time you listen,
and every time thereafter. Uniqueness,
if you will, for about the same price
as common-
place speakers.

You
be the judge
of what's best.
At your near-
est KLIPSCH
dealer. Look
in the Yellow
Pages. Or call
toll free,
1-800-223-3527.

KLIPSCI- HERESY II" PICTURED ABOVE

A LEGEND IN SOUND'

PO BOX 688  HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AUDIO Q. AND A.

by Larry Klein

Power -Cord Lengths
QWhen I installed all my stereo
components in a rack, I used a

multi -outlet power strip to handle all the
a.c. line cords. For neatness, I cut all the
power cords to a convenient length. Now
a friend tells me that the manufacturers
had a reason for making the cords a cer-
tain length. Should I replace the cords.
or are they all right?

JIM STRAUB
Decatur, IN

AThe a.c. line cord on a piece of
audio equipment should have a

heavy enough gauge to insure that when
the compenent is drawing maximum
current there will not be a significant
voltage drop between the a.c. wall outlet
and the component's power -transform-
er primary. This is a potential problem
only for components rated at several
hundred watts per channel or that oper-
ate with Class A output stages. Pream-
plifiers meant to switch such equipment
might also benefit from heavy-duty line
cords. In any case, shortening a compo-
nent's line cord would reduce the resist-
ance between it and the a.c. wall outlet.
So if there's any effect at all-which is
unlikely-it would be beneficial.

Incidentally, in England, where they
not only have a 220 -volt, 50 -Hz line but
also use a completely different wiring
system than we do, there's some contro-
versy among the more devout audio-
philes over the sonic effects of various
kinds of a.c. line cords, fused a.c. plugs.
etc. Since all U.S. equipment comes
with the a.c. line circuits fully wired
(Underwriters' Laboratory would not
have it otherwise), we are spared at least
one area of imported silliness from the
U.K. audio tweaks.

Power -Supply Rails
QPerhaps you can clarify a technical
term for me. Exactly what are

"power -supply rails," and what relation-
ship do they have to the high -voltage B+
supply in tube audio equipment?

PETER RIOLLO
San Francisco, CA

AIn solid-state equipment, the sup-
ply rails provide the equivalent of

the B+ (and B-) voltage supplies. His-
torically, power -supply nomenclature
has always reflected the needs of the cir-
cuits being powered. For example, the
first tube radios during the 1920's had
separate A, B, and C batteries. The A
battery powered the tube filaments, the
B battery provided the high plate volt-
age, and the C battery provided bias
voltages. When home radios became
a.c.-line-powered, A and B batteries
were relegated to portable equipment.

The advent of transistor portables
changed everything. Filament voltages
were no longer required, and a single 9 -
volt battery usually sufficed as the
"high -voltage" source. A, B, and C bat-
teries became virtually obsolete, but the
B nomenclature lived on as the pre-
ferred term for the main high -voltage
supply in tube equipment. Since the
supply was almost always positive in
respect to the chassis ground, it was
referred to as B+.

Unlike tubes, transistors come in two
operating polarities-npn and pnp-
which require both positive and nega-
tive supply voltages. This made the B+
term somewhat clumsy, causing a
switch to the "rail" terminology that
British engineers had always used.

Digital -Ready Speakers
QI recently bought a Compact Disc
player. Because of its incredible fre-

quency response (5 Hz to 20 kHz ± 0.5
dB), it would seem to create a problem
for my speakers, which are rated for only
36 Hz to 18 kHz ±4 dB. Do I need to
buy new speakers, or are they good
enough for the clear sound I want?

PADRAIC GALLAGHER
Genoa, IL

AThe fact that your CD player is
capable of a 5- to 20,000 -Hz re-

sponse does not imply that any disc you
are likely to play will also have that
wide a range of frequencies stored on it.
If your speakers really do live up to
their quite good frequency -response
specs, they should be more than ade-
quate for CD playback. Incidentally,
I've never heard of a speaker that could
go down to 5 Hz, and there are mighty
few that can reach as high as 20 kHz
±0.5 dB.

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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HARMAN KARDON CH160
ByJulian Hirsch and Christopher Greenleaf

TH E Harman Kardon CH160
tuner/cassette player re-
quires only the addition of
an external power amplifier

and loudspeakers to create a high -
end car stereo system. Its digital -
synthesis AM/FM stereo tuner of-
fers the customary amenities, in-
cluding memories for six AM and
six FM stations, an FM -only mono
button, a local/distant button, and
scan and seek tuning functions. In
scan mode the tuner pauses on a
received station for 8 seconds be-
fore proceeding; in seek mode it
holds the station until another tun-
ing process is initiated. The CH160
has a "soft muting" feature along
with automatic channel blending
and a pulse -noise suppressor.

The preamplifier section of the
CH160 employs discrete Class A
circuitry. It has center-detented bass
and treble tone controls with a rated
adjustment range of ± 10 dB at 50
and 10,000 Hz, respectively, a
switchable loudness control that
boosts the mid -bass (centered at 80
Hz) by 10 dB at low volume levels,
the usual left/right balance control,
and a front/rear fader control.

The cassette deck of the CH160 is
distinguished from most automo-
bile tape players by its rated play-
back frequency response, 20 to
20,000 Hz ± 3 dB, as well as its
inclusion of both Dolby B and Dol-
by C noise -reduction systems. The
playback equalization can be
switched for either "normal" (Type
I) tapes or for chrome or metal tape
(Types II and IV). A music -search
system moves the tape rapidly to
the beginning of the next or the cur-
rent selection.

The deck plays in only one direc-
tion, which probably contributes to

its exceptionally wide -range fre-
quency response compared with
most autoreverse car players. At the
end of a tape side, or if the power is
shut off, the cassette is automati-
cally ejected. In the rewind mode,
the tape automatically replays from
the beginning. An interesting fea-
ture of the CH160 is the Auto Tuner
Monitor, which switches to the tun-
er output while the tape is in fast
forward or rewind if the tuner has
already been turned on. The radio
does not have to be turned on first
to play a tape, however; inserting a
cassette turns the deck and pream-
plifier on.

The back -lit LCD display panel
shows the radio band, frequency,
preset number (if used), and other
operating -status information. A
built-in clock displays the time
while a tape is playing or, in radio
mode, for 8 seconds after the eject
button has been pressed. The cas-
sette loads edgewise through a slot
at the top of the panel and is drawn
into the transport by a motor after
partial insertion.

The Harman Kardon CH160 has
separate pairs of line outputs for the
front and rear channels, using stan-
dard phono jacks on short integral
cables, and can also switch power to
an external power -operated anten-
na. The CH160 measures 7 inches
wide, 57/8 inches deep, and 2 inches
high, and its nose piece extends
another 13/ti inches. Price: $475.
Harman Kardon, Inc., Dept. SR,
240 Crossways Park West, Wood-
bury, NY 11797.

Lab Tests
The FM tuner of the Harman

Kardon CH160 was, in many im-
portant respects, one of the best we

have measured in a car radio. Al-
though not all of its measured per-
formance characteristics would
match those of a typical home
receiver, it came closer to achieving
that goal than most of the car
receivers we have tested. Because
the CH160 has automatic channel
blending, its stereo 50 -dB quieting
sensitivity cannot really be com-
pared to that of any home tuner-at
the measured 36.5-dBf signal level,
the auto -blend had reduced the ster-
eo separation about 18 dB. The tun-
er's signal-to-noise ratio, an impres-
sive 76.5 dB in mono, its capture
ratio of 1.75 dB, and its AM rejec-
tion of 76 dB were all among the
best we have measured since we
began testing car components.

The tuner's distortion level would
have been nearly as noteworthy as
its other measurements if its digital -
synthesis tuning had been more ac-
curate. Like many frequency -syn-
thesis tuners, it had a slight frequen-
cy error, about 45 kHz in this case,
that raised the distortion measure-
ment appreciably, though without
audible consequences. For example,
the 0.57 percent mono distortion
and 0.76 percent stereo distortion
levels would have been reduced to
only 0.2 and 0.27 percent, respec-
tively, if the quartz -crystal oscillator
controlling the synthesizer had been
on the correct frequency. We don't
mean to single out the CH160 for
criticism on this point, but we have
seen so many other cases of this
flaw recently that we will continue
to mention it when it is found.

Another peculiarity of most car
radios, including this one, is that
thanks to their signal -controlled
channel -blending circuits, only a
fairly strong signal will give reason-
able stereo performance. Much of
the time the channel separation is
minimal. At the 20-dBf input that
gave 3.2 percent distortion with a
stereo signal-the tuner's so-called
"usable sensitivity"-the CH160's
separation was a mere 2.2 dB, hard-
ly what we would call "stereo." In
spite of this, the stereo indicator
came on with only 11 dBf (1 micro-
volt) of input, far too little to be lis-
tenable in either mono or stereo!

We were surprised to find that the
Loc (local) function of the 70µS/LOC

switch was not mentioned or ex-
plained anywhere in the instruction
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manual. We eventually determined
by trial and error that the normal
threshold for the scan and seek
functions was 17 dBf (about 2 mi-
crovolts), which meant that the tun-
er would stop on just about any
receivable signal, no matter how
noisy. In the LOC setting, the thresh-
old was 45 dBf (50 microvolts), a
more reasonable level that would
accept only signals likely to produce
comfortable listening in stereo as
well as mono.

The CH160's audio section had
no weaknesses that we could find.
Its tone controls were much like
those of good home receivers, and
its loudness compensation boosted
only frequencies below about 500
Hz as the volume was reduced. The
maximum line -level output was 0.9
volt from either a 100 percent mod-
ulated FM signal or a 250-nWb/m
1,000 -Hz tape signal. In most re-
spects the tape player was typical of
good -quality automobile players. Its
frequency response, however, was
much better than average, with a
variation of about ± 2.5 dB from
31.5 to 18,000 Hz (the limits of the
BASF standard test tapes we use for
this measurement). The response
was essentially identical for both
equalization characteristics. On our
test sample the tape speed was
slightly high, but the speed is set by
an internal adjustment and is not
necessarily typical of the model.

The Harman Kardon CH160 is a
very attractive and easy -to -use tun-
er/cassette player, and its overall
measured performance ranks it high
among the car stereo units we have
tested. The requirement that it be
used with one or a pair of external
power amplifiers makes it easy for
the user to customize the system
based on it instead of being limited
by the manufacturer's choice of an
internal power amplifier. J.H.

Road Tests
The STEREO REVIEW urban test

route extends from the Manhattan
end of the Brooklyn Bridge over the
bridge and into the maze of streets
around the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
It's a place where we torture car
stereo components with "worst
case" jolts to the tape transport and
a jungle of multipath. Few survive
the encounter unruffled, and it's a
considerable point in favor of the

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

FM mono usable sensitivity
(75 -ohm input): 17.8 dBf (2.1 µV)

FM 50 -dB quieting sensitivity
(75 -ohm input): mono, 20 dBf
(2.75 µV); stereo, 36.5 dBf (18.4
µV)

Tuner signal-to-noise ratio at 65
dBf: mono, 64 dB; stereo, 63 dB

Tuner distortion at 65 dBf: mono,
0.57%; stereo, 0.76%

FM frequency response (-3-dB
limits): 20 to 20,000 Hz

Stereo separation at 100, 1,000,
and 10,000 Hz (at 65 dBf): 38.5,
38.3, and 26 dB

Capture ratio at 65 dBf: 1.75 dB
AM rejection at 65 dBf: 76 dB
Selectivity: alternate -channel, 60

dB; adjacent -channel, 3.8 dB
Image rejection: 62 dB
AM frequency response: 35 to

2,400 Hz (+8.5, -6 dB)

Tape -playback frequency response
(standard BASF test tapes,
-3 -dB limits): 120 -us EQ, 31.5
to 18,000 Hz; 70-µs EQ, 31.5 to
18,000 Hz

Tape signal-to-noise ratio
(referred to 250 nWb/m at 315
Hz, 120 -us EQ): 48 dB
unweighted; 63 dB with Dolby B
and CCIR/ARM weighting; 72
dB with Dolby C and
CCIR/ARM weighting

Flutter: ±0.25% CUR -weighted
peak; 0.17% JIS-weighted rms

Tape speed accuracy: + 1.8% start,
. 6-% at end of C-60 cassette

Fast rewind time for C-60: 131
seconds

Tone -control range: ± 10 dB at
100 Hz; +10, -11 dB at 10,000
Hz

1,000 -Hz clipping output into
10,000 -ohm load: 0.9 volt

Harman Kardon CH160 that it han-
dled the obstacles of the course in
an eminently musical way.

Having dealt with the urban part
of our test procedure, I then under-
took a 1,500 -mile trip with the
CH160 installed in my Volvo.
Where previous drives have turned
up FM deserts lasting scores of
miles, the CH160 obligingly filled
the dial with mostly very listenable
signals from far-off stations, which
disappeared only in valley bottoms
and behind high ridges. In fact,
while I drove the equivalent of a
third the way across the country, the
CH160 piled up an enviable record
of listenable broadcasts. The FM
sound was full, very clear, and total-
ly uncolored. Recovery of fine de-
tail from complex sonic textures
was both unhampered and consis-
tent. Except in marginal areas, ster-
eo reception was quite stable.

It would take a lot to make an AM
fan of me, and the CHI 60 did not.
The AM reception was largely clear
and unfettered, but when you open
up the frequency response in the
AM band, in comes all the sonic
wretchedness that afflicts it. A touch
of treble attenuation cured some of
the noise.

Throughout the test drive, the
tape player's pitch stability was ex-
cellent, as was its Dolby tracking.
Incorrect head alignment or equali-
zation can cause pumping or
breathing with either Dolby system,
but the CH160 had no such prob-
lems. Noise was cut back, as it's

supposed to be, with no unpleasant
side effects.

Autoreverse is a convenient fea-
ture in a tape player, but I've never
wept over its absence. It's rare that
performance is identical in both di-
rections, and the noise -reduction
circuitry can mistrack if a variation
in head alignment chops the treble
response. The CHI 60 is a nicely
adjusted unidirectional model
whose performance was so neutral
and firm that I could forget what a
tiny mechanism it is and how ex-
posed it is to a car's shakes and
shudders. I enjoyed being able to
spot-check the radio during fast
winding thanks to the Auto Tuner
Monitor, but it was also good to be
able to choose not to have the radio
cut in as soon as a tape was no long-
er playing.

Our previous car stereo test re-
ports have noted great improve-
ments in control -panel illumina-
tion. The CH160 has warm, orange
lighting for each button and the
same easy -on -the -eyes back lighting
for the black LCD's in the display.
It's easy to learn the function and
location of each control on the un-
cluttered panel so that you don't
have to read the tiny lettering each
time. I felt very much at ease with
this unit as I tore down 1-80. The
tone controls have the kind of
refinement and flexibility I expect
at home. Overall, the Harman Kar-
don CH160 is a very well -designed
product. C.G.
Circle 145 on reader service card
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THE SILENT
TREATMENT.

WHY BOB CARVER'S MINIATURE
RADIO STATION LEFT THE AUDIO

PRESS SPEECHLESS AND HOW IT LED
TO THE MOST COMPLETE STEREO

TUNER EVER OFFERED.
The new Carver D(-1 la Stereo AM -FM Tuner

is a technical tour -de -force which further dis-
tances Bob Carver's unique products from tra-
ditional electronic components-and which
can vastly enhance your musical enjoyment.

TWO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS.
The performance of the legendary TX -11

Asymmetrical Charge Coupled FM Stereo
Detector Tuner is increased by the addition of
Ultra High Frequency Wide Band AM Stereo cir-
cuitry. With the new TX -11a, AM stereo sounds
as good as FM.

Yes, contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations have frequency response
(20Hz-15kHz), separation (35dB) and signal-
to-noise ratios (70dB) audibly indistinguish-
able from FM stations of equal strength. It's
just that only Carver offers the technology
to appreciate this hidden performance.

As for FM stereo, the TX -11a virtually elimi-
nates multipath and distant station noise while
providing fully -separated stereo reception with
space, depth and ambience!

Bob Carvers Asymmetrical Charge Coupled
FM Stereo Detector removes (without affect-
ing stereo imaging, frequency response or
dynamic range) the hiss, clicks, pops, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable
noises which all too often disturb FM listening.

(Still interested in the story of the miniature
radio station and how it impressed hard -to -

impress audio critics? Read on. We'll get to it

after we explain why the quartz -synthesized
TX -11a Stereo AM -FM Tuner will impress you in
your own listening environment)

A CLEANER, WIDER FM WINDOW ON
THE WORLD.

Because of the TX -110's Charge -Coupling
and Leading Edge Detection technology, own-
ership may very well change your listening hab-
its. Right now, you probably confine your FM
listening to those stations which are strong
and relatively interference -free, avoiding weak
stations and those filled with distortion. Your
options are therefore limited. The TX -11a can
significantly expand your choices by recover-
ing stations previously buried in hiss or prone
to sudden tantrums of noise.

Ovation Magazine observed that the circuit,
"...may well mean the difference between
marginal reception of the station signals
you've been yearning to hear and truly noise -
free reception of those same signals, permit-
ting you to enjoy the music and forget about
noise and distortion."

In Audio Magazine, Len Feldman said
"The significance of its design can only be fully
appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to
the weakest, most unacceptable stereo sig-
nals you can find, then pushing those two
magic buttons."

"Separation was still there; only the back-
ground noise had been diminished, and with
it, much of the sibilance and hissy edginess so
characteristic of multi-pcth interference."

WHY THE ASYMMETRICAL CHARGE -
COUPLED FM STEREO DETECTOR GIVES

NOISE THE SILENT TREATMENT.
Thirty years ago, the FCC turned clear mono

FM into a substandard stereo medium (with
fifteen times poorer signal-to-noise ratio) by
approving a broadcast system that is extraor-
dinarily prone to multipati and
distant -station -noise.

This system separates stereo into two differ-
ent bands. Unfortunately, the bands aren't pure
Left and Right. Instead, one band is comprised
of those parts of a stereo signal that are com-
mon to both channels, (L+R, or mono). The
other signal, far more fragile and prone to nter-
ference, is the difference between the left and
right sigml (L -R). It bounces off buildings, hills
and other objects, and wreaks havoc when

POWER

POWERFUL

Carver Corporation

P 0 Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98046



recombined with the strong mono signal.
Bob Carvers Charge-Ccupling circuit takes

advantage of the fact that almost all noise and
distortion is exactly 180 degrees out of phase
with the signal its part of. The TX -11a Stereo
AM -FM Tuner cancels these "dirty mirror"
images before they can reach your ears. That
eliminates up to 85% of the potential noise
found in distant or noisy stations.

But Bob wasn't satisfied and knew you
wouldn't be either. So another circuit, toe Lead-
ing Edge Detector, goes a step further by tak-
ing advantage of a little -appreciated FM
phenomenon: Just 5% of the L -R signal actu-
ally contributes to the steceo experience. The
rest simply gets in the way of skyscrapers and
mountains.

The Carver leading Edge Detector operates
only on this critical 5% of the L -R signal, filter-
ing out noise and restorirg just that part of the
signal needed by our ears and brain to con-
struct stereo imaging.

Blended back into the mono (L+R) signal
matrix, a net reduction of 93% - or better than
20dB of noise reduction - is achieved. All
ambient and localizing information is recov-
ered Only hiss and distorion are left behind
Or, as High Fidelity Magazine put
it, "...clean, noise -free sound out
of weak or multi -path -ridden sig-
nals that would have you lunging
for the mono switch on any other
tuner"

THE LITTLEST AM RADIO STATION.
Before we describe the remarkable

attributes of the TX -11a, we owe you the story
that proves just how far perfo-mance can
be extended when a component comes
from Carver.

At a recent press conference, Bob Carver
unveiled a small antenna cor nected to a very
low powered AM stereo broadcast transmitter
(C-QUAM format). Dubbed "Station CRVR," it
sat next to a Carver Compact Disc Player and
the same TX -11a that's on your dealers shelves
right now.

Bob Carver routed the Compact Disc's sig-
nal to the antenna for reception by the TX -110
and also directly to a preamplifier.

In front of America's top stereo miters, Bob
switched back and forth between the trans-
mitted signal (as received by the TX -11c) and
the direct CD signal. All listen 3rs had difficulty
distinguishing between the outputs of tie CD
player and the TX -11a Stereo AM -FM Tuner!

Most could tell no difference at all!

HOWAM STEREO GETS
THE SILENT

TREATMENT WITH THE
7X-lla.

* Unique de -emphasis curve
* Whistle Stop cancelling circuit
* Pilot Signal cancelling circuit
* Ultra -low noise balanced station

detector
* Very wide band minimum phase

intermediate frequency amplifiers.

MUSICAL

Think of it. Compact Disc frequency
response and freedom from noise with AM
stereo and toe TX -11a. Only Carver could pull
it of. 3ut then only Carver could do the same
for FM, too.

HUMAN -ENGINEERED FEATURES AND
CONVENIENCE.

Many tuners with far less exclusive circuitry
than he TX -11a have far more complicated
exter ars. Bcb Carver wanted to make tuning
stations easy, not impress you with flashing
lights or complex progrcmming.

So'hireen presets, wide/narrow band
selectors, automatic/manual scanning and
the tiuttcns which activate the remarkable
Charge -Coupled circuits (Multipath and
Noise Reduction) are at tastefully inset
into the burnished anthracite metal fcce.
Full instrumentation inc uding digital station
frequency readout, 6 -step 10dB-interval signal
strength LED's and otner monitor functions is
recessed behind a panel, visible but not garish.

The resun is performcnce without theatri-
cally Access without complication.

A tuner ligh Fidelity Magazine soled,
"E3N, for the best tuner we have tested..."

CLEAR THE AIR BY VISITING YOUR
NEAREST CARVER DEALER.

Ask to hear the most expensive tur er they
set. :',1t wort be the Carver TX -11a). Now tune
a multi-pat-i-ravaged, hiss -filled FM station.
Tune the some station on the TX -11a Stereo
AM -1A Tuner and press the Multipath and
Noise Reduction buttons. You'll see why no
other FM tuner can approach it. And Nhy no
other AM stereo tuner this good exists
an/wile-el

WEL

ACCURATE

CIRCLE NO. 49 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Distributed in Cartida by Evolution Technology



TECHNICAL TALK

by Julian Hirsch

"Power Envelope":
a New Specification?

HIGH-FIDELITY power rat-
ings for amplifiers are
now primarily based on
their continuous power

output capabilities (sometimes re-
ferred to as "rms power," a mean-
ingless term). This convention arose
largely as a result of past advertising
excesses, which led the Federal
Trade Commission some years ago
to establish rules for advertising
power ratings so that specifications
could be compared meaningfully.

The long-term and short-term
power outputs required for music
reproduction are very different,
however. Unlike the sine -wave test
signals used for amplifier testing,
whose level remains fixed for the
duration of a measurement, music
levels are constantly varying. For
brief periods they are often many
times greater than any long-term
average value. That is why we mea-
sure both dynamic and continuous
power outputs of amplifiers.

An amplifier's continuous aver-
age power output is the greatest out-
put level it can maintain for at least
5 minutes. This measurement is

linked to a specific distortion per-
centage and range of frequencies
(usually 20 to 20,000 Hz), and it is
the basis for the amplifier's adver-
tised power rating. The "clipping
headroom" specification is really
only an indicator of the degree of
conservatism built into an ampli-
fier's rating, being a measure of the
difference between the maximum
1,000 -Hz sine -wave power the am-
plifier can actually deliver and its
advertised continuous average pow-
er output.

The dynamic nature of music is
recognized in the "dynamic head-
room" measurement, based on a
short (20 -millisecond) burst of a
1,000 -Hz sine -wave repeated twice
per second, with a continuous
1,000 -Hz signal maintained be-
tween bursts at a level of -20 dB
(one -hundredth the power in the
burst portion). An amplifier's dy-
namic headroom is the ratio of its
maximum unclipped burst power to
its rated continuous output.

Over the years, several manufac-
turers have introduced amplifiers
with high dynamic -headroom rat-
ings. Whereas a typical amplifier
might have a dynamic headroom of
perhaps 1 dB, some have as much as
3 or 4 dB, and the newest Proton
models claim 6 dB. A high dy-
namic -headroom power rating can
be obtained most simply by using a
loosely regulated power supply-
that is, one whose voltage rises un-
der the light current load of an
amplifier delivering little or no con-
tinuous power but drops to a lower
value under sustained high -power
operation. This approach was used
in the early Phase Linear Model 400
and 700 amplifiers, for example.

Tested This Month

Bang & Olufsen CDX
Compact Disc Player

Bose 10.2 Speaker System
Rotel RB-880 Power

Ampli
Shure U tra 500

Phono Cartridge
Stax SR -Lambda Pro

Headphones

A more efficient technique is to
use a multivoltage power supply
that is able to respond very rapidly
to signal -level changes. By sensing
that the instantaneous signal -output
voltage will probably exceed the ca-
pability of one level of d.c. power -
supply voltage and switching to a
higher voltage just before the signal
level actually requires it, such a
"commutating" amplifier can han-
dle very high peak signals, yet its
average power -supply voltage (and,
consequently, the heat dissipation
of its output transistors) can be kept
quite low. This approach has been
used (with numerous variations in
detail) in amplifiers from Carver,
Hitachi, NAD, Proton, Sound -
craftsmen, and Yamaha.

The simplest commutating ampli-
fiers use a bilevel power supply,
which switches between a low volt-
age and a high voltage. Carver's
original "cube" amplifier (the M-
400) has three voltage steps, and we
have seen a new developmental am-
plifier from Carver that has no few-
er than sixteen voltage steps. The
number of voltage steps does not
have a direct effect on dynamic
power, but the more steps there are,
the less power will be dissipated in
the output transistors, which is an-
other way of saying that the ampli-
fier's efficiency is higher.

A different approach has been
taken by NAD and Proton, whose
latest amplifiers have generally sim-
ilar power -supply designs. Two d.c.
supply voltages are provided, one at
the normal power -supply level re-
quired for the amplifier's rated con-
tinuous output and the other about
twice as great for handling high peak
levels. The higher voltage is stored
in a capacitor charged by a low -cur-
rent supply and is switched to the
output transistors when the signal
voltage approaches the amplifier's
continuous -power limits. This high-
er voltage enables the amplifier to
deliver several times its normal
maximum output, but as current is
drawn from the capacitor, its volt-
age decreases. Eventually, the stor-
age capacitor is discharged and the
amplifier operates conventionally
from its regular power supply.

NAD has made a study of the
actual signal characteristics of a
number of music recordings, both
classical and popular, and has pub -
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Let Radio Shack Improve
Your Audio and Video Image

nom

POWER

COMPARATOR ENHANCE

PROCESS MN

.4W4RC_HER_-+ VIDEO PROCESSOR

STEREO

lug NOISE REDUCTION SYNTHESIZER STEREOEXFANDEH

POWEM

With Much Sharper Pictures. Our new Stereo -
Compatible Video P-ocessor helps you get the most
from your video system. A variable enhancer pre-
serves picture detai s normally lost in tape duplica-
tion and a built-in stabilizer eliminates annoying roll
and jitter. The variable -rate video/sound fader lets
you edit like a "pro." You also get an on -screen
comparison of original and processed video. Ideal
for use with VCRs, TV sets, monitors and satellite
receivers, our VP is only $99.95 or as low as $20 per
month on Radio Shack/CitiLine credit.

With Exciting Surround -Sound. Radio Shack's
Video Sound Processor lets you connect your VCR,

TV set, monitor or satellite TV receiver to your
stereo system. It will decode the surround -sound
channel of most stereo -sound movies and a variable
expander lets you widen the sound image of stereo
sources. The VSP will also convert any monaural au-
dio input to high -quality simulated stereo. Features
include a built-in MR* dynamic noise reduction cir-
cuit, tape monitor, and three selectable inputs.
Come in and hear the amazing difference it makes!
Only $89.95

TAPE
MONITOR SOURCE

Radio ihaeli
The Technology Store'

DIVISION OF TA VDY CORPORATION

Sado Shack/CitiLine Is an open-eided credit plan
tom Citibank. Actual payment mad vary depending
cn balance. Prices appli at parkirreling Radio Shack
Mores 8 dealers. 'TM National Serriconductor Corp
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Even the smallest details
have been carefully
thought out. For
example, the
shape of this
light switch
and its posi-
tion on the
instrument
panel make
the simple
task of
turning on
the lights as
easy as possib

The trip computer is part
of the optional electronic
instrument cluster. It
provides valuable travel
information such as
rate of fuel consump-
tion and the distance
you can travel until
empty.

%V

LIGHTS

One of the many
examples of Ford's

attention to detail is
the cargo restrain-

ing net on the LX. It
helps keep grocery

bags from tipping over
and loose packages from

sliding around.

THE NEW FO
ITS PERFORMAN

TO WHAT'S UN
The mark of a well -designed

automobile is total performance.

In the case of Taurus, that means
a powerful 3 -liter, V-6 engine. Plus
dozens of other features that not only
respond to the needs of the driver,
but to those of the passengers as well.

As a result, Taurus performs
beautifully.



1 ( (.1-, inst -urneut
)(11(-1 ti,cr It lendly7

All instrun _Ins are easy to text and LII controls
are placed where dour hands can easily find them.

DTAURUS.
E ISN'T LIMITED
ER THE HOOD.

ight down to the smallest detail.

The best -built American cars.

At Ford, Quality is job 1. A 1985
survey established that Ford makes
the best -built American cars. This is
based on an average number of
problems reported by owners in
six-month period on 1981-1984
models designed and built in the 1.

The secondary sun visor helps eliminate glare from
the front and side simultaneously, so you don't have

:he inconvenience of constantly swinging
the visor back and forth. It's not

available on

Have you driven a Ford...lately?

Buckle up-lbgether we can save lives.
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lished the resulting "dynamic enve-
lopes" in a technical bulletin. The
NAD study found that high levels
commonly last from 80 to 500 milli-
seconds in real recordings, suggest-
ing that the EIA standard 20 -milli-
second dynamic -headroom test sig-
nal may be unrealistically short. For
one thing, ordinary clipping distor-
tion in sounds that last only a few
milliseconds is rarely audible. NAD
has proposed that the industry

adopt a new "power envelope" test
similar in concept to the method
already used by NAD (and Proton
as well) to describe the performance
of its amplifiers.

Briefly, the power envelope of an
amplifier is a plot of its maximum
unclipped output into several load
impedances (such as 8, 4, and 2
ohms) with burst signals of different
durations. Such a plot would de-
scribe the amplifier's performance
with a wide variety of music signals
in a way that should relate more
closely to its actual listening quali-
ties than any of the current tests.

A power -envelope measurement,
if adopted universally, would for
the first time allow a reasonable
assessment of the potential per-
formance of almost any amplifier.
Before a standard could be adopted,
there would have to be careful con-
sideration of the specific durations
and duty cycles of the test signals.
The duty cycle (relative durations of

the on and off times of the signal)
should be consistent with the aims
of the measurement. NAD points
out, for example, that a 50 percent
duty cycle would not reflect the
actual properties of music programs
and could heat up an amplifier to an
unrealistic extent. In our own mea-
surements of the NAD and Proton
amplifiers (among others), we have
used on times ranging from 1 milli-
second (one cycle of the 1,000 -Hz
test signal) to several seconds,
maintaining an off time of 0.5 sec-
ond, and have had no problems
with amplifier overheating. Our in-
tent was to reach a duty cycle that
approximated continuous operation
so that the plotted power envelope
would show the amplifier's opera-
tion under every condition from a
single cycle every half second to a
steady sine -wave input.

Consider, for example, the two
power -envelope curves shown in
the accompanying graph. (They do

THE JENSEN
JENSEN'S ENTIRE LINE OF CLASSIC CAR STEREO SPEAKERS WILL

Model for model, size for size, and dollar
for dollar, we have designed Classic
speakers to deliver more volume,
smoother bass response, and greater
dynamic range than ever before.

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF! Visit your
nearest Jensen® dealer. Set the display

JTX-300 6 x 9" TRIAX 3 -Way Speakers
Power Handling' 150 Watts Peak, 80 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response 40 Ha -25 kHz  Sensdriarty (1 Watt fr 1 Meter)
92 dB SPL  Impedance 4 Ohm  Woofer, 6  9 Cone  Midrange.
2`o" Cone  Tweeter 2 Cone.  Mounting Depth 4

amplifier at any level you choose. Cut in
any Jensen Classic speaker, then switch
over to any comparable competitive
speaker. Now switch back and forth to
compare the two. In every model category
the Jensen Classic speaker will stand
out right there on the floor!

JTX-365 61/2" TRIAX 3 -Way Speakers
Power Handling, 120 Watts Peek. 60 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response, 58 Hz -20 kHz  Sensitirdy (1 Watt d 1 Meter),
91 dB SPL  Impedance- 4 Ohm  Woofer, 6's Cone  Midrange: 2
Cone  Tweeter 1'r Cone  Mounting Depth, I'S,,

Most car stereo speakers have pole
mounts. Jensen Classic speakers have
the unitized array. This improved method
of mounting the midrange and tweeter
gives the woofer a larger working area,
and better bass response than possible
with other systems. The unitized array

JFX-140 4 Dual Cone Speakers
Power Handling 60 Watts Peek. 30 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response, 70 Ha -20 kHz  S. sittrity II Watt rit 1 Meter)
88 dB SPL  Impedance: 4 Ohm  Woofer. 4 Cone  Mounting
Depth 1'.
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not represent actual amplifiers but
serve merely for illustration.) Both
amplifiers deliver the same contin-
uous -power output, 100 watts into
8 -ohm loads. Amplifier A uses a
conventional "brute force" design,
and its well -regulated power supply
lets it deliver its 100 watts, but no
more, for any length of time. Ampli-
fier B has a "smart" power supply
that increases its maximum output
to 600 watts for periods of 20 milli-
seconds or less, giving it a dynamic
headroom of 7.8 dB (high by current
standards but surely within reach of
forthcoming designs). If the signal
peak lasts longer than 50 millisec-
onds, the maximum output falls to
500 watts, where it remains for the
next 450 milliseconds. In effect,
therefore, for a large percentage of
musical peaks this is really a 450 -
watt amplifier, though it is rated at
only 100 watts and probably not
priced much differently from other
100 -watt amplifiers. For longer sig-

nal durations, the available power
drops sharply, and after 3 seconds
Amplifier B is truly a 100 -watt am-
plifier, just like Amplifier A.

The relative abilities of these two
amplifiers to handle the kind of sig-
nals available from CD's, whose un-
compressed peaks can be many
times greater than their average lev-
els, are obvious from their power -
envelope curves. We could also re -
scale these curves so that both am-
plifiers would have the same output
for the first 20 milliseconds or so,
after which Amplifier B would drop
off and eventually become a 20 -watt
amplifier. Such an amplifier would
be considerably cheaper than Am-
plifier A, yet it would probably be
able to play almost as loud with
most musical program material.

Much of the information in the
curves can also be conveyed by a
few numbers. For example, Ampli-
fier B could be rated for 100 watts
continuous output, 450 watts for

500 milliseconds, and 600 watts for
20 milliseconds, giving it a dy-
namic -headroom rating of 7.8 dB.
Amplifier A would simply be rated
at 100 watts continuous output and
would have a dynamic headroom of
0 dB. NAD has proposed a power
rating based on a 200- or 300 -milli-
second signal duration as the single
most meaningful number to express
an amplifier's music -reproduction
performance.

The specifics of a power -envelope
specification can only be deter-
mined after considerable experi-
mentation by many manufacturers
and other interested parties. None-
theless, I firmly believe in the valid-
ity of the concept, and I welcome
the appearance of products whose
performance justifies developing
such a standard specification. We
will be making power -envelope
measurements on amplifiers from
now on, although I may not neces-
sarily comment on the results. El

CHALLENGE:
TAKE ON ANY OTHER BRAND IN HEAD TO HEAD COMPETITION!
construction provides up to 48% more
speaker area than some pole mount
speakers fitting in the same installation.
The result is more bass, more overall
performance superiority-more sound
for the dollar. The Jensen Classic car
stereo speakers deliver the power

JCX-265 6'1 COAX 2 -Way Speakers
Power Handling 90 Watts Peak. 45 Wefts Conhnuous  Useable
Frequency Response 60 Hz -20 kHz  Sensztivity (1 Watt fr fleeter)
90 dB SPL  Impedance 4 Ohm  Woofer 6', Cone  Tweeter: 2
Cone  Mounting Depth 1111,,

handling and performance to make them
digitally ready for compact disc players.

Take The Jensen challenge with the
entire Classic line. You will hear the differ-
ence a Jensen speaker makes, loud and
clear, with your own ears. It's no longer a
matter of which brand, but which Jensen.

JCX-200 6" x 9 COAX 2 -Way Speakers
Power Handling 50 Watts Peek. 80 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response 40 Hz -22 kHz  Sensitivity 11 'Nati a 1 Meter)
91 dB SPL  Impedance 4 Ohm  Woofer. 6 9 Cone  Tweeter.
2'. Cone  Mounnng Depth 4

CIRCLE NO 24 ON READER SFR,. [CE CARD

[MRKr DISC ,
READ'

JENSEN
When you want it all

JCX-245 4,1 COAX 2 -Way Convert ble Speakers
Power Handling 70 Watts Pee a 35 Watts Continuous  Useable
Frequency Response Rush Inetallabon 65 Hz -20 kHz. Surface
Installetion 185 11.-20 kHz  Sensdretty (1 Watt 4 1 Meter) 89 dB
SPL  Impedance 4 Ohm  Woofer' 41, Cone  Tweeter: 2' Co.,.
 Mounting Depth (Rush) 11-

c 1986 International Jensen. Inc
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TEST REPORTS

BANG & OLUFSEN BEOGRAM
CDX COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

IKE other Bang & Olufsen
products, the Beogram
CDX Compact Disc player
has a unique combination

of styling and operating features.
The top -loading, low -profile player
has a sloping, black -backed clear
glass front panel with white control
markings and green and red illumi-
nated display numerals. Behind the
control section is a hinged disc -
loading door that allows the disc to
be seen when closed. The only con-
ventional controls are the play
(power) and eject buttons at the
right and left ends of the player's
front edge. All other functions are
activated by touching the appro-
priately labeled areas of the front
panel.

The green track numerals initially
show all the tracks on the disc (to a
maximum of twenty), but in pro-
grammed operation only the select-
ed track numbers are visible. Dur-

ing play, the number of the current
track blinks on and off. The red
LED numerical display shows the
elapsed playing time on the current
track, the total elapsed time on the
disc, or the current track and index
number.

For fast track selection, touching
ADVANCE or RETURN moves the la-
ser pickup ahead to the start of the
next track or back to the beginning
of the current track. Forward and
backward search and scan functions
are performed with double -arrow
touch controls. A disc can be
scanned in 1 -second, 10 -second,
and 1 -minute increments, and, with
a little practice, you can easily and
quickly locate any point on a disc.
There is no audio output from the
unit during search operations.

Programming the CDX is also a
simple touch operation. A row of
white numerals (1 through 0) and
the CLEAR and STORE controls on

the front panel are used to load a
maximum of forty track selections
(with numbers up to 99) into the
CDX's memory. Undesired tracks
can be omitted with the CLEAR con-
trol, which is also used to cancel a
programmed sequence.

The CDX has pause and repeat
functions as well. The pause func-
tion is activated by touching STOP,
which suspends play, to be resumed
at that point when the PLAY control
is touched. If STOP is touched for
more than 2 seconds, however, play
is stopped completely and will re -

The B&O CDX's measure-
ments were exemplary, and
mechanically it is the
smoothest and quietest CD
player we have ever used.
Not even afaint mechanical
click mars the total silence
of its operation.

start at the beginning of the pro-
gram. An entire disc or a pro-
grammed sequence can be repeated
up to four times.
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FEATURES

0 Top -loading disc compartment programmed tracks, elapsed
with tilt -up disc holder time of track or disc, current

0 Finger -touch operating controls track/index number
0 Four -times oversampling, 14 -bit 0 Direct or programmed access to

digital -to -analog conversion any track up to Track 99
0 Digital and analog low-pass 0 Programming of up to forty

filters selections in any order or
0 Fast track search selected tracks to be omitted
0 Fast scanning (no sound audible) 0 Repeat entire disc or
0 Displays all track numbers on programmed sequence up to

disc (up to twenty) or four times

NCO CDX
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LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Maximum output level: 2.05 volts Frequency response: +0.1, -0.2
Total harmonic distortion at dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

1,000 Hz: 0.0024% referred to Cueing time: 3.8 seconds
0 dB; 0.0063% referred to -10 Cueing accuracy: A
dB: 0.02% referred to -20 dB Impact resistance: top, B; sides, A

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted): Defect tracking: tracked all defects115 dB on Philips TS4A test disc
Channel separation: 115 dB at

1.000 11/: 95 dl', at 10.000 Hi

The B&O CDX uses 14 -bit digi-
tal -to -analog (D/A) conversion,
with oversampling at 176.4 kHz
(four times the normal 44.1 -kHz
rate). A combination of digital and
analog low-pass filtering is used to
remove any ultrasonic components.
The CDX has an integral 3 -foot sig-
nal -output cable. The player meas-
ures 161/2 inches wide, 12I/4 inches
deep, and 3 inches high and weighs
12.4 pounds. Price: $699. Bang &
Olufsen, Dept. SR, 1150 Feehan-
ville Dr., Mt. Prospect, IL 60050.

Lab Tests
With standard EIA loads of

10,000 ohms in parallel with 1,000
picofarads, the B&O CDX had
identical outputs of 2.05 volts in
both channels from the 0 -dB (maxi-
mum -level) bands of our test discs.
The frequency response was flat
within +0.1, -0.2 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz, with the variations tak-
ing the form of periodic ripples on
the response curve repeated every
4,000 Hz. The interchannel phase

shift was essentially 0 degrees from
1,000 to 20,000 Hz (it was only
4 degrees at 100 Hz), indicating the
use of separate D/A converters for
the stereo channels. The playback
distortion was between 0.02 and
0.002 percent at levels from -20 to
0 dB. The A -weighted noise output,
referred to 0 dB, was barely measur-
able at -115 dB, and the channel
separation was equally noteworthy.
Crosstalk was totally undetectable
at 100 Hz and an exceptional
-112.5 dB at 1,000 Hz.

The error -correction circuits of
the CDX enabled it to play through
all of the calibrated defects on the
Philips TS4A test disc without audi-
ble effect on the program. The slew
time from Track 1 to Track 15 of
the TS4A disc was 3.8 seconds, and
the player negotiated the transition
from Track 17 to Track 18 of that
disc (not separated by a silent inter-
val) without difficulty. It was also
one of the better players we have
tested in respect to its immunity to
physical shock. To make it mis-

track, we had to give it a fairly
severe slap on its top or an even
more violent blow on the side.

Comments
Anyone who has used or tested a

large number of CD players is well
aware of the great similarities
among them with respect to per-
formance and sound quality. As the
double-blind listening tests pub-
lished in January STEREO REVIEW
showed, even if a listener with acute
hearing can detect statistically sig-
nificant differences between the
sounds of different CD players, the
practical significance of such differ-
ences is negligible. Similarly, with
state-of-the-art test instruments it is
possible, though not always easy, to
measure certain performance differ-
ences between players, but it would
be unrealistic to ascribe any audible
qualities to most of them.

But none of this is meant to belit-
tle the performance of the B&O
CDX, which was exemplary in
every respect. No matter which
measured characteristic you consid-
er most important, the CDX is like-
ly to excel in it. In addition, it is
mechanically the smoothest and
quietest CD player we have ever
used. Not even a faint mechanical
click mars the total silence of its
operation.

We could find only two points on
which to criticize the CDX. The
pristine surface of its black control
panel has a strong tendency to gath-
er dust and fingerprints. On the oth-
er hand, nothing could be easier to
clean. Also, we would have pre-
ferred conventional phono-jack sig-
nal outputs, since the 3 -foot integral
cable was too short for convenient
installation in our system.

In our view, what really sets the
CDX apart from the rest is its
unique control system. If you try to
use the CDX without first reading
its concise, well -written manual,
you may be able to play CD's, but
most likely you will never appre-
ciate its full flexibility and conve-
nience. It should take no longer
than five minutes to learn how to
use its controls, after which its oper-
ation will become instinctive. And
it is very satisfying to control such a
versatile instrument by a (literal)
touch of a fingertip.
Circle 140 on reader service card
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TEST REPORTS

BOSE 10.2
SPEAKER SYSTEM
Julian Hirsch, Hirsch7Houck Laboratories

THE Bose 10.2 "Stereo Every-
where" speaker system is a
direct descendant of the
company's earlier Direct/

Reflecting speakers. Unlike conven-
tional forward -radiating speakers,
whose full stereo properties are
usually audible only in a restricted
portion of the listening room (typi-
cally along a line midway between
the two speakers), the 10.2 has spe-
cific directional and frequency -
response properties designed to gen-
erate an exceptionally strong, three-
dimensional stereo sound image
throughout the listening area.

To achieve such a sound image,
Bose uses a controlled dispersion
pattern in which the signal radiated
at a 45 -degree angle into the room is
5 to 10 dB louder than in other
directions. The 10.2 speaker has
four drivers. Two 10 -inch woofers
are mounted 90 degrees apart on the
speaker's front and inward sides
near the top of the columnar cabi-
net, about 33 inches from the floor.
The combined radiation pattern of
these drivers slants 45 degrees in-
ward in the frequency range of 600
to 1,200 Hz. Two 3 -inch cone tweet-
ers, angled respectively 45 degrees

EN

2

inward and outward from the for-
ward axis of the system, are
mounted in front of the forward -
facing woofer.

The tweeters operate out of phase
with each other, the inward -facing
unit being in phase with the woofer
behind it, which tilts the speaker's
overall radiation pattern 45 degrees
inward (toward the in -phase tweet-
er) in the frequency range of 1,200
to 2,500 Hz, where both the woofers
and the tweeters contribute to the
total sound output. From 2,500 to
5,000 Hz, the tweeters alone oper-
ate, and their opposite -phased cones
produce a figure -eight pattern favor-
ing the inside and outside, with a
forward null. Above 5,000 Hz, the
outward -facing tweeter is shut off by
the crossover network, leaving the
natural directivity of the inward
driver to beam its energy along its
own 45 -degree axis.

Bose points out that none of these
features is sufficient to create the
desired result by itself but that their
combined effect is a directive pat-
tern from 600 to 20,000 Hz that
results in Stereo Everywhere. An-
other benefit of the 10.2's driver
array is what Bose calls "Stereo Tar-
geting," a broad vertical radiation
pattern that produces a stereo image
independent of a listener's height.
This effect results from mounting
the 10.2's tweeters in front of the
forward woofer, in contrast to the
usual configuration in which the
tweeter is placed above the woofer,
often at some distance, thereby nar-
rowing the beamwidth in the cross-
over region and changing the speak-
er's sound and imaging with the
height of the listener.

Although the bass region below
600 Hz is not critical to the Stereo
Everywhere concept, it is important
to the overall sound quality of the
system. In the Bose 10.2, the two
woofers are rear -loaded by a com-
mon series of three chambers. The
speaker's rear radiation path ex-
tends downward into the back half
of the cabinet, which is divided by a
board across its full width from top
front to bottom rear. A hole in the
divider couples the bass energy into
a second chamber of about the same
size and then out through a vertical
slot (24 inches high and 14 inch
wide) along the inboard side of the
cabinet.
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The Bose 10.2 is rated for a nom-
inal impedance of 4 ohms and an
amplifier power requirement of 10
to 180 watts per channel. It is 12
inches square and about 40 inches
high. The top 12 inches-where the
drivers are located-are covered by
a black, nonremovable grille cloth,
and the rest of the cabinet is fin-
ished in a genuine teak veneer. Each
speaker weighs 61 pounds. Price:
$1,199 per pair. Bose Corporation,
Dept. SR, The Mountain, Fra-
mingham, MA 01701.

Lab Tests
The averaged room response of

the Bose 10.2 system was exception-
ally smooth and flat from 400 to
10,000 Hz, then it sloped down
slightly to about -3 or -4 dB at
15,000 Hz and dropped rapidly at
higher frequencies to about -12 dB
at 20,000 Hz. The close-miked
woofer response decreased at about
12 dB per octave below 60 Hz, with
a minor dip at 110 Hz. The maxi-
mum bass output occured at 130
Hz, and the response fell off a total
of 5 dB from the maximum level
between 130 and 1,500 Hz. A pro-
nounced irregularity in the 1,500- to
2,700 -Hz range indicated that ther
crossover to the tweeters was in this
region.

When we spliced the close-miked
woofer and room response curves,
the composite response was ± 4 dB
from 56 to 15,000 Hz. When we
added the contribution of the port
to the woofer's output in the usual
manner, the bass response seemed
almost too good to be true: the
± 3.5 -dB variation from 23 to 1,500
Hz was not consistent with what we
heard from the speakers, which,
though very good in the bass, were
not that good! We did find a dis-
crepancy in our measurements-we
had incorrectly weighted the rela-
tive contributions of the forward
and rearward radiation from the
woofer section. We would judge
from our listening experience that
the 10.2's actual effective limit of
useful bass response in a typical lis-
tening room would be somewhere
between 56 and 23 Hz-probably
about 35 Hz.

The system's impedance reached
its minimum, about 3.5 ohms, at
150 and 10,000 Hz and its maxi-
mum of 15 ohms at 60 Hz. Over

much of the audio range, the imped-
ance was from 5 to 10 ohms. We
measured the sensitivity of the Bose
10.2 along its key directional axes,
and although there were small dif-
ferences between them, we esti-
mated its effective output sound -
pressure level (SPL) as 86 dB at
1 meter from the grille with an input
of 2.83 volts. An input of 4.5 volts
was required for the reference out-
put of 90 db that we use when meas-
uring bass distortion. At 90 -dB SPL,
the distortion was in the range of 1
to 2 percent from 100 down to 50
Hz and only 4.5 percent at 30 Hz.

Quasi-anechoic FFT response
measurements along the inward 45 -
degree axis of the speaker showed
moderate peaks at 7,000 and 9,000
Hz, and a smaller peak at 11,000
Hz. The peaks were not evident
along other measurement axes (for-
ward or on the outward 45 -degree
axis), however, and the response
was within ± 3 dB from 180 to
15,000 Hz when the peaks were
ignored. The frequency response on
the outward 45 -degree axis was rag-
ged, with a noticeably reduced out-
put at the higher frequencies reflect-
ing the combination of two oppo-
site -phase drivers and the treble
rolloff on the outward driver de-
signed into the crossover network.
The differences between the inward
and outward axes were even more
striking in the group -delay measure-
ments, which produced an excellent
overall variation of only 0.4 milli-
second from 500 to 23,000 Hz along
the inward 45 -degree axis but a rag-
ged ± 2 -millisecond measurement
from the other tweeter.

In two of our peak -power -han-
dling measurements, the amplifier
clipped before the speaker drivers
distorted significantly: at 1,030
watts into 3.5 ohms at 10,000 Hz
and at 355 watts into 9 ohms at
1,000 Hz. At 100 Hz, the woofer
cones reached the linear limits of
their excursions at 230 watts into
4 ohms.

Comments
From the outset it was obvious

that the Bose 10.2 was an excellent
speaker. Its octave -to -octave fre-
quency balance was among the
smoothest we have heard in some
time, as evidenced by its freedom
from mid -bass colorations, upper -

middle forwardness, or stridency. In
fact, its "all there" sound was one of
its most striking characteristics.

The big question, of course, is
whether "Stereo Everywhere" is a
real quality of the speaker or merely
a clever slogan. As we moved
around the room and from side to
side a few feet in front of the speak-
ers, we noticed that the audible con-
tributions of the left and right chan-
nels remained clearly distinguish-
able. An instrument heard playing
through the left speaker remained at
that position even when we stood in
front of (or behind) the right speak-
er, and the same fixed localization
was experienced as we moved else-
where in the room.

There is more to stereo than left
and right sound sources, however.
Instruments or voices positioned
between the speakers tended to shift
laterally at some points when we
moved from one side to another.
Fortunately, such shifting was not
obvious from listening positions
more than a few feet in front of the
speakers. In general, we found that
the stereo sound stage was stable
over a very large part of the room
unless we made a special effort to
move about while listening for spa-
tial anomalies. For the majority of
us who prefer less mobile listening,
then, Bose's "Stereo Everywhere"
description seems quite valid.

If you demand a specific, unvary-
ing stereo sound stage from loud-
speakers, however, the Bose 10.2
may fall a bit short of that ideal.
You do get very recognizable stereo
imaging from almost everywhere,
but the sound stage in one location
will not always be the same as it is
in another.

The approach taken by Bose in
the Point Two series (besides the
10.2 there is also the smaller 8.2) is
similar to those of some other
speaker manufacturers in its use of
shaped polar patterns to achieve
image stability, but the Bose design
seems to be somewhat more eco-
nomical in number of drivers and
overall physical complexity. The
Bose 10.2 is also one of the best
sounding speakers we have heard,
even without considering its spatial
qualities. Altogether, it appears to
represent a genuinely worthwhile
development.
Circle 141 on reader service card
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Choice:
No matter what Canton speaker you choose, quality
German craftsmanship comes from within.

Whether it be our mini -speakers to our floorstanding
speakers, our home or automotive speakers, satellite/
subwoofer combinations or active and passive
speakers-Canton offers choice.

Choice in size, finish aid technology...The only choice
we don't offer is choice in quality-Ccnton speakers
are offered only in uncompromising "top quality!'

Circle No. 33 on Reader Servi.:e Card

J

To help you choose the right Canton speaker, visit better
audio/video retailers across the country. Come. Discover.

Explore the vast array of quality audio components
Canton has to offer.

"Choice" Hi-Fi. From Canton.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 Firs Avenue North  Minneapolis, MN 55401
612/333-1150
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ROTEL RB-880
POWER AMPLIFIER

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

THE Rotel RB-880 is a stereo
power amplifier rated to de-
liver 100 watts per channel
into 8 -ohm loads, or 200

watts into 4 -ohm loads, from 20 to
20,000 Hz with no more than 0.03
percent harmonic or intermodula-
tion distortion. Its two channels can
also be bridged (driven out of
phase) to form a mono amplifier
rated at 300 watts continuous.

The RB-880 is a fairly large am-
plifier, measuring 17 inches wide,
17 inches deep (including the large
insulated speaker -binding posts in
the rear), and 5 inches high. It
weighs about 40 pounds. The finish
is black with white panel markings.
The only front -panel features are a
rocker -type power switch, a small
red pilot light, and another light that
glows when the protection circuit
has been tripped (operation is re-
stored automatically when the fault
is removed). The rear apron con-

tains two gold-plated phono input
jacks, whose 71/2 -inch spacing pre-
vents the use of dual signal cables,
and two sets of speaker terminals.
The terminals are extra large and
apparently suitable for use with
very heavy speaker wires and con-
necting plugs, but their 11/4 -inch
spacing rules out dual banana -plug
connectors.

With its cover removed, the ac-
tive circuits of the RB-880 can be
seen to occupy two large circuit
boards (one for each channel) ex-
tending the full depth of the ampli-
fier. Each board is attached to a
heavy heat sink of the same length.
The space between the two circuit
boards is well filled by a large toroi-
dal power transformer and two filter
capacitors. Heavy -gauge wires fitted
with lugs are used for all internal
connections between the circuit
boards, power supply, and speaker
outputs. Price: $995. Rotel Audio of

America, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 653,
Buffalo, NY 14240.

Lab Tests
The standard 1 -hour precondi-

tioning at one-third rated power
made the top of the RB-880 only
moderately warm, and it did not
become much hotter at any time
during our testing. The amplifier
easily surpassed its power ratings,
with the 1,000 -Hz output waveform
clipping at 145 watts into 8 ohms,
272 watts into 4 ohms, and 420
watts into 2 ohms. The 8- and 4 -

The Rotel RB-880 surpassed
its continuous -power ratings,
clipping at 145 watts into 8
ohms, 272 watts into 4
ohms, and 420 watts into 2
ohms. It was a surprise to
find that the dynamic output
was essentially identical.

ohm clipping -headroom measure-
ments were 1.6 and 1.33 dB, respec-
tively. It was a surprise to find that
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LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

1,000 -Hz continuous output power
at clipping: 145 watts into
8 ohms, 272 watts into 4 ohms,
420 watts into 2 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to
rated output): 1.6 dB (8 ohms),
1.33 dB (4 ohms)

Dynamic power output: 138 watts
into 8 ohms, 264 watts into
4 ohms, 460 watts into 2 ohms,
505 watts into 8 ohms (bridged)

Dynamic headroom: 1.4 dB
(8 ohms), 1.2 dB (4 ohms)

Harmonic distortion (1,000 Hz,
8 ohms): 1 watt, 0.0072%; 100
watts, 0.0115%

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output):
110 millivolts

A -weighted noise (referred to a
1 -watt output): -95 dB

the dynamic power output, meas-
ured using a 20 -millisecond tone
burst repeated twice per second, was
essentially identical to the contin-
uous output. We also measured the
dynamic output in the bridged
mono mode, which was just over
500 watts into 8 ohms.

The amplifier's distortion was
well within its specification for all

The Rotel RB-880's
maximum power output is
essentially independent of
signal duration. Whether for
1 millisecond or several
minutes, it will deliver its
rated power (and more)with
low distortion.

frequencies and power outputs up
to the rated 100 watts except for full
power at 20,000 Hz, where it
reached 0.036 percent. The distor-
tion was typically less than 0.02 per-
cent, and at ordinary listening levels
it was well below 0.01 percent.

A signal input of 110 millivolts
drove the RB-880 to a reference out-
put of 1 watt into 8 ohms, and its
A -weighted noise level was -95 dB
referred to 1 watt. The frequency
response was down 0.4 dB at 10 Hz
and 0.2 dB at 20,000 Hz. The upper
-3 -dB frequency limit was 93,000
Hz, and at our lower measurement
limit of 5 Hz the response was down
only 1.5 dB.

Comments
The Rotel RB-880 is an excellent

example of an amplifier powered by
a very heavy-duty, well -regulated

power supply of conventional de-
sign-in contrast to those using
commutated, or switched, supplies
whose voltage changes to meet the
instantaneous signal requirements.
We have seen few (if any) other
amplifiers whose maximum power
output was so independent of signal
duration. Whether the signal lasts
for 1 millisecond or for several min-
utes, the RB-880 will deliver its
rated output (and considerably
more) with low
out excessive heat buildup.

This sort of performance does not
come cheaply in respect to either
dollar cost or weight. The RB-880 is
a heavyweight amplifier in every
sense of the word, and its price
reflects that fact. It is an almost ide-
al constant -voltage source whose
power output is inversely propor-
tional to load resistance over a wide
range. Many amplifiers that seem to
have this quality turn out to have

overly sensitive protection circuits
that shut them down too readily
when driving 2 -ohm loads at high
power or high frequencies. We were
pleasantly surprised to find the RB-
880 quite immune to this effect. It
shut down only when we drove it to
high outputs with a 10,000 -Hz
square wave and once when we
were driving both channels to hard
clipping into 2 -ohm loads-which
drew a total output of almost 900
watts, so we can hardly fault the
amplifier!

For listening we took advantage
of having a pair of RB-880's on
hand and operated them in the
budged mode to form a very potent
1 -kilowatt amplifier. Needless to
say, the system worked very well,
with no undesirable qualities what-
ever, and with the sense of limitless
power that such reserves make pos-
sible. Obviously, this sort of opera-
tion is advisable only if your speak-
ers can handle such power levels or
are protected against overload.

the RB-
880, we can better appreciate why
Rotel products enjoy favor among
demanding high -end audiophiles. If
the RB-880 is a typical example of
the company's products, the reputa-
tion is well deserved. It is not inex-
pensive by any means, but it still
costs a fraction of the price of some
other high -end amplifiers, and I sus-
pect it would stand up well in com-
parison with them.
Circle 142 on reader service card

. . . Mr. Halloran, don't you think that a discussion on bringing back the Latin
Mass is . . . uh, well, outside our purview?"
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In its glowing review, Video
Review states that the Pioneers
FbresightTM 70 system "will proba-
bly serve as a benchmark for A/V
systems of the future:' Here's how
they came to that conclusion.

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
A/V SYSTEM EVER DEVISED.
In one integrated system, the

Pioneer Foresight 70 offers the
most audio/video technology
available today. And it provides for
the addition of generations of
technology to come.

It is the first system with a com-
bination LaserDisc"/Compact Disc
player integrated into the system
itself.

The first system with Surround
Sound as a video component.

The first to offer a choice of all
three VCR technologies-the best

IT IS POSSIBLE TO PUT
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

IN ONE SYSTEM.
IT IS SIMPLY NOT EASX

of each, in fact: Super Beta Hi-Fi, VHS Hi-Fi and
8 -mm with PCM digital sound.

The first to offer all three noise -reduction
systems: Dolby B, Dolby C and dbx.

The first with all three forms of digital sound:
LaserDisc, compact disc and 8 -mm PCM.

ALL CONTROLLED BY ONE
"SYSTEM REMOTE."

All the video and audio technologies-the
monitor, VCRs, double audio -cassette deck,
TV/AM/FM tuner, LaserDisc, CD, even the
analog turntable-are controlled by one fully
integrated remote control! It's so well thought
out, it's the first remote with a built-in LCD
readout. So you can get all the information you
need without having to turn on your CRT

But the uniqueness of the Foresight 70 isn't
'except for the VHS Hi-Fi.

merely its integration, it's the system's technical
excellence.

A GREAT VIDEO SYSTEM REQUIRES
A GREAT MONITOR.

Video Review boasts that "the picture detail is
nothing short of superb." And for good reason.
The comb filter in our monitor produces the
exceptional frequency response of 5.0 MHz. This
is far beyond the highest broadcast bandwidth,
and results in 400 horizontal and 450 vertical
lines of video resolution. The fact is, LaserDisc,
delivering more than 350 lines of resolution, is
the only video source that begins to let you fully
appreciate the superb detailing.

VIDEO ISN'T JUST A MATTER OF LINES.
Did you ever notice that in most video systems,

as you increase contrast the shapes distort? On



the Pioneer monitor, a highly regulated switch-
ing power supply makes that problem a thing of
the past. Did you ever notice that on most video
systems, there's a loss of detail around the edges
of objects?

Our new contour -correction system solves that
classic video problem, too. Did you ever notice
that as you brighten the
picture, the color satu-
ration changes?

Not on our monitor.
We've just about elimi-
nated differential -gain
error. As the experts say:
"The monitor gets virtu-
ally perfect scores...."
THE AUDIO LIVES UP

TO THE VIDEO.
When you design the

first system to reproduce
3 forms of digital sound, by necessity it must be
a considerable audio system. Simply because
digital audio demands a much wider dynamic
range and frequency response.

With 0.09% distortion, our amplifier is as
clean as digital sound itself.

If you're impressed by this, consider our 3-
band tuner with a signal-to-noise ratio of 75 dB
on the FM section. Its a tuner with built-in MTS
decoding that delivers broadcast stereo or SAP or

both. It also allows you to split
audio/video reception to receive
FM simulcasts.

Consider a double auto -reverse
audio -cassette deck with a
dynamic range of 110 dB (with
dbx). Consider a digital 8 -mm VCR
that delivers 88 dB of dynamic
range on 6 stereo tracks, to provide
a total of 24 hours of continuous
digital music on one cassette
about the size of a standard audio
cassette.

Or consider the signal-to-noise
ratio of our LaserDisc/CD combi-
nation player. At 96 dB, it's virtually
noise free. And frequency response
is virtually flat from 5 Hz to
20,000 Hz.

Harmonic distortion is barely
measurable (0.009%).

Consider a system that provides
Surround Sound in four different

processing modes: simulated and expanded
stereo, theater, and stadium. It lets you tailor the
audio ambience to the musical source, to give you
the kind of audio depth and realism you've simply
not heard at home before.

Last, consider a system that was designed to
add luxury to your room. With components

beautifully fitted and
housed in rosewood cabin-
etry. (Even the extra set of
Surround Sound speakers
are in rosewood)
FIRSTS, BETTERS, BESTS.

Given all the new tech-
nology operating in the
Foresight 70, combined with
such a high level of video
and audio excellence, it's
easy to understand why
Video Review came to the

conclusion: "It's the kind of system that every-
one's been talking about, but few manufacturers
have been able to execute with such skill."
©1986 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc. All rights reserved.
Foresight and LaserDisc brand videodisc player are trademarks of
Pioneer Electronics Corp. Dolby is a registered trademark of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp. dbx is a trademark of dbx Inc.

PIONEERS
Video for those who really care about audio.

CIRCLE NO 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TEST REPORTS

SHURE ULTRA
500 PHONO
CARTRIDGE

Julian Hirsch,
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

SHURE BROTHERS' Ultra pho-
no cartridges are aimed at the
high -end audiophile. Al-
though they have much in

common with the widely acclaimed
leader of Shure's regular line, the
V15 Type V -MR, the Ultra car-
tridges are said to be individually
assembled with tighter tolerances
and fine-tuned for peak perform-
ance. There are currently three Ul-
tra models, the 300, the 400, and the
500, and we tested the top -of -the -
line Ultra 500.

Functionally, the Ultra 500 is al-
most identical to the V15 Type
V -MR, sharing with it a Micro -
Ridge line -contact stylus, a thin -
wall beryllium -stylus cantilever,
and a pivoted Dynamic Stabilizer
that serves multiple roles as a pick-
up damping device, record brush,
destaticizer, and stylus guard. The
Ultra 500's replacement stylus ap-
pears to be identical to the stylus of

the V15 Type V -MR (we verified
that they are interchangeable), and
the encapsulated cartridge bodies of
the two models also appear to be
identical. In addition, they have the
same specifications for coil induc-
tance and resistance, output volt-
age, and optimum load require-
ments. Comparing the manufactur-
er's specifications for the two car-
tridges, we could find only three sig-
nificant differences: the Ultra 500
has gold-plated pins and a substan-
tially higher "trackability" rating at
all frequencies; it is rated to track at
a slightly higher force, 1.2 grams
rather than 1.0 grams; and it is
heavier, 9.3 grams rather than 6.6
grams.

The greater weight of the Ultra
500 is due to the metal mounting
block that couples the encapsulated
cartridge body to the tonearm. It is
widely held in high -end audio cir-
cles that a cartridge must have ex-
tremely tight mechanical coupling
to its headshell to avoid resonances
that can color the sound. The Ultra
500's mounting block provides the
maximum surface contact area be-
tween cartridge and headshell, and
it has integral mounting nuts to sim-
plify installation. To further en-
hance the mechanical unity of the
pickup system, the Ultra 500
mounts with Allen -head screws,
which can provide a greater bond-
ing force than the usual slotted -head
screws. An Allen wrench is pro-
vided with the cartridge instead of
the customary screwdriver.

The Shure Ultra 500 is packaged
in an attractive walnut -finish wood-
en jewel box together with the
mounting hardware, Allen wrench,
dummy alignment stylus, stylus -
cleaning brush, and a vial of stylus -
cleaning fluid. Price: $400.

Lab Tests
The extra weight of the Ultra 500

caused us some problems in mount-
ing it. Most good modern tonearms
are designed to balance a cartridge
weighing from 4 to 8 grams, and
almost all modern cartridges fall be-
tween those limits. With the first
two turntables we tried, the arms
were unable to balance the 9.3 -gram
Ultra 500. The third, an older but
high -quality player with a moder-
ately massive tonearm, was able to
accommodate it. We operated the

Ultra 500 at its rated tracking force
of 1.2 grams, with the arm set to 1.7
grams to compensate for the effect
of the 0.5 -gram Dynamic Stabilizer
brush.

The optimum load for the Ultra
500 is stated to be 47,000 ohms in
parallel with 250 picofarads. We
measured its frequency response
with capacitive loads of 140, 275,
and 550 pF. The 275-pF load gave
the flattest response, ±0.5 dB from
40 to 20,000 Hz, although the 140-
pF response varied by the same
amount and differed from the op-
timum curve by no more than 0.5
dB over the full frequency range.
The highest capacitance produced a
response rise of 1 dB at 10,000 Hz
and a drop of 2.5 dB at 20,000 Hz.

The square -wave response of the
cartridge with the CBS STR 112 test
record was excellent. There was a
slight ringing at about 35,000 Hz
(possibly the stylus resonance fre-
quency, although this test record
also has some ringing in the same
frequency range) and a rise time of
15 microseconds, which corre-
sponds to an upper response limit of
23,000 Hz. This figure, however,
includes the response of the record
as well as that of the cartridge.

The channel separation of the Ul-
tra 500 was about 30 dB up to 5,000
Hz, decreasing to 25 dB at 10,000
Hz and 13 dB at 20,000 Hz. The
output from a 1,000 -Hz test band
recorded at 3.54 cm/s was 2.85 mV,
with a channel imbalance of less
than 0.2 dB. The vertical stylus
angle was 20 degrees. In view of the
considerable mass of both the arm
and cartridge-their total effective
mass was 33 grams-and the high
stylus compliance of the Ultra 500,
the system resonated at about 6 to 7
Hz. Fortunately, the Dynamic Sta-
bilizer was quite effective in damp-
ing this resonance, so that the sys-
tem was able to track warped rec-
ords moderately well.

The Ultra 500 tracked our Cook
and Fairchild high -velocity test rec-
ords easily, as well as the 90 -micro-
meter level of the German HiFi #2
record. At the 100 -micrometer lev-
el, however, it showed traces of mis-
tracking. It is possible that a slight
warp on the record, combined with
the high arm/cartridge mass, caused
the mistracking. When we used the
newer DIN 45549 test record, which
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may have been flatter than the older
HiFi #2 record, the Ultra 500
tracked its 100 -micrometer level.

Our tracking -distortion measure-
ments were made with the Shure
TTR-103 test record. The differ-
ence -frequency intermodulation
distortion (playing equal -amplitude
tones of 1,000 and 1,500 Hz) was
0.3 percent at 15 cm/s and 0.8 per-
cent at 30 cm/s. The 10.8 -kHz tone -
burst distortion was nearly constant
and very low, 0.35 to 0.42 percent
over the same range of recorded
velocities.

Comments
Unquestionably, the Shure Ultra

500 is a superb cartridge. Its fre-
quency -response and channel -sepa-
ration characteristics are as nearly
perfect as anything we have meas-
ured. The benefits of the Shure Dy-
namic Stabilizer have been recog-
nized for years. It is one of the most
effective damping devices we have
seen, and it goes a long way toward
eliminating the undersirable effects
of arm/cartridge resonances.

The cartridge sounded every bit
as good as it measured. We believe
it does as faithful a job of extracting
the information from a record
groove as has been achieved by any
phono cartridge. However-and
this is a big "however"-the same
comments apply to the Shure V15
Type V -MR, which is roughly half
the price of the Ultra 500. We have
never found a music record that the
V15 Type V -MR could not track
with ease, yet the Ultra 500 has a
substantially higher rated "track -
ability." The Allen -head mounting
screws and unique mounting block
of the Ultra 500 are excellent fea-
tures, though we wish they added
less mass. We noted with regret that
the superb cartridge -alignment and
mounting fixture that Shure pro-
vides with the V15 Type V -MR was
absent from the Ultra 500's jewel -
box case.

The Shure Ultra 500 may have
appeal to a limited but highly selec-
tive part of the market consisting of
high -end audiophiles. If you can
hear something in the sound from
the Ultra 500 that justifies spending
$400, and if your turntable's tone -
arm can balance its mass, then your
choice is clear.
Circle 143 on reader service card

STAX SR -LAMBDA
PROFESSIONAL HEADPHONES

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

STAX KOGYO of Tokyo manu-
factures a broad line of elec-
trostatic headphones headed
by the SR -Lambda Profes-

sional, an enhanced version of the
standard SR -Lambda. Most Stax
headphones (which the company
prefers to call "Earspeakers") are
furnished with adaptors that allow
them to be driven from an ampli-
fier's low -impedance speaker out-
puts by stepping up the output volt-
age and supplying the d.c. polarizing
voltage required by electrostatic
transducers. The wider electrode
spacing of the SR -Lambda Pro re-
quires a higher polarizing voltage
than the standard SR -Lambda (580
instead of 230 volts) and a corre-
spondingly larger audio signal volt-
age, both of which are furnished by
the SRM-1/Mk-2 Professional driv-
er unit.

The Stax SR -Lambda Pro has a
wide adjustable headband for wear-
ing comfort. The large plastic ear-
pieces house flat elliptical dia-
phragms made of high -polymer film
only 2 micrometers thick. The soft,

leather -covered, removable ear
cushions fully enclose the wearer's
ears. The diaphragm itself is a bit
larger than the outer ear so that,
according to Stax, the ear will mod-
ify the headphone's output just as it
does external natural sounds, there-
by avoiding the usual "headphone
sound" that appears to come from
within the head.

The SR -Lambda Pro is fitted with
a flat, molded six -conductor con-
necting cable, 2.5 meters (8 feet)
long, that terminates in a large
molded five -pin plug. The first 2 -
foot length is divided into separate
three -conductor cables leading to
each earpiece. An optional 5 -meter
extension cable is also available,
permitting considerable freedom of
movement. The headphones weigh
slightly less than 1 pound including
the supplied cable, and the headset
alone weighs less than 12 ounces.

Some of the manufacturer's speci-
fications for the SR -Lambda Pro re-
late to internal parameters that are
of no particular significance to the
user (such as the impedance, sensi-
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TEST REPORTS

tivity, and drive levels of the elec-
trostatic elements, which must in
any case be coupled to the amplifier
through an adaptor manufactured
by Stax and supplied with the
phones). Its frequency range is giv-
en as 8 to 35,000 Hz, and the maxi-
mum output sound -pressure level is
rated at 109.5 dB.

The companion SRM-1/Mk-2
Professional driver unit is actually a
high -voltage polarizing supply and a
high -quality Class A voltage ampli-
fier whose frequency response is
given as from 0 to 20,000 Hz ± 1 dB
at a 30 -volt output into the head-
phones. Its gain is rated at 60 dB,
and the 1,000 -Hz harmonic distor-
tion at 100 volts is given as 0.05 per-
cent. The nominal input level is 100
millivolts, and the maximum out-
put is 370 volts. The driver unit can
be used for any Stax headphones.

The SRM-1/Mk-2 Pro weighs
about 41/2 pounds and measures
141/2 inches deep, 6 inches wide, and
31/2 inches high. Its front panel has
two sockets for the Stax headphone
plugs, one marked NORMAL and the
other PRO ONLY. An extra pin in the
NORMAL plug prevents its insertion
in the PRO ONLY socket, which sup-
plies a much higher polarizing volt-
age than the regular Stax phones are
designed to use. The Pro model can
be used in either socket, though
with slightly degraded performance
in the NORMAL socket. The only
other front -panel features are a
pushbutton power switch and con-
centric left- and right -channel vol-
ume knobs. The rear of the driver
unit has a socket for its removable
power cord and two parallel sets of
phono jacks. One pair is used for
the signal inputs, and the second
pair can supply the audio signals to
another amplifier if desired.

The combined price of the Stax
SR -Lambda Professional head-
phones and SRM-1/Mk-2 Profes-
sional driver is $799.95. The op-
tional extension cable is $30. Stax
Kogyo, Dept SR, 940 East Domin-
guez, Carson, CA 90746.

Lab Tests
We tested the Stax SR -Lambda

Pro phones and their driver unit as
a system, with the phones installed
on a standard headphone coupler.
The reference 1,000 -Hz sound -pres-
sure level (SPL) of 90 dB was

achieved with a 33 -millivolt (mV)
signal input. The frequency re-
sponse was uniform within ± 2.5 dB
from 40 to 5,000 Hz and showed
moderate peaks at 6,500 Hz and
around 15,000 Hz. The low -fre-
quency output fell off at a rate of 8
dB per octave below 40 Hz. Except
for the drop in bass response, the
headphones' measured perform-
ance between 40 and 20,000 Hz was
very similar to the typical response
curve provided in the Stax instruc-
tion booklet.

At the 90 -dB SPL test level, the
phones' 1,000 -Hz harmonic distor-
tion was below the noise level of our
measurement system. Increasing
the drive to 100 mV (100 dB SPL),
we measured 0.64 percent distor-
tion, which decreased to 0.53 per-
cent at 110 dB and 0.40 percent at
113 dB, just before the acoustic out-
put clipped (probably because the
amplifier was clipping). The phones
handily exceeded their 109.5 -dB
maximum -output specification, and
the distortion-entirely second -
and third -harmonic components-
was very low at any level below the
clipping point.

We also made a number of meas-
urements with our IQS FFT signal
analyzer, which confirmed the re-
sponse curves made with a sweep-
ing sine -wave signal. The flat re-
sponse of the SR -Lambda Pro
phones in the low and middle fre-
quency ranges was quite impressive,
with only a ± 1.2 -dB variation be-
tween 40 and 1,000 Hz. The overall
group delay was ±0.3 millisecond
from 360 to 22,000 Hz.

Comments
Impressive as our measurements

were, they were surpassed by the lis-
tening qualities of the Stax phones.
The spacious and airy quality of
their sound was quite unlike what
we have experienced with other
phones-even very good ones.
Their subjective frequency response
was so close to that of some very
good wide -range loudspeakers to
which we compared them that at
times we could hardly tell which we
were hearing.

The phones provide little attenua-
tion of outside sounds, so we could
hear the speakers easily as we raised
the volume control on the SRM-1/
Mk -2 Pro. For quite a while there

was no change in the sound we
heard, then it began to increase
slightly, at which point switching off
the speakers made virtually no dif-
ference in the total sound. In other
words, with their levels matched,
the phones were producing essen-
tially the same effect in our ears as
the speakers across the room were.
It was uncanny to be able to put the
Stax phones on or remove them
with no significant change in per-
ceived sound quality. Incidentally,
the "earspeaker" nomenclature pre-
ferred by Stax would seem to be jus-
tified. Played at any reasonable lev-
el, the phones could be heard clearly
throughout the room.

Not only were the midrange and
treble sounds of the Stax SR -Lamb-
da Pro phones as smooth and sweet
as we have ever heard, but they are
the first headphones we have used
that could actually deliver a con-
vincing bass sound. Although they
cannot produce the skin -tingling
impact of deep bass, they convey the
feeling of mid -bass in a way that is
not approached by other phones in
our experience. It was interesting to
compare their sound with our refer-
ence phones, the Koss ESP -9 elec-
trostatic, which is no longer made
but was an industry standard for
many years. Although the ESP -9
produces a flatter response curve
than the Stax, it is totally outclassed
in overall listening quality. It is also
heavy and uncomfortable to wear,
while the Stax SR -Lambda Pro can
be worn for extended periods with-
out discomfort.

We rarely state unequivocally
that a product is "the best" of its
type, principally because it's usually
impossible to define "best" in uni-
versally meaningful terms. The Stax
SR -Lambda Professional and its
companion driver are an exception.
We have used and tested many fine
headphones from most of the recog-
nized manufacturers, but we have
never heard any others that could
challenge these in sheer sound qual-
ity and listening pleasure. The SR -
Lambda Pro is the best set of head-
phones (or "earspeakers," if you
prefer) that I have ever used or even
heard of. It is also undeniably ex-
pensive, but if headphone listening
is your preference, you cannot do
better.
Circle 145 on reader service card
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Fountain pen, ballpoint, pencil, or phone.
Pick up any one of them and you will soon
hear all the sound you've never heard.

A marriage made in hell.
The sad truth of the matter is that your

amp and speakers were never made for
each other. No matter how hard manu-
facturers have tried to match them, their
differences have remained irreconcilable.

As in all bad marriages, it's a communi-
cation problem. They just don't talk to one
another. The amp cannot anticipate re-
quirements of the speaker, nor can the
speaker tell the amp what it needs. The
result is phase and amplitude distor-
tion not measurable in the indi-

"For my own personal system,
it was the answer to problems
that I had been trying to solve
with a graphic equalizer. The
system has never sounded so
good!" -Jim Thomas, MIX Magazine

And your system will produce sound much
closer to true "live" sound than you've
ever heard from it or any other system
before. Which means you'll be able to
increase your enjoyment of everything you
listen to through your stereo system-your
albums, cassettes, videos, televison, radio
and even your compact discs-all as they

How an ordinary fountain
pen can fix your sound system.

vidual components. So whether you're
listening to Mozart or 'IWisted Sister,
something is always lost in the translation.

What your amp and speakers need to
live in harmony is something that under-
stands them.

Not just another black box.
Though the BBE" 2002 may make some

pretty familiar promises, it goes about
fulfilling them in a very different way.

Everyone wants their sound as close to
"live" as possible. At Barcus Berry Elec-
tronics, Inc. we're no different. We con-
sider ourselves very knowledgeable in
the area of live sound since we've been
making the world's most popular musical
instrument transducer microphones for
the past 20 years.

But over the past 10 years, we've also
been perfecting a brand new technology
that will finally let you get as close to true
"live" sound as man-made components
will allow.

So, ten years and 42 patent claims ap-
plied for and granted later, we've come

 up with something close to a miracle. We
call it the BBE 2002.

The BBE 2002 has a "brain" that knows
how speakers work. It continually com-
pares the original sound program or signal

'Everything we beam( from it
sounded good, and it had no
discernable flaws. Not too many
products we test can justify the
same conclusion."

- Julian Hirsch, Stereo RekieW

iwith the likely output at thel speakers-
all the while anticipating the myriad prob-
lems caused by the inherent imperfec-
tions of the speaker/amp interface.

A true musical genius.
The BBE 2002 is not only smart, it's fast.

It corrects the signal, as needed, more
than 50,000 times a second.

The results are dramatic to say the least.
Some say they're revolutionary. The highs
have greater clarity. There's a remark-
able increase in presence. Separation is
extraordinary. Harshness is diminished
so you'll experience less "ear fatigue!'

were really meant to be heard.
But be forewarned. It's an extraordin-

ary sensation at first, because you're
hearing your sound system deliver better
sound than you've ever heard before. It's
the best thing this side of live. It's as if

you always listened to your speakers with
old army blankets over them and suddenly
took them off. And it'll spoil you :"or any-
thing less.

Even engineers and
producers need ME .

The BBE 2002 employs the same circuit
utilized in our professional model which is
being used in recording studios, radio
stations, movie theatres and concert halls
throughout the world. This professional
model has exceeded the expectations of
the most demanding engineers, produc-
ers and performers.

What the BBE 2002 represents is the
solution to the amp/speaker interface
problem.11y as they might with the most
advanced acoustic technologies, com-
ponent manufacturers have never been
able to make all their equipment work
together efficiently.

And the BBE 2002 works wonders with
any system you connect it to, ho -Never

humble or magnificent. Every application
is an improvement. In short, it makes any
speaker sound better.

The BBE 2002 also has the virtue of
being able to fit into any audio system.
It measures only 16"x 71/2" x 3" And all you
need to make it work is to plug it into a
regular wall socket, and plug it into your
standard tape loop. Then sit back and gel
comfortable, because from now on, you're
going to be using your system a lot more
And enjoying it more.

What price glory?
$250.
We believe in the BBE 2002 so strongly

that we're

giving
an iron -clad 30 -day, your $250 back, no
questions asked, guarantee. And we'll
even give you a full year's warranty on all
parts and labor

The phone is mightier
than the pen.

There are several ways you can fix your
sound system. You can call us toll free at
1-800-453-5700. In Utah, 1-800-662-2500.
We've got those famous operators stand-
ing by 7 days a week, 24 hours a day.
Or you can fill out our coupon witn the

7 can't imagine working on another
album without BBE"

- Steve Levine, producer of Culture
Club, The Beach Boys, and 1984
BPI Producer of the Year.

writing instrument of your choice and
order your BBE 2002. Credit cards, money
orders, bank checks, certified checks
and wire tansfers will be processed im-
mediately. Personal checks require 18
days to clear. And, if you're in a particular
hurry and order by credit card, you can
get your BBE rushed to you via Federal
Express for a small additional charge.

You can also write or call us for a free
brochure and cassette tape so you can
not only read about but 'near the BBE 2002.

But that w:11 only delay the inevitable.
Sooner or later, you're going to have your
own BBE 2002. Be the first on your block.
You always have been. Haven't you?

1-800
453-5700
In Utah. I -800-6b.. . 500

I want my Mil.
Send me_ BBE 2002
unit(s) at $250 each.
(CA residents add appli-
cable tax. U.S. currency
only. Additional charge for
rush shipping determined
by destination. Canadian
residents should write for
additional information.)
(Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery)

11 B
II All the sound you've never heard:"

N. 5959 7huinpi.llS Street .Erraneit r.micsLn-Ai!lo-/688

Enclosed is a check for $
0 MasterCard

Or please charge to ray:
0 Visa  American Express

Card # Exp. date

Signatue 'Ielephone(

Name (print)

Address

City/State/Zip
1988 Bercus-Bary Demons. la,
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LECTROFIICS

European technology at affordable prices

19,t8 crtressr,g - ce^cte CC trot

Mission Electronics Corp. of America 5985 Atlantic Drive, Unit 6, MISSIS sauga, Ontario L4W 1S4 Phone: (416) 673-3777
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STOPPER
by Gordon Sell

The NAD 4300 digital -synthesis AM/
FM tuner decodes FMX-processed FM
stereo broadcasts. The tuner has eight
station presets per band, and its price

will be $498 when it becomes available
in late spring or early summer.

Alpine's Model 7375 for cars uses a
fiber-optic cable to transmit operating
signals between a trunk -mounted tun-

er/six-cassette changer and the in -dash
controller. Price: $1,500.

C E S

HE best way to a hi-fi jour -

should increase the

nalist's heart is to intro-
duce a product that is truly
new. It should do some-
thing that no other product
can do, and, most of all, it

enjoy-
ment of music.

Nearly 100,000 hi-fi/video retail-
ers, journalists, and significant oth-
ers attended the recent Winter
Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas to find out what's new from
the hi-fi and video manufacturers.
There were quite a few products
that excited us-some are revolu-
tionary and some are nicely exe-
cuted evolutionary products.

For the hi-fi enthusiast the most
interesting product was shown at
an NAD press conference. The
NAD 4300 AM/FM tuner is the
first product capable of decoding
FM broadcasts using the new FMX
system, which doubles the effective
range of stereo reception. The sys-
tem, developed by CBS Technology
Center and the National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, was described
by Julian Hirsch in last month's
"Technical Talk" column.

Another exciting development
was the introduction of fiber optics
as a way to transfer signals be-
tween components and circuits. On-
kyo showed a "limited -edition" CD

player with fiber-optic links be-
tween internal circuits, and in car
stereo Alpine showed an interesting
trunk -mounted six -cassette changer
that is linked to the in -dash control
panel by a fiber-optic cable.

Although it does not use fiber op-
tics, Sony's DiscJockey trunk -
mounted ten -CD changer (see last
month's "New Products') caused
quite a stir in its first public ap-
pearance. A rotary -head digital au-
dio tape (R-DAT) recorder proto-
type was shown behind closed
doors by Onkyo, but you probably
won't be able to buy one much be-
fore the end of the year.

At the show the Compact Disc
system seemed to be "just another
audio product," and pretty much
the same thing could be said about
hi-fi VCR's. In hi-fi video, "sur-
round sound" is becoming a very
popular feature.

There were more new products at
CES than we could possibly show
on these pages. Others will be in-
cluded in the "New Products"
pages of forthcoming issues. In
June the Summer Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Chicago should
supply the audio press corps with a
.11,w more shots of adrenalin. That
should keep our collective pulse
rate and other vital signs up to
speed.



Toshiba's XR-P9 CD player
can be used as a portable with
a compact battery pack or be
plugged into an angled base
that incorporates an a.c. adap-
tor and a receiver for its fifteen -
function wireless remote con-
trol. Up to fifteen selections can
be programmed, and the dis-
play shows the track number
and the elapsed or remaining
time. Price: $300. Magnavox
and Sanyo also introduced new
portable CD players at CES.

Boston Acoustics showed an
attractive component car
speaker system, the three-way
Model 763. The 1 -inch tweeters
are in Varimount enclosures,
which allow the radiation an-
gle to be optimized. Crossover
to the 4 -inch midrange drivers
is at 3,500 Hz. At 120 Hz a
pair of 61/2 -inch subwoofers
take over. Price: $270.

Yamaha entered the video-
disc market with two Laser -
Vision players, the LV-X1 and
the LV-X1 Digital. Both are
said to have 400 lines of hori-
zontal resolution, and the LV-
X1 Digital can play the new
video discs with full -range digi-
tal soundtracks. Prices to be
announced.

Probably the hottest CD
player at the show was the
Magnavox CDB650. It has the
new Philips dual 16 -bit D/A
converter, four -times oversam-
pling, and Favorite Track Se-
lection, which remembers pro-
gramming of discs so they
don't have to be programmed
each time they are played. Its
memory can store up to 785
track -play instructions.
Price: $410.
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C E S

Snell's handsome Type Ci
speaker system ( " i " for im-
proved) includes a 10 -inch
long -throw woofer, a 4 -inch
cone midrange, a 44 -inch dome
tweeter, and a rear -firing 44 -
inch dome supertweeter. The
crossover network is individu-
ally matched to the specific
drivers used in each system.
Rated frequency response is 35
to 22,000 Hz ± 1.25 dB. Price:
$1,720 per pair in oak, $1,800
in walnut.

At the top of a new line of
Koss headphones is the SST/7,
with a rated response of 15 to
30,000 Hz. Soft, foam -filled,
vinyl -covered ear cushions
provide acoustic isolation and
are said to improve the bass
response. Separate volume
controls for each channel are
mounted on the 12 foot cord.
Price: $69.95.

Clements Audio from Dallas
demonstrated its RT-7 speaker
system, which has a patented
"compression -line" bass -load-
ing enclosure with an 8 -inch
low -frequency driver. The mid-
range and high frequencies are
handled by a single 7 -inch pla-
nar -diaphragm ribbon driver.
Crossover is at 2,000 Hz, and
frequency response is rated as
28 to 25,000 Hz ±3 dB. Price:
"under $900."

One exciting
development was

the introduction of
fiber optics as a
way to transfer
signals between

components

and circuits.



E S

At the show t
Compact Di

system seemed to

be "just another
product," and

pretty much the
same thing could

be said about
hi-fi VCR's.

The popularity of the CD
format has not meant the end
of new developments in turnta-
bles. Ken wood's top -of -the -line
KD-770D is a direct -drive mod-
el with a Dynamic Center Lock
motor shaft said to improve
platter stability. It also has a
serious -looking tonearm and a
hefty base. Rated DIN -
weighted rumble is -80 dB,
wow -and -flutter 0.02 percent.
Price: $410.

Denon's TU-600 AM/FM
tuner has a Dynamic Twin -
Drive Demodulator that is said
to solve the distortion problems
of conventional PLL detectors.
It's also claimed to have an
outstanding signal-to-noise
ratio. Price: $349.

Hitachi's high -end DA -003 is
a Compact Disc system that
physically separates the player
from the audio processing cir-
cuits to eliminate "mutual in-
terference between operating
system oscillations." The DA -
003 uses double'oversampling
and a "121 -band linear -phase
FIR -type digital filter." Price:
$1,099, including a wireless re-
mote control.

One of the most powerful am-
plifiers at the show was Tand-
berg's dual -mono TPA -3016 A
($2,995). Rated for a contin-
uous output of 220 watts per
channel into 8 ohms, 400 watts
into 4 ohms, and 600 watts
into 2 ohms, it's also rated for
100 amperes per channel, witb
a potential transient output of
1,500 watts into 0.5 ohm! It
was demonstrated with a pair
of Apogee Scintilla speakers, a
model famous for blowing out
amplifiers. During the show
the' Tandberg blew one of the
Scintillas.



ClIOICE

Nine!' record-compan) executives name

their favorite Compact Discs

T T the beginning of the LP era in
the late 1940's and at the
beginning of the stereo era in
the late 1950's there were

very few women in important posi-
tions in record companies. Now, at
the beginning of the Compact Disc
era in the mid 1980's, that has all
changed, and there are women in
positions of influence and power at
every level throughout the record-
ing industry.

People who have resisted the
Compact Disc have criticized its
sound as being overly bright or
shrill. Since women are said to
retain the ability to hear high fre-
quencies later in life than men and
to be particularly sensitive to distor-
tion at the upper end of the spec-
trum, we asked each of a number of
the women we know in the industry
to recommend a favorite CD from
her company's line.

Choosing just a single recording
from a whole company catalog is
difficult, to be sure, so understand
that in each case the chosen record
is a favorite from each executive's
line, not the favorite. We did not
specify that the chcice be made on
the basis of musical performance,
sound quality, or any other particu-
lar ground. But we don't think
you'll find any shrillness on the
CD's described on the next pages.

The Editors
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Kathryn Schenker (A&M)
Vice President, Publicity

If you're asking me to name my
favorite A&M Compact Disc, I'd
have to say that it's "That's the Way
I Feel Now/A Tribute to Thelo-
nious Monk" (A&M CD 6600). Pro-
ducer Steve Lacy had the idea of
doing it soon after Monk passed
away in 1982-the idea being, in his
words, "to produce an album of
Monk's compositions with per-
formers from various musical
genres." He got people like Carla
Bley from ECM, Donald Fagan
from Warner Bros., Peter Frampton
from Atlantic, Todd Rundgren
from Bearsville, and a bunch of oth-
er top artists. What they came up
with is unique and beauitifully
done. The music speaks for itself.

Patti Laursen (Angel)
Director, Artists and Repertoire

My choice is the coupling of the
two Prokofiev Violin Concertos
played by Itzhak Perlman and the
BBC Symphony Orchestra under
Gennady Rozhdestvensky (Angel
CDC -47025). Whether on LP, cas-
sette, or Compact Disc, this is a
magnificent performance, but espe-
cially on CD. The wonderful tex-
tures, contrasts, and scope of Proko-
fiev's music can be heard with su-
perb clarity.

Melani Rogers (Arista)
Director, National Publicity

I'm choosing Whitney Houston's
debut album, "Whitney Houston"
(Arista ARCD 8212). There's just a
feeling to Whitney's album that's
almost tactile, romantic in the way
her vivid musical and emotional
presence comes through on these
varied songs, and on the Compact
Disc that presence comes through
with tremendous clarity.

Maureen O'Connor (Capitol)
West Coast Director, Media
and Artist Relations

Pink Floyd's "Dark Side of the
Moon" would be my No. 1 pick on
CD (Capitol CDP-46001). It's a bril-
liant album to begin with and has
enjoyed a good long life on the
charts. But the sound is really good
too, and the Compact Disc just adds
that touch of extra quality to the
music-quality that was always
there.

Christine L. Reed (CBS)
Vice President, Artists and
Repertoire, CBS Masterworks

I have two favorites because I find
I can't narrow my choice down to
just one. One of them is the Fourth
Symphony of Mahler performed by
the Vienna Philharmonic under
Lorin Maazel, with Kathleen Battle
as the soprano soloist (CBS MK
39072), and the other is Wynton
Marsalis's latest, "Baroque Music
for Trumpet," in which he's assisted
by the soprano Edita Gruberova
and the English Chamber Orchestra
conducted by Raymond Leppard
(MK 39061). I like the Mahler be-
cause it's the first time I've heard an
orchestral recording in any form
that gives me the impression of
actually sitting in front of the musi-
cians and, in this instance, hearing
them exactly as they sound in the
Musikvereinsaal in Vienna. And I
like Marsalis's disc for his dazzling
performances and the sheer beauty
of the sound.

Amelia Ha)good (Delos)
President

For me, each Delos recording has
been a labor of love, so trying to
choose my favorite among our
Compact Discs is like trying to
choose my favorite child. The "irre-
sistible" disc for me, at the moment,
the "new baby," is our concert -
length CD containing Beethoven's
Fourth Piano Concerto and his
Fifth Symphony, with pianist Carol
Rosenberger, conductor Gerard
Schwarz, and the London Sympho-
ny Orchestra (Delos DCD 3027).
Having heard Rosenberger and
Schwarz perform these works on a
number of occasions and each time
receiving new insights into this fa-

miliar music, I am happy that the
CD offers me such a true rendition
of their performances.

Alison Ames
(Deutsche Grammophon)
Vice President

I guess I would have to say that
my all-time favorite Deutsche
Grammophon recording is the
Mahler Ninth by Herbert von Kara-
jan and the Berlin Philharmonic,
which is available only on Compact
Disc. I like this recording not only
for the intense musical and emo-
tional pleasure it gives me but also
for the memories it evokes of a per-
formance of that work given by the
same forces at Carnegie Hall on
October 23, 1982.

Terri Hinte
(Fantasy, Prestige, Milestone,
Stax, Galaxy)
Director, Press and Public
Information

My choice is Art Pepper's "Win-
ter Moon" (Galaxy FCD-615-5140).
The music on this album, including
a couple of numbers by Pepper him-
self (Our Song and That's Love) and
a couple by Harold Arlen (When the
Sun Comes Out and Blues in the
Night) as well as the title track,
which is by Hoagy Carmichael, is in
turn lushly romantic, blue, and bit-
tersweet. It satisfies many moods.

Sandy Plunket (Geffen)

I particularly like the Vision
Quest soundtrack album (Geffen
24063-2), mostly for the eclectic
combination on one disc of tracks
by Don -Henley, Style Council, Sam-
my Hagar, Madonna, Journey, John
Waite, Dio, Foreigner, and Red
Rider. And the unrivaled sound
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makes the CD version my favorite
in the Geffen Records catalog.

Janet Shapiro (London)
Product Manager

For me it's the 1952 mono record-
ing of Mahler's Das Lied von der
Erde sung by Kathleen Ferrier and
Julius Patzak with the Vienna Phil-
harmonic under Bruno Walter
(London 414 194-2). It's a miracu-
lous performance, sonically trans-
formed by its transfer to Compact
Disc.

San Becker (Manhattan)
National Director, Press and
Publicity

Stanley Jordan's "Magic Touch"
was our very first release on the
revived Blue Note label back in
February of last year, and I listened
to it, probably hundreds of times,
during the spring and summer. So I
got to know it well-on LP. It's a
very special record, and I love it.
But we didn't get it on Compact
Disc (Blue Note CDP 46092-2) until
the fall. What a revelation! I've
lived with a CD player for over two
years now, so the novelty of the
technology has worn off; I can go
beyond the technology and focus on
the music. And my favorite music
to listen to on CD is Stanley's
album.

Katie Valk (MCA)
Vice President, East Coast Publicity
and Artist Development

Having been a tremendous Roger
Miller fan for many years, I jumped
at the opportunity to see his musical
Big River on Broadway. I was so
overwhelmed by the score that after
the show I got only halfway down
the block before I found a phone
booth and begged "those who sign"

in Nashville to see the show the fol-
lowing day. They did, and Jimmy
Bowen signed both the cast album
and Miller to MCA. The producer
in Bowen instinctively knew to fly
the cast to Nashville to record the
show, and with that he was able to
meld what held us to our seats on
Broadway into a first-class album
(MCA MCAD-6147).

Miller's songs are Americana, and
the lyrics he's written are incredibly
clever-and it's all only enhanced
on Compact Disc. The tunes, being
as "textural" as they are, fairly
beam out of the speakers and sound
really alive. Why this fascination
with Miller? Because he's so mondo
cool, even though he's not British
and doesn't have spiked hair!

Carol Marunas
(Moss Music Group)
Creative Director

It was not difficult to make a
choice. Of the thirty -plus Compact
Discs now available from the Moss
Music Group, I would select as one
of our most significant the Turandot
Suite and Doktor Faust Studies of
Busoni (Vox Cum Laude MCD
10019), performed by the Cincin-
nati Symphony under Michael Gie-
len. I'd pick it for several reasons. It
is superbly recorded, in such a way
that the finished product faithfully
represents the original perform-
ances in every way, with no loss or
alteration of the sound as captured
on the master tape. It also boasts
exceptional repertoire and extraor-
dinary performances.

Nancy Zannini (Philips)
Vice President

The wide range of repertoire in
the Philips CD catalog makes it
impossible to select one absolute fa-
vorite so let me zero in on two very
special CD's: Jessye Norman's ex-
traordinarily beautiful performance
of Richard Strauss's Four Last
Songs (Philips 411 052-2) and a
Debussy recital by the young Hun-
garian pianist Zoltan Kocsis includ-
ing the Suite bergamasque, Images
(oubliees), Pour le piano, and Es-
tampes (412 118-2). In the first, the
CD reveals all the sensuous beauty
of Strauss's score and Jessye Nor-
man's opulent voice; in the second,
the subtlety and transparency of De-
bussy's music are captured together

with excellent piano sound. I could
go on, of course . . . .

Sherry Ring Ginsberg
(PolyGram)
National Director, Press and Artist
Relations

It was very hard to choose, but I
finally decided on John Cougar
Mellencamp's "Scarecrow" (Rival
PolyGram 824 856-2). This album,
with songs like Lonely 01' Night,
Small Town, and Rain on the Scare-
crow, is a knockout. It was recorded
at John's new studio, Belmont Mall
in Indiana, and his performances
translate beautifully on Compact
Disc. By the way, the CD contains
an additional track as a bonus, The
Kind of Fella I Am.

Susan Elliott (RCA)
Manager, Public Affairs

For me it's our album of "Songs
and Romances for Chorus" by
Brahms (RCA RCD1-4916). Any-
one who has any familiarity with
choral music will appreciate the
preparation and the care that go
into performances like these, by
Richard Westenburg's group Mu-
sica Sacra. What the Compact Disc
does is to showcase a truly pristine
recording (Soundstream digital) of
voices a cappella, voices with the
French horn and harp, and voices
with piano. Distortion? You must
be kidding.

IVendy Simon (Vanguard)
Director, Classical Artist Relations,
and Assistant to the President

I pick "Joan Baez/Greatest Hits"
(Vanguard 811 677-2). These haunt-
ingly beautiful songs, sung with pas-
sion and compassion by Joan, go to
make more than a favorite CD. To
me such songs are the reason for
being in this business of recording.
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==rHE sound quality from videocassette re-
corders (VCR's) first became acceptable
to audio enthusiasts in early 1983 with the

introduction of Beta Hi-Fi. The VHS -format manufac-
turers caught up with their own VHS Hi-Fi sound a
year later. So enthusiastic were the first test reports that
some reviewers questioned the need for the just -intro-
duced Compact Disc system. After all, you could
already get 6 hours of stereo sound with a frequency
response of 20 to 20,000 Hz and a 90 -dB dynamic
range from a videocassette-with the picture thrown in
for free.

It's 1986, and although the hi-fi VCR's have not
challenged the CD for audio -only playback, they have
been widely praised for bringing high -quality sound to
home video. Besides prerecorded hi-fi videocassettes,
the audio/videophile now has stereo TV available as a
program source. Also, the new 8mm video format
offers a compact means of producing home stereo vid-
eos. Many audiophiles are already using one of these

hi-fi video systems in their sound system, and many
others are considering it. There are still some unan-
swered questions, however. Which of these new audio
systems sounds best? Are any of them truly "hi-fi" by
audiophile standards?

As with the CD -player comparison in the January
issue, STEREO REVIEW asked David L. Clark of DLC
Design to design and carry out controlled, double-
blind listening tests that might provide the answers.
While the CD players were found to have small audible
differences with test signals, the listeners could not
pick any clear winners. This time, the differences were
expected to be more audible and definite listener pref-
erences more likely to emerge. Representative VCR's
of each format were selected for comparison: the Pio-
neer VX-90 (a Beta Hi-Fi unit), the JVC HR-D566U
(VHS Hi-Fi format), and the Sony EV-S700U (the new
8mm format). The three samples were bench -tested by
Julian Hirsch (see box on pages 56 and 57) before being
sent to DLC design for listening tests.

THE.
SCOILIMINEDOF

II CD E
VHS Hi-Fi vs. Beta Hi-Fi
vs. 8mm POW -which
kind ofvideocassette
recor sounds best?
STEREO REVIEW
commissioned David
Clark of DLC Design to
conduct blind listening
tests and come up with
some answers.
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While standard VCR soundtrac:s are recorded in a
conventional manner along one edge of the slow -run-
ning tape, the Beta Hi-Fi and VHS Hi-Fi sysems use
audio -frequency modulation (AFM) to enable the
audio signal to be,recorded by special heath on the
rotating video head drum at the same time as the video
signal. Each format ases its own technique of squeezing
the relatively narrow band of hi-fi audio into a lightly
used portion of the --ast 3.6 -MHz bandwidth alotted to

'video. Like man) tape systems. Beta Hi-Fi and VHS
Hi-Fi use analog signals. and the) require complemen-
tar) compression/expansion systems to increase the
limited dynamic range.

The 8mm stereo format. in contrast. uses a digital
audio record-pla)ba:k system. thoLgh not the same 16 -
hit encoding and 44.1 -kHz sampling rate as the CD
s) stem. To econorn ze on the number of bits per sec-
ond that must be recorded. 8mm uses 8 -bit encoding
and a 31.5 -kHz sampling rate. whici results in an
audio bandwidth Or- about 15 kHz and a signal-to-noise

Hi-fi VCR's
0111 Make Verf gaId
apieS ofCompact Discs,
but (lc they reelly

up to the highest
audiophile standards?



ratio of about 48 dB, increased to a
dynamic range of nearly 90 dB by
complementary compression/ex-
pansion. The differences in the
operating systems suggested that
there might be audible differences
among the three formats.

Preparations
Many hours were spent recording

from CD's with each machine and
listening to the results in order to
select program material for the lis-
tening tests to come. In these long-
term open evaluations, it became
clear that with a lot of music all
three formats gave such high -quali-
ty results that it was difficult to tell
CD originals from the hi-fi VCR
copies. But certain deficiencies be-
gan to emerge on soft passages with
solo instruments as well as on per-
cussive sounds, particularly those
with much high -frequency content.
In addition, frequency balances
were not exactly the same, and the
limited high -frequency range of the
8mm unit could sometimes be de-
tected. All the musical passages that
seemed to produce noticeable dif-
ferences were collected so that a
variety of worst -case samples could
be presented to the listening panel.

A fourth record -playback format
was introduced to act as a control:
16 -bit, 44.1 -kHz digital audio re-
corded in place of the video on all
three VCR's. A Sony PCM-701ES
pulse -code -modulation adaptor con-
verted the same audio source sig-
nal that was being recorded in the
"hi-fi" formats to a simultaneous
recording of reference quality. As-
suming no uncorrected errors in the
16 -bit recordings, each VCR's hi-fi
track could be instantly compared
with the best consumer recording
medium available.

In addition to seven music selec-
tions, lasting a total of 30 minutes, a
series of test tones and some pink
noise were recorded to calibrate out-
put levels. All channels were
matched within ± 0.05 dB by select-
ed resistors. Each VCR's hi-fi
soundtrack could be compared with
that of another VCR or with its own
16 -bit PCM recording by connect-
ing the appropriate matched out-
puts to the A or B inputs of the relay
switching system. Although all three
hi-fi formats were eventually com-
pared with each other and with their
own PCM reference recordings,
only two sources were compared at
any one time because listeners have

been found to be more sensitive
when they have only two things to
compare.

The Listening Setup
Members of the Southeastern

Michigan Woofer and Tweeter
Marching Society (SMWTMS) and
a few special guests constituted the
total of eighteen listeners for the two
days of testing. All the listeners who
participated are audio enthusiasts,
and all had had previous experience
with double-blind subjective test-
ing. Many are also professionally
involved in audio as musicians, de-
sign engineers, or recording engi-
neers. They came prepared for a
long session of difficult listening
choices, and the three hi-fi VCR's
didn't disappoint them.

In the first day's session, there
were six tests, and each test con-
sisted of ten trials. An ABX com-
parator was used for the tests. The
ABX is a switching device that en-
ables listeners to compare two dif-
ferent program sources, A and B,
with a source called X, which is
identical with either A or B, as
determined randomly for each trial
by a microprocessor in the compar-
ator. The listeners must decide, on
the basis of sound alone, which
source is identical to X. To elimi-
nate bias, the identity of the two
program sources is withheld until
after the tests; in this case the listen-
ers in the first day of testing did not
even know that they were listening
to hi-fi VCR's! The ABX system is
designed to reveal differences be-
tween sound sources, and since dif-
ferences were expected in these
tests, the listeners were also asked to
make especially detailed notes
about the nature of any differences
they heard and which sources (A or
B) they preferred. Of course, if the
listeners failed to identify X correct-
ly, their preferences for A or B
would have little significance.

Technician Arthur Greenia oper-
ated the machines and set the play-
back level from an adjacent room.
David Clark took notes, answered
questions, and ran back and forth to
the equipment room with messages
to adjust the volume or start the
next test, but he was not allowed to
see which machines were in use at
any time. The first three tests com-
pared the hi-fi soundtracks of each
VCR with its own 16 -bit PCM out-
put (via the outboard PCM adap-
tor). The second three tests com-

N order to be sure that the three
VCR's used for this evaluation
were operating properly, they

were first sent to Hirsch -Houck Labo-
ratories for thorough testing and evalu-
ation. Our lab measurements covered
only their audio performance, but we
also checked out each machine's video
functions. With respect to operating
features the three VCR's, all deluxe
models with stereo-TV/SAP reception
capability, are surprisingly similar, but
on the test bench they had somewhat
different performance characteristics.

The VHS Hi-Fi JVC HR-D566U
had the flattest record -playback fre-
quency response at 0 and -20 dB, and
it also had the best signal-to-noise ra-
tio. In terms of its measurements, this
appeared to be the machine to beat.

The SuperBeta Hi-Fi Pioneer VX-90
had a flat -20 -dB response, but at 0
dB it had the appreciable high -frequen-
cy rolloff that has been characteristic of
all the Beta Hi-Fi VCR's we have
tested to date. Its other measurements
were excellent and essentially similar
to the other two VCR's. Our only ma-
jor criticism concerns its mechanical
noise, which could be heard throughout
a normal -sized room at low to moder-
ate listening levels. The actual tape
mechanism appeared to work very well,
however.

The 8mm Sony EV-S700U with 8 -bit
PCM stereo audio is inherently limited
to a 15 -kHz audio bandwidth. The fre-
quency response was essentially the
same at 0 and -20 dB, with good bass
response but a sharp rolloff above
11,000 to 12,000 Hz. The anti-aliasing

filter required for the digital sampling
process was evidently not sharp
enough, since the many spurious prod-
ucts-"birdies"-we measured at 0 dB
were apparently aliasing responses. Al-
though these spurious signals were visi-
ble on a spectrum analyzer as well as
audible under laboratory conditions,
we did not hear them during playback
of music material. Unlike the 0 -dB
sine waves we used for these measure-
ments, real music usually has little
high-energy, high -frequency content.
On material that did have strong high -
frequency content, the bandwidth limi-
tations of the 8mm machine were read-
ily apparent, but they were certainly
not objectionable.

The Sony was also the only one of
the three VCR's whose "standard"
mono mode had a wider and flatter
frequency response than its high-per-
formance stereo mode. In addition, in
the standard mode the 8mm VCR's
noise and flutter levels were far tower
than on the other machines' linear
audio tracks. Julian Hirsch
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The JVC HR-D566U ($899) is a
VHS Hi-Fi VCR with the new HQ

circuitry for improved picture quality.
The 181 -channel, cable -ready tuner

has a built-in decoder for stereo-
TV/SAP broadcasts, a remote

control, a fourteen-day/eight-event
timer, and a maximum recording

time of eight hours.

Pioneer's VX-90 ($1,500) is a
SuperBeta Hi-Fi VCR with a 181 -
channel, cable -ready tuner, stereo-

TV/SAP reception capability, remote
control, a twenty-one-day/eight-event

timer, and a maximum recording
time offive hours. The VX-90 has the

excellent tape -handling capabilities
inherent in the Beta format.

ony's EV-S700 ($1,500) is an
8mm VCR with 181 -channel, cable -
ready tuning, stereo-TV/SAP decod-

ing, remote control, a twenty-one-
day/six-event timer, and a maximum

recording time offour hours. It can
record a "standard" mono AFM

soundtrack and companded stereo
tracks using 8 -bit digital PCM quan-

tization. If no video signal is re-
corded, five pairs of 8 -bit digital

stereo soundtracks can be added.

LAB MEASUREMENTS

 Hi-Fi Mode
Input level (1,000 Hz) for 0 -dB

recording level: 0.1 volt
Input -overload level: >10 volts
Playback output from 0 -dB

recording level: 0.38 volt
Playback distortion (THD + N) at

0 dB: 0.24%
Input level for 3% playback

distortion: +18 dB
Channel separation: 65 dB at

1,000 Hz; 56 dB at 10,000 Hz
Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted)

referred to 3% distortion level:
95 dB

Flutter (record -playback): 0.002%
JIS-weighted rms; ±0.003%
DIN -weighted peak

Rewind time (T-120): 230 seconds

0 Longitudinal Track (Audio Dub
Mode)

Input signal for 0 -dB level

D5C11.ft,
NOSCft/

43 efcato".3..or N5/0,6F

5

10

5

5° YEW
NC  X, CAW, 1

,JCY 5 NEN,/

indication: 0.7 volt
(non-defeatable automatic gain
control)

Playback level at 0.7 -volt input:
could not be measured

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted)
referred to 0 dB: 49 dB

Playback distortion at 0 dB: 2.15%
Flutter (record -playback): 0.07%

JIS-weighted rms; ±0.12%
DIN -weighted peak

 Hi-Fi Mode
Input level (1,000 Hz) for 0 -dB

recording level: 0.2 volt
Input -overload level: 2.3 volts
Playback output from 0 -dB

recording level: 0.42 volt
Playback distortion (THD + N)

at 0 dB: 0.52%

bf: MOVER 11.90
817. 11K01041.0114tX RESC.CI

'6 5,TD
MOH 1.3X CUSS( r,EInput level for 3% playback

distortion: +8 dB
a

WOUENCY 15 MERTZ

1C4

Channel separation: 78 dB at
1,000 Hz; 62 dB at 10,000 Hz control prevents indicator from

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted) exceeding about -3 dB
referred to +8 -dB recording Playback level from 0.2 -voltlevel: 89.5 dB input: could not be measured

Flutter (record -playback): 0.003% Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted)DS -weighted rms; ± 0.004% referred to 0.2 -volt inputCC1R-weighted peak recording level: 46 dB
Rewind time (L-500): 196 seconds Playback distortion with 0.2 -volt
 Longitudinal Track (Normal recording level: 3%

Mode) Flutter (record -playback): 0.07%
Input signal for 0 -dB level JIS-weighted rms; ±0.12%

indication: automatic gain CC1R-weighted peak

1=1 8 -bit PCM Mode
DECINI! SOrN (VS10.Input level (1,000 Hz) for 0 -dB 8A0.5+ °C. 41,C011DMAYINGT evonof

5

indication: 0.2 volt 0
Input -overload level: 4.2 volts

p.
5Playback output from 0 -dB
10recording level: 0.66 volt

Playback distortion (THD + N) at
0 dB: 0.225% 4_

Input for 3% playback distortion: 55 0
+5 dB

Channel separation: 93 dB at
1,000 Hz; 68 dB at 10,000 Hz

Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted) gain control operating)
referred to +5 -dB recording Playback level from 1.2 -volt input
level: 90 dB level: 0.43 volt

Flutter (record -playback): 0.0035% Signal-to-noise ratio (A -weighted)
DS -weighted rms; ±0.005% referred to 1.2 -volt input revel:
DIN -weighted peak 75 dB

Rewind time (MP90): 155 seconds Playback distortion (THD + N) at
1.2 -volt input level: 0.42%0 Standard Mode Flutter (record -playback): 0.007%

Input signal for 0 -dB level JIS-weighted rms; ±0.01%
indication: 1.2 volts (automatic DIN -weighted peak
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TEST DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT

T would have been easy to pick
music selections that would
sound the same on the hi-fi

soundtracks of the three VCR's and on
the simultaneous 16 -bit PCM record-
ings using the video portion of the tape.
Just keep the music loud and constant,
to prevent noise and compander prob-
lems, and restrict the frequency range
so that the 8mm VCR's high -frequency
limit is not exceeded. Our task, howev-
er, was to pick music for the tests that
would challenge the VCR's. Prelimi-
nary bench testing and long-term lis-
tening led to the selection of these diffi-
cult music passages, all from CD's:
Disc 1, Track 3 of "Jazz at the Pawn-
shop" on Proprius (CDP 7778/9);
Tracks 1 and 5 of the Opus 3 "Test
Record I" (CD 7900); an unaccompan-
ied female vocal section from Andrew
Lloyd Webber's Requiem, Track 2
from 3:48 to 4:09 (EMI CDC7-47146-
2); Tracks 3 and 6 of the Sheffield
"Track/Drum Record" (CD 14/20);
and Track 4 of Warren Bernhardt's
"Trio '83" on Digital Music (CD -441).

The most troublesome selections for
the VCR's were the solo instruments at
low levels, particularly when the music
was percussive and contained high fre-
quencies. Most other audio components
have no trouble with such passages. By
this time I had already formed opin-
ions about the three VCR's, but stop-
ping here would have only resulted in
yet another unsupported subjective "ex-
pert" opinion.

The purpose of the double-blind test-
ing was to find out what experienced
listeners hear from these devices when
they do not know which one is playing.
The preliminary listening uncovered
the problems, and the blind testing

proved that they were real and not
imagined. The way the three machines
handled the problem passages was used
to rank them in order of preference. I
do not believe that the many Beta en-
thusiasts in the listening group would
have produced the answers they did if
they had known what they were
listening to.

The 30 minutes of music segments
were recorded from a Sony CDP-
610ES CD player onto all three VCR's
simultaneously so that they could later
play them back in sync. Each VCR
also recorded the music on the video
tracks of the cassette using input from
a Sony PCM-701ES digital audio
adaptor. The PCM recordings auto-
matically played back in sync and
served as a very high -quality reference.
Once the initial round of tests had es-
tablished that the differences between
these VCR's were audible, the impor-
tance of exact synchronization was
diminished. Since the X unit could be
readily identified as A or B by its
sound, the information now sought
was, "Which one sounds better?"

Output levels from each VCR were
trimmed to match within ±0.05 dB at
1,000 Hz. The input level was selected
so that each recorder was fully modu-
lated without ever going into overload.
Precision gain -trimmed, high -slew -rate,
low -noise TL074 op -amp buffers were
used for this purpose. The appropriate
buffered outputs for each test were fed,
using soldered connections, to the ABX
RM-2 relay module for random selec-
tion as source A or B. A professional
stereo Penny and Giles fader controlled
the output level to a Hafler DH -500

power amplifier. System levels were
trimmed so that the maximum fader
setting allowed full output without clip-
ping (500 watts per channel) if there
was a maximum output from any
VCR. Thus, there was no possibility of
clipping at any time in the system. All
the equipment was set up in a room
adjacent to the listening room and out
of sight of the panel. Short runs of
Hitachi LC-OFC speaker cable ran
through the wall to the listening room.

To describe small differences accu-
rately, listening conditions need to. be
the best possible. The listening room
we used, based on a proposed IEC
standard, measures 18 x 25 x 10 feet.
Besides being acoustically treated for
optimal reflections and reverberation
time, the room is extremely quiet, al-
lowing even the noise of the quietest
Compact Discs to be heard. The speak-
ers, Magnepan MG Ma's, were select-
ed for clear definition and even distri-
bution of high frequencies combined
with their other fine qualities. The lis-
teners were free to move their chairs to
the positions they liked best. Notes
were kept on the seating locations, and
no deficient areas were revealed.

Were the weeks of preparation really
necessary, considering that the differ-
ences were so easily heard? What
seems "easy" in a well -organized dou-
ble-blind test is often impossible or
only a product of the imagination in
casual comparisons. Unfortunately, the
user of the equipment tested will even-
tually become aware of any real sonic
problems. The fact that there has been
virtually no criticism in print of hi-fi
video sound is proof that thorough
sonic evaluation requires more than
open comparisons. David L. Clark

pared the three hi-fi formats with
each other. In all six tests, the
assignment of sources A and B was
made at random by Greenia.

Establishing a Reference
The first test was later revealed to

be a comparison of the 8mm VCR's
companded 8 -bit PCM hi-fi sound-
track with the 16 -bit PCM recording
made on the same machine using
the video portions of the tape. The
group of eleven listeners scored 70
correct identifications out of 107
choices (not every listener made a
choice in each trial)-convincing
evidence that they heard a real dif-
ference. But which recording did
they prefer? Surprisingly, opinion

was about equally divided between
the two. It seems that 16 -bit digital
PCM audio recordings on video
tape are not all equal. The recording
of the 16 -bit signal from the PCM
adaptor on the 8mm tape was not
good enough for error -free playback
at normal speeds, and at the VCR's
slow speed the adaptor's output
could not be recorded at all. The
occasional "tearing" or "popping"
sound on the 8mm/16-bit recording
was more annoying to some of the
listeners than to others. Comments
on the 8mm/8-bit recording mainly
concerned higher noise levels in
quiet passages and less "top end."

The second test matched VHS Hi-
Fi with the simultaneous 16 -bit

PCM digital recording, but this time
the output of the PCM adaptor was
recorded and played back flawless-
ly. The test went much faster than
the first one and resulted in 76 cor-
rect choices out of 107 total, again
good evidence of an audible differ-
ence. In the comments, almost
every listener preferred the 16 -bit
PCM recording because the VHS
Hi-Fi tracks had some popping on
transients and a higher noise floor.
This result is actually more of a tri-
bute to the VHS unit's ability to
record error -free digital audio than
a criticism of its VHS Hi-Fi tracks.

The Beta unit's similar perfect re-
cording of the 16 -bit PCM reference
signal contributed to a score of 93
correct out of 110 total choices. The
high score and the many comments
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
RECORDINGS
COMPARED

IDENTIFICATIONS
(CORRECT/TOTAL)

CONFIDENCE
LEVEL*

COMMENTS OVERALL
PREFERENCE

Friday, Test I: A: 16 -bit PCM 70/107 99.9% A: Splatter, popping on transients. Neither

8mm format, B: 8 -bit PCM
More extended high end.

B: Noisy, occasional distortion.
Sony EV-S700U

Friday, Test 2: A: VHS Hi-Fi 76/107 >99.9% A: "Mistracking cartridge." Popping. B

VHS format, B: 16 -bit PCM Distorted. Problems. Noisy.
B: No "click" on drum.

JVC HR-D566U
General: "Most difficult to distinguish

during loud passages."

Friday, Test 3:
Beta format,

A: Beta Hi-Fi
B: 16 -bit PCM

93/110 >99.9% A: Noisy, terribly distorted. No prob-
lem at high levels. Mistracka.

B

Pioneer VX-90 B: CI Quieter. Brighter.

Friday, Test 4: A: Beta Hi-Fi 90/107 >99.9% A: Duller. More modulation noise. B
Prefer on bells, cymbals.

Beta vs. VHS B: VHS Hi-Fi
B: Ticks on high level. Knocks, snaps,

pops. Preferred for noise.
General: "Give me digital!"

Friday, Test 5: A: 8 -bit PCM 89/108 >99.9% A: Less modulation noise. More real. A

8mm vs. VHS B: VHS Hi-Fi Vocals better.
B: More high end. Pops. Weird snap. Quieter.

Friday, Test 6: A: Beta Hi-Fi 95/110 >99.9% A: Modulation noise worse. Grates. B

Beta vs. 8mm B: 8 -bit PCM
More high -frequency response.

B: Occasional pop. Vocal better. Clip-
ping sound on cymbals.

General: "No major preference. 1

would not buy either system."

Saturday Test I: A: Beta Hi-Fi 60/68 >99.9% A: Hashv, noisy, breathy. Hum. Sibilant. B

Beta format. B: 16 -bit PCM B: Cleaner. Quieter. Pumping sound.

premium tape
Extended high end.

General: "B was superior to A, but
noise was the only criterion."

Saturday Test 2:
8mm vs. Beta.

A: 8 -bit PCM
B: Beta Hi-Fi

59/63 >99.9% Al Compressed. Hum. Modulation
noise. Cleaner highs.

A

premium tape
B: Modulation noise. Heard switching

whir.
General: On both recordings, "Ap-

plause sounds like sticks being rat-
tled in a swill bucket."

Saturday Test 3:
VHS vs. Beta,

A: VHS Hi-Fi
B: Beta Hi-Fi

62/64 >99.9% A: Prefer or voice and flute. Less
noise.

A

premium tape
B: Noisy. Hum. Breathy. Smoother.

Transparent.

Saturday Test 4: A: standard tape A: C,ompress,on and noise. Hum and
buzz. Not hi-fi. Terrible.

Beta format,
standard vs.
premium tape

B: premium tape
B: Hear inner voices. Less noise. Not

as bad.

.Statisttral confirlenre that the rorrert alentifirations were the result of an audible difference rather than guessing.

about noise and "mistracking"
(some listeners incorrectly guessed
that phonographs were included in
the comparison!) indicate that lis-
teners heard distortions more easily
in the Beta Hi-Fi format.

Head to Head
By this time it had become ob-

vious that each of the three VCR's
sounded different from its digital
reference recording on some mu-
sical selections. Thus, the ABX test
for differences was not as important
as a judgment of preference. In the
final three tests for Friday's crew,
the different VCR's were to be com-
pared head to head. A 2 -minute
pink -noise signal was included be-
fore the music passages in these
rounds in order to establish that a

difference in frequency response
was audible. It was hoped that
knowing this at the start would help
the listeners concentrate on other
subtleties in the remaining trials.
The listeners still did not know
what kind of devices or how many
were being compared that evening,
but their task now was to decide on
a preference for A or B in each test.
The A/B/X choices were still re-
quired, however, because the task of
identification seemed to maintain
the listeners' attention and sharpen
their hearing.

Beta Hi-Fi versus VHS Hi-Fi was
the first of these comparisons.
Three trials with pink noise resulted
in nearly 100 percent correct identi-
fication of X, as expected. Beyond
that, the VHS recording was gener-

ally preferred, but some liked Beta
more, and some said it depended on
the piece of music. The Beta record-
ing was found to have more modu-
lation noise, but it was cleaner on
transients. There were many com-
ments to the effect that neither one
was satisfactory. Remember, how-
ever, that the music was chosen to
bring out the worst behavior in
these machines.

Next, 8mm was compared with
VHS Hi-Fi. Pink noise, again, was
no problem; most listeners found
the VHS recording to be brighter or
to have more high end. In the music
trials, however, the listeners favored
the 8mm. Its noise floor was re-
ported to be lower, and transients
suffered less from popping or snap-
ping than with VHS.
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The last test on Friday was the
comparison of 8mm and Beta. The
pink -noise trial elicited comments
that Beta was brighter or had more
highs. Most said the choice was dif-
ficult but they preferred 8mm.
There were comments that the Beta
was noisy and "grungy" but that it
handled transients better.

After the testing on Friday, it was
discovered that a new standard -
grade tape had been used in the Beta
machine instead of the premium -
grade Maxell tape intended. The
VHS machine had had the premi-
um -grade Maxell, and the 8mm
used TDK P6-90MP, the only cas-
sette available for this format at the
time of the test. With an all -new
panel of seven listeners on Satur-
day, it was decided to concentrate
on redoing all the tests involving
Beta to see if the premium tape
would make a difference. This time,
the listeners were told that they
would be listening to VCR's, but
they did not know how many there
were or in what order they would be
presented. David Clark operated
the machines and instructed the lis-
teners, so these tests were technical-
ly blind but not double-blind (which
implies that neither the tester nor
the listener knows the identity of
the sources being compared).

Beta Hi-Fi on the premium tape
was first compared with the simul-
taneous Beta 16 -bit PCM recording.
Pink -noise trials were eliminated
for all of Saturday's tests because
the differences had been confirmed
earlier. On the music selections, the
PCM recording was clearly favored
for its clean transients and freedom
from modulation noise.

The Beta Hi-Fi recording was
then compared with 8mm in nine
trials (the listeners arrived at firm
preferences before the planned ten
trials were completed). Of the listen-
ers stating a clear preference, all but
one chose 8mm, confirming the pre-
vious evening's results, but there
were comments that on some pas-
sages the Beta was preferable.

Next was the classic shootout:
Beta Hi-Fi versus VHS Hi-Fi. Five
of the seven listeners made com-
ments favoring VHS, one preferred
Beta, and one thought they sounded
equally bad. Higher background
noise and noise "pumping" were
the most frequent complaints about
Beta. Apparently the use of premi-
um tape did not improve the Beta
recording sufficiently for it to come

out on top. Curiously, no one reiter-
ated Friday's observation that Beta,
while noisier, sounded cleaner on
high -frequency transients.

The final comparison was be-
tween the standard- and premium -
grade tapes played on the Beta ma-
chine. In this blind test, the same
music selections were alternately
played from each tape, known to the
listeners as Tape A and Tape B.
Comments only were asked for this
time, not attempts at identification.
Listener preference for the high-
grade tape (Tape B) ranged from
"slight" to "much better." No one
preferred Tape A, which turned out
to be the standard grade. While the
premium grade was judged su-
perior, it had not improved Beta Hi-
Fi enough for most listeners to pre-
fer the sound to VHS or to 8mm.

Video Evaluation
With the official testing done, lis-

teners were shown the three VCR's
and told which had been A and
which B in each test-deep groans
issued from Beta enthusiasts. Lunch
was ordered, and the group began
some unstructured video evalua-
tions. Large dropouts were noted on
the 8mm picture near the beginning,
though David Clark found they oc-
curred less and less frequently with
additional playings. Sharpness was
judged very good, but some video
noise or "snow" was always visible
(the video was recorded at the high-
er of the two VCR speeds). The Beta
and VHS video quality was judged
to be very close, and both were
judged to be slightly better than
8mm. Beta was slightly preferred,
but it did exhibit a few more drop-
outs. The same audio distortions
could be detected that were noted in
the listening tests, but they did not
interfere with enjoyment of the
three audio/video presentations.
There were, in fact, many rave com-
ments about the sound.

But Is It High Fidelity?
The results of this series of con-

trolled listening tests show that
while video hi-fi sound is great for
accompanying video programs, it is
not up to the highest standards of
the audio enthusiast for recording
music just for listening. Contrary to
earlier recommendations, hi-fi
VCR's are not optimum for making
live music recording, and they can-
not replace a high -quality open -reel
audio tape deck. Their performance

may look superior on paper, but in
use all three formats at present have
shortcomings in audiophile terms.

All three units tested could pro-
vide convincing sonic accuracy in
reproducing complex material, but
in the specially selected "worst
case" samples used for the testing,
the 8mm VCR was judged superior
to the others. The listening panel
noted the extended high -frequency
response of the Beta Hi-Fi and VHS
Hi-Fi recordings, but apparently
that did not make up for the units'
troubles with transients and modu-
lation noise. On these difficult mu-
sic samples, the VHS recorder was
preferred to the Beta.

Hi-fi VCR's have been with us for
a few years now, and while the audio
performance of all three formats is
obviously very good compared with
the old-style linear soundtracks,
there is still some room for im-
provement. It is surprising, in fact,
that these machines have generally
been reviewed so uncritically. On
the other hand, while the audio
flaws observed in the listening tests
described here are real, they are also
fairly subtle under the normal con-
ditions of listening to the audio por-
tion of a video program.

People tend not to listen as care-
fully when they are watching a
visually engrossing program at the
same time. In evidence of this, Da-
vid Clark reported a few weeks after
the listening tests had been com-
pleted that he and several members
of the listening panel had been en-
joying commercial videocassettes in
their own homes. While their sensi-
tized ears detected the same sorts of
sonic flaws uncovered in the listen-
ing tests, though much less fre-
quently, they found that these did
not detract significantly from their
enjoyment of the programs.

Perhaps the best buying advice is
to choose whichever hi-fi video
format suits your video needs and
happily take whatever sound quali-
ty it provides. The VHS format has
the largest selection of prerecorded
tapes available, but Beta has faster
tape handling and excellent fast -
motion and still -frame capabilities.
The ultracompact 8mm format is
ideal for homemade videos, al-
though the picture quality isn't
quite up to that of the others. But
don't expect ultimate sound quality
from any video format. If you want
the finest sound available, 16 -bit
PCM digital recording still rules,
whether in the playback -only CD
format or in the combination of a
VCR with a PCM adaptor.
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BY MICHAEL SMOLEN, WILLIAM BURTON, AND STAFF

VCR Bal\G GUIDE

S1INCE the introduction of videocassette recorders,
sound recording on video tape has come a long
way. What was once a mono linear track with
audible high- and low -frequency rolloff has giv-

en way to hi -fl VCR's with a higher -quality stereo
sound. Hi-fi video soundtracks have lower wow -and -
flutter, lower distortion, greater dynamic range, and
much better frequency response than linear
soundtracks.
VCR manufacturers have also introduced some

new and updated technologies. One of them is PCM
digital recording on 8mm tape, with Sony, Kodak,
and Pioneer marketing machines capable of twenty-
four hours of digital audio. JVC, NEC, and
Yamaha are now promoting HQ (High Quality)
video circuitry, said t,2 provide a higher "white -clip"
level (giving sharper image edges) and a lower video

noise level. Sanyo, Radio Shack, and others have
been selling higher -resolution SuperBeta recorders.

Akai, Quasar, Zenith, and others have introduced
new hi-fi VCR's,VCR's, adding to a stable of products from
Denon, Harman Kardon, Magnavox, Mitsubishi,
and many others, so it's getting a little tougher to
make the right buying decision, especially with
most models falling in the $500 to $1,000 range.

The information in this guide was provided by
the manufacturers and does not represent the results
of tests by STEREO REVIEW. While every effort has
been made to insure that the suggested retail prices
given were correct at press time, the fluctuating val-
ues of the yen and dollar along with other economic
factors cause frequent changes. A directory of hi-fiVCR

manufacturers with addresses and telephone
numbers is on page 67.

VHS TABLE -TOP VCR'S

AKAI
VS -616 Videocassette Recorder
Table -top VHS Hi-Fi VCR with hi-fi and stereo
sound. Features SP and SLP record speeds; SP,
LP, SLP play speeds; SP (5x), SLP (15x) rapid -
search speeds; still -frame (except LP); frame ad-
vance; wireless remote control; frequency -syn-
thesis tuning with 16 -channel memory; automa-
tic search; automatic channel change; channel
lock; 4-week/8-event timer; sleep/auto-off tim-
er. Horizontal resolution 250 lines (SP), 240
lines (SLP); video signal-to-noise ratio 43 dB;
audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi
mode; audio S/N more than 80 dB in hi-fi
mode; audio distortion <0.94% in hi-fi, 2.4%
linear; 17.3' W x 3.9' H x 14.5' D; . SI,099

CANON
VR-HF600 Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top VCR with hi -fl and stereo
sound. Features frame advance; remote control;
noiseless special effects; cable -ready; still frame;
auto fine tuning; MPX jack for use with MS -10
MTS adapter; simulcast switch; hi-fi tracking in-
dicator; audio index search. Horizontal resolu-
tion 230 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio 41 dB;
audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ±0 dB
in hi-fi mode; 37 watts, 110 volts AC; 16.94' W
x 3.88' H x 14.44' D; 19.2 lbs $899

DENON
VA -1000 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi AFM-depth-multiplexed video/
audio recording system. Features wireless full -
function remote control; gold-plated audio
jacks; stereo linear playback; simulcast switch;
manual/automatic level controls; four -event/
fourteen -day programming; realtime audio tech-
nology; quick timer allows for one touch pro-
gramming; left/right 14 -segment LED level me-
ter; 133 -channel cable -ready tuner; four- and
two -head design; reception and decoding of
MTS broadcasts with optional decoder VM-
1000. Audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz
±3 dB; separation >60 dB; wow -and -flutter
0.005% WRMS; dynamic range >80 dB. 435
cm W x 99 H x 352 D; 8.8 kg $1,000

Akai VS -616

GENERAL ELECTRIC
1VCR6018X Videocassette Recorder
Front -loading VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder
with stereo capability. Features 4 -head video
system; frequency synthesized tuning system;
169 -channel cable -ready; 8-program/2 I -day
timer; special effects; 7 -function wireless infra-
red remote control $1,080

1VCR6014X Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi stereo capability VCR. Features 4 -
head video system; voltage synthesized elec-
tronic tuning system; 107 -channel cable -ready;
special effects $815

1VCR6013X Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi stereo capability VCR. Features 4 -
head video system; voltage synthesized elec-
tronic tuning system; 107 -channel cable -ready;
4-program/14-day timer; special effects; full -
electronic display $710

HARMAN KARDON
VCD-1000 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with built-in
stereo decoder. Cosmetics and dimensions
match Harman Kardon audio components.
105 -channel tuner; 14-day/4-e-ent timer; two
video heads; two audio heads; SP, LP, EP (SLP)
play speeds; SP, LP, EP record speeds. Features
off -frequency reception; simulcast recording;
one -touch recording; sharpness control; audio -
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only recording; front loading; wireless remote
control; cable ready; direct cable input; still
frame (EP only); automatic fine tuning; counter
memory; headphone jack. Horizontal resolution
230 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio 43 dB; au-
dio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB hi-
fi mode, 70-10,000 Hz ±3 dB normal mode; to-
tal harmonic distortion 0.5% hi-fi mode; audio
signal-to-noise ratio 80 dB hi-fi mode. l7.36" W
x 4.62" H x 15.36' D; 22 lbs $850

HITACHI
VT -87A Videocassette Recorder
Front -loading VHS -format table -top hi-fi VCR
with 5 + 2 heads. Features 8-program/1-year
timer; 107 -channel cable -ready tuner; 38 -func-
tion TV/VCR infrared remote control; special
effects; on -screen programming; feather -touch
controls; automatic audio level control; audio
dub: MTS jack; program index. Video signal-to-
noise ratio 45 dB in SP mode; horizontal resolu-
tion 240 lines; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz. 17.125" W x 3.875" H x 13 875" D;
21 lbs $1,295

INSTANT REPLAY
Image Translator
Videocassette recorder with ability to translate

foreign video formats. (Based on a Canon VCR.)
Plays all PAL video tapes in color including PAL
B (Western Europe, India, Africa, Far East, Aus-
tralia, Scandinavia), PAL N (Argentina, Peru,
Paraguay), PAL I (UK, South Africa, Ireland),
PALM (Brazil). Plays SECAM B, G, V (Eastern
Europe), SECAM D (Russia), SECAM H (Mid-
dle East), SECAM L (France) in monochrome.
Plays on most regular television sets or monitors.
Features front -loading cassette mechanism; ca-
ble -ready 107 -channel tuner; 2-event/14-day pro-
grammable timer; video peaking sharpness con-
trol; four heads; VHS Hi-Fi sound; fast -scan
Toward and reverse; still frame; pushbutton elec-
tronic tuning; full track/audio track erase; 5 -
function remote control; one -touch recording;
automatic stop; built-in switchable RF modula-
tor for channels 3 and 4; multi function display.

JVC HR -D56611

618IT3. Table -top VHS Hi-Fi VCR tunes and
records stereo MAP television programs;
records hi-fi stereo with or without video input.
Features audio and video editing; 37 -function
infrared dual -mode wireless remote control;
automatic program finder; dbx; 107 -channel di-
rect -tuning cable -ready tuner; 2I-day/8-event
on -screen programmer with daily repeat and
memory back-up $1,795

615IT3. Table -top VHS Hi-Fi VCR features
wireless infrared remote control; automatic pro-
gram finder; 107 -channel cable -ready tuner; si-
mulcast switch; I4-day/event timer; HQ
circuitry $1,595

JVC
HR-D566U Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with 181 -
channel cable -ready tuner. Features built-in
MTS/SAP decoder; video noise -reduction sys-
tem; ten -digit keypad for timer programming

Ken wood KVR-917

and random selection of 181 channels; automat-
ic power when cassette is inserted; audio dub-
bing; peak -hold level indicators; manual or
automatic recording level control; shuttle search
at 7x normal speed in both SP and EP modes;
remaining tape -time indicator; picture sharp-
ness control; counter -search function; automatic
backspace editing; automatic rewind at the end
of tape $900

HR-D565U Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with 181 -

channel cable -ready tuner. Features video noise
reduction; SP/EP recording speeds, SP/LP/EP
playback speeds; ten -key random access or
up/down scanning; ten -key programming; 14-
day/8-event fully programmable timer with 60 -
minute memory backup; instant recording tim-
er; full -function infrared remote control with
ten -key random-access channel selection; FM
simulcast recording; selectable audio monitor-
ing; audio dubbing; peak -hold audio level indi-
cators; manual/automatic recording level con-
trol; automatic power system turns on
automatically when cassette is loaded; remain-
ing tape/time indicator; picture sharpness con-
trol; counter -search function; automatic back-
space editing; automatic rewind at the end of
tape $850

KENWOOD
KVR-917 Videocassette Recorder
Table -top VHS Hi-Fi VCR features 157 -channel
direct -access tuning; 14-day/8-event timer;
MTS/SAP decoder; HQ circuitry; Auto Incre-
ment Recording (AIR); 23 -function remote con-
trol; SP and EP play/record speeds, LP play
only; linear -audio dubbing; 4 video, 2 audio
heads; dynamic range >80 dB and frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz ±6 dB in hi-fi mode; re-
maining -time indicator; 17.125" x 3.75' H
x14.69" D; 16.8 lbs $1,200

MAGNAVOX
VR8560GY Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top Studio -Pro videocassette
recorder with on -screen programming. Features
hi-fi sound; 169 -channel tuner; 21-day/8-event
timer; four video heads; 15x rapid -search speed
in SLP mode; built-in stereo decoder; front
loading; noiseless special effects; 34 -function
wireless remote control; remote pause; cable
ready; direct cable input; still frame; frame ad-
vance; automatic rewind; channel lock; auto-
matic fine tuning; audio dubbing; counter mem-
ory; automatic search; headphone jack; 2x
playback. 17' W x 4" H x 14' D $1,199

VR8540SL Videocassette Recorder
Front -loading VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocas-
sette recorder with stereo sound. Features 107 -
channel tuner; I4-day/4-event timer; two video
heads; 9x rapid -search speed in SLP mode; jacks
to attach stereo decoder; wireless remote con-
trol; remote pause; cable ready; direct cable in-
put; still frame; frame advance; automatic re-

wind; channel lock; automatic fine tuning; one -
touch record; four-hour standby; audio dubbing;
counter memory; headphone jack; automatic
television/videocassette recorder switching;
voltage -synthesized tuning; five-minute timer
backup. IT' W x 4' H x 11.5' D $849

MARANTZ
VR-550 Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top videocassette recorder.
Features SP, LP. EP play, record, slow-motion,
and rapid -search speeds; 21-day/8-event timer;
hi-fi sound; stereo; frame advance; remote con-
trol; Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; still
frame; automatic rewind; 140 -channel -synthesis
MTS tuner. Horizontal resolution 230 lines;
video signal-to-noise ratio 43 dB; audio fre-
quency response 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode;
audio distortion 0.5% in hi-fi mode; audio S/N
80 dB in hi-fi mode. 16.88' W x 4.12' H x
14.75' D; 16.75 lbs $900

VR-450 Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top videocassette recorder.
Features SP, LP, EP play and record speeds; EP
rapid -search speed; 21-day/4-event timer; hi -fl
sound; stereo; frame advance; remote control;
Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; still frame;
automatic rewind; 105 -channel MTS tuner.
Horizontal resolution 230 lines; video signal-to-
noise ratio 43 dB; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; audio distortion 0.5%
in hi-fi mode; audio S/N 80 dB in hi-fi mode;
16.88" W x 4.12" H x 14.75' D $750

tlinolta MV -900S

MINOLTA
MV900S Videocassette Recorder
Two-piece VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features 5
video heads; MIS decoder; 133 -channel tuning
with 80 -channel memory; 1-year/8-event timer;
on -screen display of timer functions;
auto/manual tracking control; automatic adjust-
ment of tape's contact with video heads; wire-
less remote control; index button inserts stop
and review points to be found during fast for-
ward or rewind; timer -controlled AC outlet can
be used for other appliances. Hi-fi mode fre-
quency response 20-20,000 Hz, signal-to-noise
ratio >80 dB; 17.1' W x 4.5" H x 11.6' D; 5.7
lbs (recorder only) $1,500

VMV-70S Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder
Table -top VHS -format videocassette recorder
with I4 -function remote control. Features 6
heads; SP/LP/EP speeds; SP/EP search speeds;
hi-fi sound; stereo playback; 133 -channel tuner;
80 -channel memory; 4-program/14-day timer.
Audio signal-to-noise ratio more than 80 dB in
hi-fi mode, frequency response 20-20,000 Hz in
hi-fi mode; horizontal resolution better than
240 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio 46 dB.
17.1" x 3.9' x 121"; 19.4 lbs $1,000

MITSUBISHI
HS-430UR Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with Dolby
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noise reduction. Features four video heads;
frame advance, variable slow-motion speeds;
still frame; two -speed search; direct -access and
channel -memory -scan tuning; built-in stereo
broadcast reception (MTS); quick -cue index
search; programmable A/B antenna selection;
remaining -time indicator; linear stereo track;
end -of -tape warning; tape compartment illumi-
nation $1,100

Mitsubishi HS-43OUR

HS-41OUR Videocassette Recorder
Front -loading VHS -format videocassette re-
corder with built-in MTS/SAP capability. Fea-
tures four -head design; 8-event/2-week pro-
grammability; 105 -channel, random-access
frequency -synthesizer tuner; wireless remote
control; 16 -station preset scan; one -touch re-
cording; 30 -min backup battery; digital electron-
ic time/programming display; picture control;
fine -edit; counter memory; index search; auto-
matic rewind $800

NEC
N-961EU Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocassette recorder with
High Quality circuitry for improved picture.
Features SP, LP, EP play and record speeds;
.330, .2 slow-motion speeds; 5x (SP), 7x (LP), 9x
(EP) rapid -search speeds; 2I-day/8-event timer;
stereo; frame advance; noiseless special effects;
remote pause; Dolby noise reduction; cable
ready; still frame; automatic rewind; channel
lock; on -screen programming; NEC unified
wireless remote control; tape -remaining timer;
MTS stereo decoder. Horizontal resolution
greater than 230 lines; video signal-to-noise ra-
tio greater than 43 dB; audio frequency response
20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB in hi-fi mode, 100-8,000
Hz ±6 dB in normal mode; audio distortion
0.005% in hi-fi mode, 1% in normal mode; au-
dio signal-to-noise ratio 80 dB in hi-fi mode, 48
dB in normal mode (Dolby in); power require-
ments 120 volts AC ± 10% 60 Hz, power con-
sumption 40 watts. 17' W x 4.16' H x 14.75" D;
16.7 lbs $1,149

N-951SD Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR with High Quality
circuitry for improved picture. Features SP, LP,
EP play and record speeds; 7x (EP) rapid -search
speed; 2I-day/4-event timer; stereo; NEC uni-
fied wireless remote control; remote pause;
Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; automatic
rewind. Horizontal resolution greater than 230
lines; video signal-to-noise ratio greater than 43
dB; audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ± 3
dB in hi-fi mode, 100-8,000 Hz ±6 dB in nor-
mal mode; audio distortion 0.005% in hi-fi
mode, I% in normal mode; audio signal-to-
noise ratio 80 dB in hi -ft mode, 48 dB in normal
mode (Dolby in); power requirements 120 volts
AC ± 10% 60 Hz, 40 W. 17" W x 4.16' H x
14.75' D; 16.7 lbs $699

R C 1 VLT600HF

PANASONIC
PV -1740 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi sound; built-in MTS adaptor; dbx.
Features 169 -channel tuner; 2I-day/8-event
timer; four video heads; three audio heads; SP,
SLP, LP play speeds; SP, SLP record, slow-mo-
tion, and rapid -search speeds; front loading;
noiseless special effects; wireless remote control;
remote pause; still frame; frame advance: auto-
matic fine tuning; automatic search . $1,300

PV -1545 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi sound; built-in MTS adaptor; dbx;
99 -channel tuner; I4-day/4-event timer, four
video heads; three audio heads; SP, LP, SLP
play and record speeds; SP, SLP slow-motion
and rapid -search speeds. Features front loading;
noiseless special effects; wireless remote control;
remote pause; frame advance; automatic re-
wind; automatic search $875

PV -1442 Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi sound; 107 -channel tuner; 14-day/4-
event timer; two video heads; three audio
heads; SP, LP, SLP play and record speeds; SLP
slow-motion and rapid -search speed. Features
front loading; noiseless special effects; wireless
remote control; Dolby noise reduction; still
frame: frame advance; automatic search $750

Pentax PV -T 1 00A

PENTAX
PV-T100A Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features two video
heads; four audio heads; 14-day/4-event timer;
cable -ready 107 -channel tuner; MTS jack; 14 -
function wireless remote control. Horizontal
resolution 240 lines; hi-fi mode frequency re-
sponse 20,20,000 Hz, dynamic range >80 dB.
17'4" W x 3'/8" H x D; 19.4 lbs $999

PHILCO
V1670WSL Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder. Features
SP/LP/SLP play, record, and rapid -search
speeds; SP/SLP slow-motion speeds; 14-day/4-
event tinier; frame advance; noiseless special ef-
fects; remote control; remote pause; cable ready;
still frame; automatic rewind; channel lock;
automatic fine tuning; audio dubbing; VS tuner;
two heads. Horizontal resolutior. 230 lines; vid-
eo signal-to-noise >40 dB; audio frequency re-
sponse 20-20,000 Hz ± 10 dB in hi -ft mode; au-
dio distortion <0.47% in hi-fi mode; audio
signal-to-noise >60 dB in hi -f mode; power
consumption 29 watts. 17' W x 4" H x 11.5" D;
14v: lbs $700

PIONEER
VH-600 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with SP, LP,
EP play and record speeds. Features rapid
search; I4-day/4-event timer; stereo; wireless re-
mote control; cable ready; video dubbing; still
frame; channel lock; auto fine tuning; audio
dubbing. Horizontal resolution 240 lines; video
signal-to-noise ratio 42 dB; audio frequency re-
sponse 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; audio sig-
nal-to-noise ratio 80 dB in hi-fi mode; power re-
quirements 120 volts, 60 Hz AC. 17.13" W x
3.88" H x 14.5" D; 19.5 lbs $900

Quasar VH5857

QUASAR
VH5857 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocassette recorder.
Features SP, LP, SLP play and record speeds;
.2x (SP), .330 (SLP) slow speeds; 2x (SP, LP), 5x
(SP), 9x (SLP) rapid -search speeds; 21-day/8-
event timer; stereo; frame advance; noiseless
special effects; remote pause; cable ready; still
frame; automatic rewind; channel lock; auto-
matic fine tuning; audio dubbing; programma-
ble OTR; picture control; 37 -function remote
control; tape remain counter; automatic index
search. Horizontal resolution >230 lines; video
signal-to-noise >41 dB; audio frequency re-
sponse 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; audio sig-
nal-to-noise >60 dB in hi-fi mode, >42 dB in
normal mode; power requirements 120 volts
AC; power ccnsumption 32 watts. 16.94' W x 4"
H x 14.19' D; 17.6 lbs $1,300

VH5856XQ Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top videocassette recorder.
Features SP, LP, SLP play and record speeds;
SP. SLP slow-motion and rapid -search speeds;
14-day/8-event tuner; hi-fi stereo sound; frame
advance; remote control; noiseless special ef-
fects; remote pause; Dolby noise reduction; ca-
ble ready; still frame; audio dubbing; four
heads. Horizontal resolution >230 lines; video
signal-to-noise ratio >41 dB; audio frequency
response 20-30,000 Hz; audio signal-to-noise ra-
tio >42 dB in hi-fi mode. 16.94' W x 4.5' H x
14 31' D; 21.9 lbs $1,000

VH5655 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features four video
heads; MTS decoder; 107 -channel cable -ready
tuner; dual -azimuth system; wireless remote
control $1,000

VH5355 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features two video
heads; 107 -channel cable -ready tuner; 99 -posi-
tion voltage -synthesis tuning; MTS decoder; 14-
day/4-event timer; remote control $870

RADIO SHACK
40 (16-610) Videocassete Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi front -loading table -top VCR with
MTS/SAP television tuner. Features SP, LP, EP
play/record speeds; EP rapid -search speed; 14-
day/3-event timer; 105 -channel cable ready;
Dolby stereo; remote control; remote pause; still
frame; auto rewind; auto fine tuning; power in-
terrupt protection. Power requirements 120 V
AC; 16.88' W x 4.5" H x 15.12' D $700

RCA
VLT600HF Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with jacks to
attach stereo decoder. Features 14-day/4-event
timer; two video heads; two audio heads; auto-
matic audio -record level control; front loading;
wireless remote control; remote pause; cable
ready (107 channels); still frame; automatic re-
wind; counter memory; automatic search; head-
phone jack; express recording. In hi-fi mode, au-
dio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB;
THD 0.4%; signal-to-noise ratio 73 dB. 17.125'
W x 4.12Y H x 15.25' D; 18.7 lbs $799
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SAMSUNG
VT290T Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features four video
heads; two audio heads; 139 -channel cable -
ready tuner with 16 presets; 4-week/8-event
timer, digital quartz lock; automatic date and
time recording; remote on -screen command sys-
tem. Horizontal resolution more than 240 lines
(SP); dynamic range in hi-fi mode >80 dB; fre-
quency response 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode.
17.3' W x 3.9" H x 14.5' D; 22 lbs $700

VR5500H Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features 105 -channel
cable -ready tuner with 14 presets; I4-day/6-
event timer; one -touch recording; still/frame ad-
vance (SP/SLP); slow motion (SP/SLP); picture
search (SP/LP/SLP); MTS jack; wireless remote
control. Horizontal resolution more than 210
lines dynamic range >80 dB, frequency re-
sponse 20-20,000 Hz, channel separation >60
db in hi-fi mode. 16.94' W x 3.88' H a 14.97'
D; 19.8 lbs $532.50

SANSUI
SV-R9900 Videocassette Recorder
Videocassette recorder with three play and two
record speeds, 0.033 slow-motion, and 7x nor-
mal rapid -search speed. Features I4-day/8-
event timer; VHS Hi-Fi sound; frame advance;
remote control; remote pause; Dolby NR; cable -
ready; still -frame; auto rewind; auto fine tuning;
audio dubbing; fluorescent tape counter; re-
maining time/memory tape counter; picture
sharpness control; 6 heads; horizontal resolu-
tion 240 lines; video S/N 45 dB; FR in hi-fi
mode 20-20,000 Hz; FR in normal mode 70-
10,000 Hz; S/N 46 dB in normal mode; 18.125'
W x 4.166' H x 14.833' D; 20.7 lbs $1,299

SV-R9700 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR with built-in MTS
decoder. Features SP, LP, EP play speeds; SP,
EP record, slow motion, and rapid -search
speeds; 14-day/8-event timer; stereo; frame ad-
vance; HQ circuitry; noiseless special effects; re-
mote control; remote pause; cable -ready; video
dub; still frame; auto rewind; auto fine tuning;
audio dub; backspace editing; front -loading; 1 -

hour memory backup. Audio FR 20-20,000 Hz
in hi-fi mode; audio S/N 80 dB in hi-fi mode.
17.19' W x 4.19' H x 14.94' D; 19 lbs $999

Samsung VT -290T

SHARP
VC -489U Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with detach-
able wireless remote control; concealed controls
drawer; play/record speeds SP/LP/EP; variable
slow-motion speeds .2, .330; rapid -search speed
(7x); I4-day/8-event timer; stereo; frame ad-
vance; remote control; noiseless special effects;
remote pause; Dolby NR; cable ready; video
dubbing; still frame; auto rewind; channel lock;
auto fine tuning; audio dubbing; tape -remaining
indicator; auto repeat; 10 -key synthesizer tuner;
dancing light tape indicator; 4 heads; horizontal
resolution 240 lines; video S/N 50 dB; audio FR
20-20,000 Hz in hi -fl mode; audio FR 80-10,000
Hz ±6 dB in normal audio mode; audio distor-
tion <0.3%; audio S/N >80 dB in hi-fi mode,

45 dB in normal mode. Power requirements 120
V AC, 60 Hz; 16.94' W x 42.28' H x 15.332' D;
31.5 lbs $1,400

VC-5F7U Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR. Features SP, LP, EP
play and record speeds; 7x rapid search speed;
14-day/5-event timer; stereo; frame advance;
noiseless special effects; remote control; remote
pause; Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; still
frame; auto rewind; automatic fine tuning; 4
heads; automatic program search system; dou-
ble azimuth and video head system; MTS jack.
Horizontal resolution 240 lines; video signal-to-
noise 50 dB; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz ±3 dB in hi-fi mode, 70-10,000 Hz
in normal mode; audio distortion 0.3% in
mode, 3% in normal mode; audio signal-to-
noise 45 dB in normal mode; power require-
ments 120 volts AC, 60 Hz. 16.94' W x 41.22"
H x 15.16" D; 24.2 lbs $1.000

SYLVANIA
VC3645GY Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR. Features SP/LP/SLP
play, record, and rapid -search speeds; SP/SLP
slow-motion speeds; 21-day/8-event timer;
frame advance; noiseless special effects; remote
control; remote pause; cable ready; still frame;
auto rewind; channel lock; automatic fine tun-
ing; audio dub; 4 heads; on -screen display for
programming; built-in MTS decoder; 169 chan-
nel capability; index search. Horizontal resolu-
tion 230 lines; video signal-to-noise >40 dB;
audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi
mode; audio distortion <0.47% in hi-fi mode;
audio signal-to-noise >60 dB in hi-fi mode;
power requirements 32 watts. 16.94' W x H x
14.19" D; 17 lbs, 10 ozs $1,200

VC2976GY Videocassette Recorder
Front -loading VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR. Fea-
tures SP/LP/SLP play, record, and rapid -search
speeds; SLP slow motion speeds; 14-day/4-
event timer; frame advance; remote control; re-
mote pause; cable ready; still frame; auto re-
wind; channel lock; automatic fine tuning;
audio dub; 2 heads; 107 -channel capability.
Horizontal resolution 230 lines; video signal-to-
noise >40 dB; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; audio distortion
<0.47% in hi-fi mode; audio signal-to-noise
>60 dB in hi-fi mode; power requirements 29
W. 17' W x H x 11.62' D; 14.5 lbs ... $850

TEAC
MV -800 Videocassette Recorder
VHS -format table -top videocassette recorder
with hi-fi sound. Features SP, EP play/record
speeds; counter -search mechanism; selectable
audio monitoring (hi-fi stereo or longitudinal
audio track or both mixed); fluorescent display;
shuttle search at 7x normal speed in either di-
rection; double -flap motorized front cassette
loading system;.auto-power; automatic dubbing
on longitudinal audio track; multi -LED level in-
dicators for L+R channels for hi-fi stereo re-
cording; I4-day/8-event programmable timer
with 60 -minute memory backup time; full -func-
tion infrared remote control; headphone and
microphone jacks; four heads; 178 -channel ca-
ble -compatible frequency -synthesizer tuner; ten -
key direct -access channel selection; automatic
rewind. Audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz
in hi -ft mode, 70-10,000 Hz in normal mode;
audio signal-to-noise ratio greater than 40 dB in
normal mode; dynamic range greater than 80
dB in hi -ft mode; wow -and -flutter less than
0.005% in hi -ft mode. 435 mm W x 95mm H x
379mm D; 8.6 kg $1,400

Sansui SV-R9900HF

TOSHIBA
M5900 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocassette recorder with
built-in MTS. Features SP, EP play, record,
slow-motion and rapid -search speeds; 7-day/4-
event timer, 4 heads (double azimuth); 117:
channel capability; frame advance; 20 -function
remote control; noiseless special effects; remote
pause; Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; vid-
eo dubbing; still frame; automatic rewind; auto-
matic fine tuning; audio dubbing; program
indexing $749

VECTOR RESEARCH
V-5000 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocassette recorder with
MTS. Features SP, LP, SLP play, record, and
rapid -search speeds; variable slow-motion
speeds; 2I-day/8-event timer; stereo; frame ad-
vance; noiseless special effects; remote control;
remote pause; Dolby noise reduction; cable
ready; video dubbing; still frame; automatic re-
wind; channel lock; automatic fine tuning; au-
dio dubbing; four heads; unified wireless remote
for VTM-25 monitor/receiver; on -screen pro-
gramming. Horizontal resolution 240 lines; vid-
eo signal-to-noise ratio 45 dB; audio frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB in hi-fi mode, 4-
14,000 Hz ±3 dB in normal mode; audio sig-
nal-to-noise ratio 80 dB in hi-fi mode, 50 dB in
normal mode. 17' W x 4.12' H X 15' D; 17
lbs $800

Yamaha }1 -10in)

V-4000 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top videocassette recorder with
MTS. Features SP, LP, SLP play, record, and
rapid -search speeds; 2I-day/4-event timer; ste-
reo; frame advance; remote control; remote
pause; Dolby noise reduction; cable ready; vid-
eo dubbing; still frame; automatic rewind; chan-
nel lock; automatic fine tuning; audio dubbing;
unified wireless remote for both recorder and
VTM-25 receiver/monitor. Horizontal resolu-
tion 240 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio 45 dB:
audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz ± 3 dB
in hi -ft mode, 40-14,000 Hz ± 3 dB normal
mode; audio signal-to-noise ratio 80 dB in hi -ft
mode, 50 dB in normal mode. 17' W x 4 12' H
x 15" D; 17 lbs $650

YAMAHA
YV-1000 Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features 4 video
heads and 2 hi -ft audio heads; SP and EP
play/record; LP play only; 181 -channel direct -
access tuning; I4-day/8-event timer; MTS tun-
er; HQ circuitry; peak -hold VU meters; wireless
remote control; automatic power on; sharpness
control; instant -record timer, visual tracking;
headphone jack; 17' W x 3.75' H x 14.5' D;
18.9 lbs $999
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NI -Fl VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS
ZENITH power -on. Horizontal resolution 240 lines; vid- in hi-fi mode; audio S/N 80 dB in hi-fi mode;
VR4100 Videocassette Recorder eo S/N 42 dB; audio FR 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi power requirements 120 V, 60 Hz AC. 17" W x
VHS Hi-Fi table -top VCR features 4 video and mode, 10-10,000 Hz in normal audio mode; au- 4.13" H x 15.5" D; 22 lbs $800
2 audio heads; built-in MTS/SAP decoder; re- dio S/N 80 dB in hi-fi mode, 45 dB in normal
mote time -record programming with on -screen audio mode; power requirements 120 V, 60 Hz; RADIO SHACK
display; I4-day/8-event timer; "Video NR" for power consumption 32 watts. 13'W x 3.75' H x 22 (16-601) Videocassette Recorder
improved EP performance; 178 -channel quartz- 12.4" D; 17 lbs $450 SuperBeta-format front -loading table -top VCR
locked electronic tuning with 122 cable than- with hi-fi sound. Features Beta II, III
nets; direct channel access with 2 -speed NEC play/record speeds; Beta II, III rapid -search
up/down channel scan; 60 -min power back-up; VC -N70 Video Recorder speeds; I4-day/8-event timer; 105 -channel cable
noise -free forward/reverse scanning; variable- Beta Hi-Fi table -top VCR. Features B IL B III ready; remote control; remote pause; still frame;
speed slow and fast action and frame -by -frame play/record speeds; .14 slow-motion speed; 2x, auto rewind: auto fine tuning; power interrupt
special effects; synchronized "Clean Edit" video 8x rapid -search speeds; 2I-day/8-event timer; protection. Power requirements 120 V AC;
insert for simultaneous hi-fi audio and video noiseless special effects; remote control; remote 16.56' W x 3.94" H x 15.12" D $500
dubbing; automatic tape rewind; remaining- pause; cable ready; still frame; auto rewind;
tape/time/program-location indicator; wireless channel lock; audio dub; MPX out for MTS ca -
remote control. Horizontal resolution 240 lines; pability; video preamp inside head drum for
audio frequency response in hi-fi mode 20- better S/N; real-time tape access; memory re -
20,000 Hz; video signal-to-noise ratio >43 dB; wind; VU tracking meter; segment record; auto
audio S/N >45 dB; audio dynamic range in hi- blank skip. Horizontal resolution >240 lines; i

fi mode >80 dB; power consumption 45 watts;
17.25" W x 3.875" H x 14.875' D; 18.6

video S/N >45 dB; audio FR 20-20,000 Hz in
hi-fi mode, 50-10,000 Hz in normal mode; au-

I
,

lbs $1,100 dio distortion <0.3% in hi-fi mode, <4% in
normal mode; audio S/N >40 dB in normal

Sanyo VCR7500mode; power requirements 120 V AC ± 10% 60
Hz. 50 W. 16.94" W x 4.12" H x 14.16" D; 23.1
lbs $999 SANYO

VCR7500 Beta Hi-Fi VCR

11111
VC-N65EU VCR with Beta I
Beta Hi-Fi table -top VCR with Beta I speed for

Videocassette recorder with MTS decoder built
in. 105 -channel tuner; 14-day/8-event timer; 2

"ix improved picture. Also features B III play/re- video heads; 1 audio head. Beta 11 and III
cord speeds; 7x (B II, B 111) rapid -search speeds; play/record speeds. 9x rapid -search speed in
7-day/3-event timer; remote control; remote Beta III. Features front loading; noiseless spe-
pause; cable ready; still frame; channel lock; cial effects; wireless I3 -function remote control;
MPX output for MTS capability; video preamp remote pause; cable ready; still frame; auto re -

Zenith VR4100 inside head drum for better S/N; memory re- wind; auto fine tuning; audio dubbing; counter
wind; switchable VU tracking indicator; up to 5- memory; headphone jack; left and right inputs
hour segment record. Horizontal resolution 250 for mikes; dew sensor. Horizontal resolution

VR3200 Videocassette Recorder lines; video S/N >45 dB; audio FR 20-20,000 230 lines in Beta II; video S/N 44 dB in Beta 11;
Front -loading VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder Hz in Hi-Fi mode, 50-10,000 Hz in normal audio FR 2J-20.000 Hz ±3 dB in hi-fi mode,
with built-in MTS decoder for stereo television mode; audio distortion <0.3% in hi-fi mode, 50-10,000 Hz ±3 dB in normal mode, Beta II;
broadcasts. Features six -head recording; 178- <4% in normal mode; audio S/N >40 dB in W1IF 0.005% in Hi-Fi mode; THD 0.3% in hi-fi
channel quartz tuning; 14-day/8-event program- normal mode; power requirements 120 V AC mode; dynamic range 80 dB in hi-fi mode, 40
ming; speed search SP/EP; cable ready; 14-func- ± 10% 60 Hz, 43 watts. 15.94" W x 4.12' H x dB normal mode, in Beta II. 13.19" W x 4.19" H
tion wireless television/videocassette remote 14.19" D; 22.7 lbs $750 x 132.22" D; 16.5 lbs. $750
control; one hour power backup; hi-fi peak level
recording indicators; self -load. Horizontal reso-
lution 240 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio VCR 7250 SuperBeta Hi-Fi Recorder
more than 43 dB. 17.75" W x 3.75" H x 14.88" SLperBeta-format table -top VCR. Features B II,D ,,,,,,, $799

- .N.- g

o
o

c
o

co
B III play/record speeds; 9x rapid search speed;
14-day/8-event timer; remote control; remote

VR3100 Videocassette Recorder
ta.LpAilat___ _ .43.

- pause; cable ready; still frame; auto rewind; auto
Front -loading VHS Hi-Fi VCR with six heads. ii  ... 0 --11111 .....1.= 1....-.7. .0,- fine tuning. Horizontal resolution 300 lines
Features motorized self -load; 178 -channel SuperBeta, 260 line Beta Hi-Fi; video S/N 44
quartz -electronic tuning; two-way picture speed
search; automatic tape rewind; 14 -function

dB B II; audio FR 20-20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode,
50-10,000 Hz normal mode (B II); audio distor-Aiwa AV -70

wireless infrared remote control for VCR/TV; tinn 0.04% in hi-fi mode; audio S/N 80 dB in hi -
one -button instant -record; 14-day/8-event tim- PIONEER fi mode, 40 dB in normal mode; power require-
er. Horizontal resolution 240 lines; video signal- VX-90 SuperBeta Hi-Fi VCR ments AC 120 V, 60 Hz, 38 W. 16.56' W x
to -noise ratio 43 dB; 17.19" W x 3.75" H x SuperBeta-format table -top VCR with complete 32.28" H x .5.19" D; 17.6 lbs $680
14.88" D $699 editing control. Features Beta I, II, III

play/record speeds; 0-5x real-time slow-motior.
speeds; BetaScan rapid -search; hi-fi sound; ste- SONY
reo; frame advance; remote control; noiseless SL-HF900 SuperBeta Video Recorder

BETATABLE -TOP VCR'S
special effects; cable ready; video dubbing; still
frame; auto rewind; channel lock; auto fine tun-

Video recorder with Beta Hi-Fi audio.
SuperBeta picture is compatible with standard

ing; audio dubbing. Compatible with a Fore- Betamax recordings. Features double -azimuth
AIWA sight remote unit. Horizontal resolution 300 record/playback; joy dial/shuttle ring for super
AV -70 Beta Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder lines; video S/N 45 dB; audio FR 20-20,000 Hz special effects; BetaScan; BetaSkipScan; swing
Beta format table -top VCR. Features Beta II, Ill in hi-fi mode. 17' W x 4.13" H x 15.5" D; 25.5 search; freeze-frame; edit switch; detail switch;
play/record speeds; single -frame advance; re- lbs $1,500 built-in stereo decoder for MTS broadcast; 181
mote control; remote pause; cable ready; video channels; 12 -segment LED peak level meter;
dubbing; screen check system; 14-day/8-event VX-50 Super Beta Hi-Fi VCR FM simulcast recording; audio dubbing; PCM
timer; MPX out jack; double -azimuth 3 -head SuperBeta-format table -top VCR with hi-fi switch; headphone jack; wireless remote con -
system; FM simulcast capability in Beta Hi-Fi; sound. Features Beta I, II, Ill play/record trol; tab marker indexing; express tuning; pro -
picture search I5x (Bill), 9x (BII); index Iota- speeds; BetaScan rapid -search; 7-day/6-event grammable timer; check button; pause control;
tion search; auto replay; auto 0 return stop and timer; stereo; remote control; cable ready; video fluorescent display; linear time counter; auto -
play; blank search; 2 -color full -data FL display; dubbing; still frame; auto rewind; auto fine tun- italic playback. stop, rewind, eject; front-load-
synchro operation with Aiwa Span systems; ing; audio dubbing. Compatible with a Fore- ing. Recording time 5 hrs with L-830
PCM digital recording capability; 2x normal sight remote unit. Horizontal resolution 288 videocassette. 17" W x 4.12" H x 15.62' D; 25
play with sound; picture sharpness control; auto lines; video S/N 42 dB; audio FR 20-20,000 Hz lbs, 6 oz $1,500
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HI-FI VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS
SL-HF400 SuperBeta Video Recorder
Video recorder with Beta Hi-Fi audio.
SuperBeta picture is compatible with standard
Betamax recordings. Features built-in stereo de-
coder for MTS broadcast; 118 channels; 8 -seg-
ment peak LED meter; FM simulcast recording;
BetaScan; BetaSkipScan; freeze-frame; pause
control; express tuning; wireless remote control;
programmable timer; tape counter; fluorescent
display; automatic playback, rewind, eject;
front -loading. Recording time 5 hrs with L-830
videocassette. 17' W x 4.12' H x 15.62' D; 22
lbs, 5 oz 5800

SL-HFR70 SuperBeta Video Recorder
Video recorder with SuperBeta picture, compat-
ible with standard Betamax recordings. Features
BetaScan; BetaSkipScan; freeze-frame; pause
control; express tuning; 148 -channels; wireless
remote control; programmable timer, tape
counter; fluorescent display; adaptable for
record/playback in Beta Hi-Fi using HFP-200;
front -loading. 17' W x 3.12' H x 14.36' D; 16
lbs, I oz $550

HFP-200 Beta Hi-Fi Adaptor
Provides Beta Hi-Fi recording and playback for
hi-fi-ready decks; stereo broadcast reception ca-
pability with built-in MTS decoder. Features
monitor selector; 16 -segment LED peak level
meters; sliding level controls; tracking control;
headphone jack $250

TOSHIBA
V -S56 Beta Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder
Beta -format front -loading table -top videocas-
sette recorder. Features 4 heads; 5 -hour maxi-
mum recording time; hi-fi sound; direct 10 -key
channel selection; 117 -channel capability; cable
ready; 14-day/8-event timer; 20 -function wire-
less remote control; 10 -minute timer backup;
still frame; B II, B III slow-motion speeds; B II,
B III picture search speeds; variable high-speed
picture search; B II, B III double speed; frame
advance; memory timer; program indexing; di-
rect access tuning; comb filter. Dynamic range
80 dB. 161.22' W x 4.58' H x 151.332' D; 26.9
lbs $879

Sony SL-HF900

V -S55 Beta Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder
Beta -format front -loading table -top videocas-
sette recorder. Features 5 -hour maximum re-
cording time; 2 heads; hi-fi sound; 117 -channel
capability; cable ready; 7-day/4-event timer, 15 -
function wireless remote control; 10 -minute
timer backup; still frame; B III slow-motion
speed; B III picture search speed; frame ad-
vance; one -touch timer recording; picture sharp-
ness control; program indexing; CCD digital fil-
ter. Dynamic range 80 dB. 161.22' W x 3.75' H
x 14.5' D; 25.4 lbs $649

V -S54 Beta Hi-Fi Videocassette Recorder
Beta -format front -loading table -top video cas-
sette recorder. Features 5 -hour maximum re-
cording time; 2 heads; hi-fi sound; 117 -channel
capability; cable ready; 7-day/4-event timer, IS -

function wireless remote control; 10 -minute
timer backup; still frame; B III slow-motion
speed; B III picture search speed; frame ad-
vance; one -touch timer recording; memory
counter; program indexing; CCD digital filter.
Dynamic range 80 dB. 161.22' W x 4.12' H x
14.5' D; 25.4 lbs $629

VHS PORTABLE VCRS
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Hitachi VT -98A

HITACHI
VT -98A Portable VCR
Front -loading portable VHS Hi-Fi videocassette
recorder with 5 video and 2 audio heads. Fea-
tures 8-program/I-year timer; noise -free fine
editing; stereo broadcast (MTS) reception; on-
screen programming; dual function VCR/TV
wireless remote control; video dubbing; auto-
matic audio level control; automatic rewind and
shutoff at tape's end. Video signal-to-noise ratio
45 dB in SP mode; horizontal resolution 240
lines. 17.1' W x 4.5' H x 10.1' D $1,450

JVC
HR-S200U VCR with TU-S10 Tuner
Portable component video system with LP, SP,
EP play speeds; SP, EP record speeds; 7x rapid -
search speed; 14-day/8-event timer. Features
VHS Hi-Fi sound; frame advance; remote con-
trol; noiseless special effects; remote pause; ca-
ble ready; video dubbing; still frame; channel
lock; auto fine tuning; audio dubbing with direct
access tuning from remote; 4 heads; horizontal
resolution greater than 240 lines; video S/N
>45 dB; audio FR 70-10,000 Hz ±3 dB; bat-
tery included. Battery charge lasts 30 min.
8.063' W x 3.188' H x 8.88' D; 5.3 lbs $999

MAGNAVOX
VR8592SL VHS Hi-Fi Portable VCR
Escort XHD video recorder with docking Escort
TD tuner. 139 -channel tuner; I 4-day/8-event
timer; 4 video heads; 15x rapid search in SLP;
frequency -synthesized random-access tuning;
tape -remaining indicator; jacks to attach stereo
decoder; noiseless special effects; 26 -function
wireless remote control; remote pause; cable
ready; direct cable input; still frame; frame ad-
vance; auto rewind; auto fine tuning; audio dub-
bing; video dubbing; counter memory; head-
phone jack. 8.5' W x 3' H x 10' D, in docking
position 8.75' W x 4' H x 14' D; deck 5.5 lbs,
tuner 8.4 lbs $1,399

Maganavox VR8592SL

OLYMPUS
VC -106 Portable VCR
VHS -format portable videocassette recorder
with hi-fi sound. Features SP, LP, SLP play,
record, and rapid -search speeds; SP, SLP slow-
motion speeds; 14-day/8-event timer (optional);
stereo; frame advance; remote control (option-
al); noiseless special effects; remote pause;
Dolby noise reduction; video dubbing; still
frame; automatic rewind; audio dubbing; four-
way power, tuner. Horizontal resolution greater
than 230 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio great-
er than 41 dB; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; 100-8,000 Hz in nor-
mal mode; audio distortion 0.02% in hi -fl mode;
audio signal-to-noise ratio greater than 80 dB in
hi -fl mode, greater than 42 dB in normal mode;
power requirements 12 volts DC; power supply
AC adaptor or car battery. Battery pack includ-
ed. Charge lasts for 2 hours (without camera), 1
hour (with camera). 8.44' H x 3.06' W x 10.36'
D; 5.9 lbs $975

PANASONIC
PV -9600A Video Recorder
Portable video recorder with VHS Hi-Fi sound.
139 -channel tuner; I 4-day/8-event timer; 4 vid-
eo heads; 4 audio heads; SP, LP, SLP
play/record speeds; SP, SLP slow-motion and
rapid -search speeds. Features front loading;
noiseless special effects; wireless remote control;
remote pause; still frame; frame advance; auto
fine tuning; auto search $1,350

Panasonic PV -9600A

PENTAX
PV-R2200A Videocassette Recorder
Portable VHS Hi-Fi VCR features MTS decod-
er, 3 video and 2 audio heads; 133 -channel ca-
ble -ready tuner; 1-year/8-event timer...$1,395

QUASARp
V 757XE Videocassette Recorder
Portable VHS Hi-Fi videocassette recorder with
SP/LP/SLP play/record speeds; slow-motion
and rapid -search speeds in SP/SLP. Features 14-
day/8-event timer; stereo; frame advance; re-
mote control; noiseless special effects; remote
pause; Dolby NR; cable ready; video dubbing;
still frame; audio dubbing; 139 -channel tuning;
one -touch record; 4 heads; horizontal resolution
greater than 230 lines; video signal-to-noise
greater than 41 dB; audio frequency response
20-20,000 Hz; battery included; 8.81' W x 4.36'
H x 14' D; 7.8 lbs $1,450

RCA
VLP950HF Portable VCR
VHS Hi-Fi portable VCR. Features SP, LP, SLP
play/record speeds; SP, LP slow-motion and
rapid -search speeds; stereo capable; frame ad-
vance; remote control; noiseless special effects;
remote pause; cable ready; video dubbing; still



HI-FI VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS

Sylvania VC4546SL

frame; automatic rewind; channel lock; auto-
matic fine tuning; audio dubbing; remote pro-
gramming with on -screen display; CATV adap-
tor jack; linear stereo playback; VHS Hi-Fi
broadcast stereo adaptor jack; front load con-
vertible; 5 video, 2 audio heads. Power con-
sumption 7.3 watts (without tuner), 45 watts
(with tuner). 9.25' W x 3.75' H x 10.25' D; 7.6
lbs (with battery) $1,059

SYLVANIA
VC4564SL Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi portable VCR. Features SP/
LP/SLP play/record speeds; SP/SLP slow-mo-
tion speeds; SP/LP/SLP rapid -search speeds;
14-day/8-event timer; frame advance; noiseless
special effects; remote control; remote pause; ca-
ble ready; video dubbing; still frame; auto re-
wind; channel lock; automatic fine tuning; au-
dio dub; 4 heads; 139 -channel capability.
Horizontal resolution 230 lines; video signal-to-
noise >40 dB; audio frequency response 20-
20,000 Hz in hi-fi mode; audio distortion
<0.47% in hi-fi mode; audio signal-to-noise
>60 dB in hi-fi mode; power requirements 11
W; battery included. Deck: 8.44' W x 3.06' H x
10.36' D, tuner: 8.44' W x 2.75' H x 10.36' D;
deck: 5.5 lbs, tuner: 4.4 lbs $1,400

ZENITH
VR5I00 Portable Videocassette Recorder
VHS Hi-Fi portable VCR features MTS de -
corder; "docking" design; 14-day/8-event timer;
4 video and 2 audio heads; 178 -channel direct -

access quartz -locked electronic tuning; 122 ca-
ble channels; audio -dub and video -insert edit
control; two-way picture search (7x); low -noise
pause/still-frame and continuous picture ad-
vance; three-way power capability (AC, battery,
car); wireless remote control. Horizontal resolu-
tion 240 lines; video signal-to-noise ratio >43
dB; audio frequency response 20-20,000 Hz in
hi-fi mode, dynamic range >80 dB; recorder
8.16' W x 3.094' H x 10.875'D $1,000

KINVCR'S

KODAK
MVS-5380 8mm Videocassette Recorder
8mm-format table -top videocassette recorder
with digital stereo sound capability. Features
SP, LP play speeds; SP, LP record speeds, rapid -
search speeds; Hi-Fi sound; stereo; frame ad-
vance; noiseless special effects; remote control;
remote pause; cable ready; video dubbing; still
frame; automatic rewind; channel lock; auto-
matic fine tuning; audio dubbing; pulse -code -
modulated digital recording and playback;
records up to eight programs over three weeks;
on -screen programming; 169 -channel; records
up to six tracks of audio. Battery optional; bat-
tery charge lasts for 45 minutes to one hour. 6.5'
W x 2.6' H x 5.3' D; 2.1 lbs. approx . $1,600

Kodak MVS-5380

PIONEER
VE D70 (BK) 8mm Table -Top VCR
Two -speed two -head VCR with full -function in-
frared remote control. Records 4 hours of video
with stereo digital PCM and mono AFM
soundtracks or 24 hours of digital stereo on 6
separate audio tracks. MTS decoder for stereo
TV broadcasts; noiseless special effects (freeze
frame, high-speed search, slow motion); 181 -
channel tuner, programming for 6 events over 3
weeks; remaining time counter. Digital specs:
FR limited to 15,000 Hz; dynamic range >88
dB; unmeasurable wow -and -flutter $1,500

Pioneer VE-D70(BK)

SEVO-SN7Y00 8mm Videocassette Recorder
8mm-format table -top VCR. Features SP, LP
play/record speeds; .2, .1 slow motion speeds;
2I-day/6-event timer; frame advance; noiseless
special effects; infrared remote control; cable
ready; noiseless still frame; auto rewind; audio
dubbing; PCM digital hi-fi stereo sound; 6 -track
digital audio capability; flying erase head. Audio
frequency response 20-15,000 Hz; power re-
quirements 48 watts, 120 V. 14' W x 3.75' H x
13.75' D; 16 lbs, 2 oz $1,500

EV-C8u 8 -mm Portable
8mm-format portable VCR. Features SP, LP
play speeds, SP record speed; rapid search
speeds; timer; hi-fi sound; video dubbing; still
frame; audio dub. Power requirements 2.6 W, 6
V (with battery); 2.8 W, 8.5 V (with AC adap-
tor); battery included; battery charge lasts for
150 min. 6.75' W x 2.75' H x 6.75' D; 2.4 lbs.
Sold with CCD-M8 camera $1,795

DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURERS
Aiwa, 35 Oxford Dr., Moonachie, NJ 07074.
(201) 440-5220.

Akai, 800 W. Artesia Blvd, Compton, CA
90220. (213) 537-3880.

Canon, One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY
11042. (516) 488-6700.

Denon, 27 Law Dr., Fairfield, NJ 07006. (201)
575-7810.

Fisher, 21314 Lassen St., Chatsworth, CA
91311. (213) 998-7322.

General Electric, Mail Drop #20, Portsmouth,
VA 23705. (804) 483-5000.

Harman Kardon, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797. (516) 496-3400.

Hitachi, 401 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA
90220. (213) 537-8383.

Instant Replay, 2951 S. Bayshore Dr., 8th floor,
Miami, FL 33133. (305) 448-7088.

JVC, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.
(201) 794-3900.

Kenwood, 1315 E. Watsoncenter Rd., Carson,
CA 90745. (213) 518-1700.

Kodak, 343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650.
(716) 724-4000.

Magnavox, 1-40 and Straw Plains Pike, Knox-
ville, TN 37914-1810. (615) 521-4316.

Marantz, 20525 Nordhoff St., Chatsworth, CA
91311. (818) 998-9333.

Minolta, 101 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446.
(201) 825-4000.

Mitsubishi, 5757 Plaza Dr., PO Box 6007, Cy-
press, CA 90630-0007. (714) 220-2500.

NEC, 1401 Estes Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL
60007. (312) 226-5900.

Olympus, Crossways Park, Woodbury, NY
11797. (516) 364-3000.

Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ
07094. (201) 348-7000.

Pentax, 35 Inverness Dr. East, Englewood, CO
80112. (303) 799-8000.

Philco, 1-40 and Straw Plains Pike, Knoxville,
TN 37914-1810. (615) 521-4316.

Pioneer, 5000 Airport Plaza Dr.. Long Beach,
CA 90815. (213) 420-5700.

Quasar, 9401 W. Grand Ave., Franklin Park, IL
60131. (312) 451-1200.

Radio Shack, 1300 One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102. (817) 390-3300.

RCA, 600 N. Sherman Dr., Indianapolis, IN
46201. (317) 267-5000.

Samsung, 301 Mayhill St., Saddle Brook, NY
07662. (201) 587-9600.

Sansui, 1250 Valley Brook Ave., Lyndhurst, NJ
07071. (201) 460-9710.

Sanyo, 1200 W. Artesia Blvd., Compton, CA
90220. (213) 537-5830.

Sharp, 10 Keystone Place, Paramus, NJ 07652.
(201) 265-5600.

Sony, Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656. (201)
930-1000.

Sylvania, 1-40 and Straw Plains Pike, Knox-
ville, TN 37914-1810. (615) 521-4316.

Teac, 7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA
90640. (213) 726-0303.

Toshiba, 82 Totowa Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470.
(201) 628-8000.

Vector Research, 20600 Nordhoff St.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. (818) 998-1555.

Yamaha, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave.. Buena Park,
CA 90620. (714) 522-9105.

Zenith, 1000 Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL
6CO25. (312) 391-7000.
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BEST OF THE MONTH

Stereo Review's critics
choose the outstanding
current releases

SOLTI CONDUCTS
A VERY SPECIAL
"BALLO"

THE new London recording
of Verdi's Un ballo in mas-
chera is a must for opera
collectors. While some of

the vocal performances are perhaps
stronger than others, none is weak.
And anyway, in a sense, it is con-
ductor Sir Georg Solti's show. He is
always in complete control. There
have been occasions when I have
found his conducting too aggres-
sive, so that the music in question is
driven. Not so here. He may occa-
sionally heighten Verdi's dynamic
contrasts or emphasize the compos-
er's rhythms, but always within con-
text and according to the score
markings. Solti shapes, unifies, and
gives energy to this reading; it is he
who brings out the best in each of
his individual artists.

Luciano Pavarotti, as Riccardo,
has not sung with such musical
refinement in some of his other
recent recordings (his Andrea Che-
nier for London is a case in point).
Here, however, he takes care over
details of phrasing and sings with
both musical sensitivity and dra-
matic conviction, as if the character
were important to him. And what a
joy it is to hear Amelia's music
poured out with apparent effortless-
ness-always on pitch, beautifully
phrased-by Margaret Price. No
matter that she does not sound
"Italian." What does matter is her
involvement with the character (in-
volvement is not ordinarily one of
this artist's strengths) and the glo-
rious sounds with which she brings
that character to life. If Christa Lud-
wig must sing more carefully these
days, she nonetheless brings such
artistry and style to Ulrica's scene
that you listen, emotionally moved
and intellectually impressed by her
command of her metier. Renato
Bruson's singing of Renato may

Solti: bringing out the best in each of his singers

lack nuance, but it is musically solid
and dramatically forthright.

The recording has several musical
highlights. My favorites are Riccar-
do's "La rivedra nell'estasi" in Act
I, Scene 1; Ulrica's invocation fol-
lowed by Riccardo's barcarole; the
Act II Amelia -Riccardo duet and
finale; Amelia's Act III, Scene 1,

"Morro, ma prima in grazia" and
the ensuing "Eri to"; and the
opera's final scene.

And why have I said nothing of
Kathleen Battle? Because, like a
child, I save the best till last. Her
Oscar is a revelation of what the
role can be when flawlessly sung
with the most silvery tones. She exe-
cutes the coloratura passages with a
crisp accuracy that is at once de-
lightful and breathtaking. In addi-
tion to her musical contribution,
she creates a living person-warm,
vivacious, fun -loving, caring. I have
heard no Oscar to equal her.

The work of the two choruses is
exemplary, and the members of the
National Philharmonic Orchestra
play with spirit, accuracy, and tonal
beauty, conveying the feeling that
they enjoyed their assignment. This
recording of Ballo is indeed a spe-
cial one in which all forces unite to
produce a musically and dramati-
cally balanced performance-one
that Verdi himself would surely
have applauded. Robert Ackart

VERDI: Un hallo in maschera. Luciano
Pavarotti (tenor), Riccardo; Margaret
Price (soprano), Amelia; Kathleen Bat-
tle (soprano), Oscar; Christa Ludwig
(mezzo-soprano), Ulrica; Renato Bru-
son (baritone), Renato; Robert Lloyd

(bass), Samuel; Malcom King (bass),
Tom; others. London Opera Chorus;
Royal College of Music Junior Depart-
ment Chorus; National Philharmonic
Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti cond. LON-
DON 0 410 210-1 three discs $29.94, C)
410 210-4 three cassettes $29.94, 0 410
210-2 two CD's no list price.

STREISAND'S
"BROADWAY"
SCORFS A HIT

BARBRA STREISAND'S "The
Broadway Album" is an ab-
solutely superb collection of
fifteen songs (sixteen on

Compact Disc), including a gener-
ous handful of classics and a num-
ber of about -to -be -classics by Ste-
phen Sondheim. It also has put
Streisand ahead of Frank Sinatra as
the artist with the longest span of
No. 1 albums in the history of Bill-
board's Top Pop Albums chart.

Taste-exemplary taste-is the
hallmark of "The Broadway Al-
bum." Streisand's phrasing is better
than ever, her intonation is near -
perfect, and her vocal realization of
the ballads is flawless, neither un-
derstated nor overwrought. Her ren-
dition of If I Loved You from
Carousel is one of her all-time best;
Rodgers and Hammerstein have got
to be smiling wherever they are.
Can't Help Lovin' That Man from
Jerome Kern's Showboat has sel-
dom been sung with more under-
standing by any vocalist, and it has
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Streisand: revisiting Broadway

the added spice of a lilting harmon-
ica obbligato by Stevie Wonder.

On the uptempo tracks Streisand
has the restrained energy of a prize
fighter in the ring waiting for the
first bell. A notable example is the
opener, Sondheim's Putting It To-
gether from Sunday in the Park with
George. Streisand spits out the lyrics
with machine-gun precision and in-
fectious good humor (and they are
the most difficult set of lyrics this
side of Gilbert and Sullivan). Not a
word is lost or a beat skipped. The
effect is lighter than air. Sondheim's
extraordinarily beautiful Pretty
Women from Sweeney Todd and his
oh -so -cynical The Ladies Who
Lunch from Company are married
in waltz, bossa nova, and swing -
time. Not only do Streisand and her
co -producer, Peter Matz, make the
marriage work, but it will be diffi-
cult for anyone familiar with these
songs ever to affect a trial separa-
tion, let alone a divorce.

No single track in "The Broadway
Album" is better than another; each
is part of a whole, something that
makes this collection worth being
called an album. It sounds great on
LP and even better on the chrome
cassette. On Compact Disc it's fabu-
lous, and it wasn't even recorded
digitally, which tells us a good deal
about the forward leaps in analog -
to -digital engineering. The imaging
is at times breathtaking, as in Some-
thing's Coming from Leonard Bern -
stein's West Side Story, where the
interplay of voice and horns slides

from speaker to speaker, finally con-
verging in the middle distance. On
LP the drums in We Kiss in a Shad-
ow from Rodgers and Hammer -
stein's The King and I seem some-
how menacing; on CD they are
properly haunting. I almost feel like
saying that if you haven't heard the
CD, you haven't heard the album.
Frank Loesser's Adelaide's Lament
from Guys and Dolls, a bonus track
on the CD, only makes it more
attractive as the format to buy.

This is an album nobody wanted
Streisand to make-nobody, that is,
except her fans, who remember that
Broadway is where she began. But
it's surely her finest, and just as
surely the one she'll always be re-
membered by. Rod McKuen

BARBRA STREISAND: The Broad-
way Album. Barbra Streisand (vocals);
orchestra. Putting It Together; If I
Loved You; Something's Coming; Not
While I'm Around; Being Alive; I Have
Dreamed/We Kiss in a Shadow/Some-
thing Wonderful; Adelaide's Lament*;
Send In the Clowns; Pretty Women/The
Ladies Who Lunch; Can't Help Lovin'
That Man; I Loves You Porgy/Porgy, I's
Your Woman Now; Somewhere (*on
CD only). COLUMBIA OC 40092, C)
OCT 40092, © CK 40092, no list
price.

FIRST -CHOICE
MAHLER FIFTH
FROM SINOPOLI

G. USEPPE SINOPOLI'S new
recording of Mahler's
Fifth Symphony increases
the work's current listings

in Schwann to an even dozen.
While four of its predecessors are
formidable realizations by Karajan,
Levine, Solti, and Tennstedt, to my
ears Sinopoli and the remarkable
Philharmonia Orchestra go right to
the top of the heap. Theirs is the
first performance I have heard that
could not be faulted in some way,
whether for heartless virtuosity at
one point or another, for sounding
labored in difficult passages of the
scherzo and finale, or for being suf-
focatingly sentimental in the exqui-
site adagietto.

Sinopoli's pacing is dead on target

in the stern trumpet fanfare that
begins the opening funeral march,
where it takes only the slightest mis-
calculation to throw things out of
kilter for the whole first third of the
work. Once past the funeral march,
he shows an extraordinary ability
to weave the ensuing fast section
and the next movement, marked
stilrmisch bewegt ["storm tossed"],
into a seamless polyphonic texture.
The initial entry of the "victory cho-
rale" in the brass is breathtaking!

The immensely elaborate scherzo
movement is realized with a high
degree of precision and rhythmic
impact that suggests how Toscanini
might have handled it, and the
famous adagietto is played with the
greatest possible refinement and
flowing transparency-it's quite the
loveliest reading I have yet heard.
The finale is simply an astonishing
tour de force from beginning to end.
At no point is there the sense of
Mahlerian note -spinning one some-
times gets midway through.

My only criticism of this marvel-
ous performance, in fact, is of the
conductor's vocal embellishments
(which again recall Toscanini). The
recorded sound is spectacular, in
the brass and plucked strings of the
scherzo especially. The conductor
and production team have enabled
the music's inner voices to emerge
with utter clarity, yet there is no
sense of details being out of propor-
tion to the texture of the whole.
On virtually all counts, this re-
corded performance is a remarkable
achievement.

Deutsche Grammophon has re-
leased the symphony on a single
Compact Disc and a single cassette
but in a two -record LP set. The
fourth LP side is filled with a half -
dozen of Mahler's early Wunder-

Sinopoli: an astonishing tour de force
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horn songs, orchestrated by Harold
Byrns and beautifully sung by bari-
tone Berndt Weikl. David Hall

MAHLER: Symphony No. 5, in C -
sharp Minor; Early Songs* (*on LP
only). Berndt Weikl (baritone); Philhar-
monia Orchestra, Giuseppi Sinopoli
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 0 415
476-1 two discs $19.96, 0415 476-4 one
cassette $10.98, 0 415 476-2 one CD no
list price.

THE EVERLY
BROTHERS
Do IT AGAIN

THE Everly Brothers' new
"Born Yesterday" is a thor-
oughly lovely album that
lays to rest any fears that

their splendid comeback effort of
last year, "EB 84," was a fluke.
Again the producer was Dave Ed-
munds, who deserves something
like a Nobel Prize for resurrecting
the classiest rock-and-roll duo of the
Fifties.

I will admit my prejudice up front
where the Everlys are concerned:
the very first single I ever bought
with my own lunch money was their
Bye Bye Love, back in 1957 (I was
two at the time, of course), and to
this day I still get something like a
physical rush from the sound of
those soaring Appalachian harmo-
nies. But nostalgia has little to do
with the Everlys' current appeal.
Just about everybody doing two-
part singing in rock-and-roll today
owes the Everlys a debt. Their
sound is part of rock's basic vocabu-
lary, and you can hear it this minute
in groups as up to date and fresh as
the country -punk Long Ryders or
Rank and File.

Compared with "EB 84," the new
album is slightly shaded to the
country side of the Everlys' musical
roots. Despite such notable rockers
as Always Drive a Cadillac, the em-
phasis is mostly on tear -your -heart-
out ballads and mood pieces such as
Why Worry, the song from Dire
Straits' "Brothers in Arms" that
Mark Knopfler says he wrote with
the Everlys in mind. Throughout
the album, the Everlys' trademark

vocal blendings sound more power-
ful than ever, even with the tempos
slowed down. It is heartening too to
find that the boys haven't lost their
songwriting chops. The album's
high point, in fact, is the title tune
written by Don Everly, one of the
more tear -inducing marriage -on -
the -rocks numbers in recent memo-
ry. The instrumental backings are as
sensitive and supportive as could be

The Everly Brothers: basic

(Albert Lee on guitar positively
burns at times), and Edmunds's
production gives the whole thing a
sonic gloss that sounds contempo-
rary without being overbearing.

In short, "Born Yesterday" is the
second installment in the most re-
warding rock-and-roll comeback
saga of the Eighties, and I am
already looking forward to the third.
Consumers are advised to act now.
As an added inducement, the cas-
sette and CD versions of the album
contain an extra track: a deeply felt
version of You Send Me, the Sam
Cooke classic that shared the charts
with the Everlys' Wake Up Little
Suzie back in the darkest days of the
Eisenhower Era. Steve Simels

THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Born
Yesterday. Don and Phil Everly (vo-
cals); Albert Lee (guitar); Larrie Londin
(drums); Phil Cranham (bass); other
musicians. Amanda Ruth; I Know Love;
Born Yesterday; These Shoes; Arms of
Mary; That Uncertain Feeling; Thinkin'
'Bout You; Why Worry; Abandoned
Love; Don't Say Goodnight; Always
Drive a Cadillac; You Send Me* (*on
cassette and CD only). MERCURY 826
142-1 $8.98, © 826 142-4 $8.98, 0 826
142-2 no list price.

NOW ON CD
Compact Discs of
previously released LP's

POPULAR
 ART BLAKEY: New York Scene.
CONCORD JAZZ CCD-4256. "Impressive
live set" (March 1985).

 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Sings
the Musk of Irving Berlin. CONCORD
JAZZ CCD-4255. "Terrific" (March
1985).

 JOHN COLTRANE: Soultrane.
PRESTIGE FCD-626-7142.
"Exhilarating" (July 1983).

 EXILE: Kentucky Hearts. EPIC EK
39424. "Sparkling vocal and
instrumental work" (December 1984).

 AMY GRANT: Straight Ahead.
A&M CD -5058. "Heavenly" (July
1985).

 JERMAINE JACKSON. ARISTA
ARCD-8203. "A lively tribute to
Marvin Gaye" (September 1984).

 BILLY JOEL: Turnstiles.
COLUMBIA CK 33848. "Intelligent and

(October 1976).

 ELTON JOHN: Tumbleweed
Connection. MCA MCAD-37199. "A
major talent" (June 1971).
 A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC
(Stephen Sondheim). COLUMBIA CK
32265. Original Broadway cast (1973).
with Glynis Johns, Len Cariou,
Hermione Gingold.
 GRAHAM PARKER: Squeezing
Out Sparks. ARISTA ARCD-8075. "A
watershed work" (June 1979).

CLASSICAL
 THE ART OF THE PRIMA
DONNA. Sutherland. LONDON 414
450-2. "A dazzling display" (March
1961).

 BERLIOZ: Requiem; Symphonic
funhbre et triomphale. C. Davis.
PHILLIPS 415 283-2 (two CD's).
"Magnificently performed" (Best of the
Month, February 1971).

 BIZET: Carmen. Callas, Gedda;
Pretre. ANGEL CDCC 47312 (three
CD's). "The most exciting ever" (Best
of the Month, February 1965).

 CHOPIN: Piano Concertos Nos. 1
and 2. Ax, Ormandy. RCA RCDI-4097.
"Elegant pianism" (March 1982).

 MOZART: Le nozze di Figaro.
Prey, Mathis; Behm. DG 415 520-2
(three CD's). "A triumph" (January
1969).

 MOZART: Violin Concertos Nos. 3
and 5. Mutter, Karajan. DG 415 327-2.
"A sensational debut" (July 1979).
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Only me thing justifies price
of admission. The pedimance.

The path to first-rate perfor-
mance is paved with plenty of
imposters. Which can he readily
found on any corner.

First-rate performance can't.
Because like anything else of

real value, it takes a little lookin .

With both eyes, and ears, wide op  n.
Which is how most

audio/videophiles dis-
cover AKAI equipment.

And what they =

soon discover is superb perfor-
mance: I7 stereo -ready monitor/tv's.
And innovative VHS Hi-Fi VCR's.

For the audio buff, high-speed
MOS-FET amps and quartz -
locked tuners. Sophisticated
receiven-. Fully -programmable
CD -players with AKAI's Natural
Logic Operation. Cassette decks

featuring AKAI's patented GX-
heads guaranteed for over 17 years.
Even complete audio/video home
entertainment centers.

In short, a comprehensive
line of components, systems and
portables.

So write for a list of AKAI
dealers. Because once you've found
an AKAI dealer, you've found some-
one who truly values performance

and quality as much as you do.
And that, all by itself, may well

be worth the price
fJ of admission.

1.M. moo. information and a I .1 of AKA! dealers, write to: AKA! Ametica, PO. Box 6010, WM. 3, Compton, CA M22/1-6010.
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POPULAR MUSIC

Discs and tapes reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Phyl Garland
Alanna Nash
Mark Peel
Peter Reilly
Steve Simels

AEROSMITH: Done with Mirrors.
Aerosmith (vocals and instrumentals).
Let the Music Do the Talking; My Fist
Your Face; Shame on You; The Reason
a Dog; Shela; and four others. GEFFEN
24091-1 $8.98, C) 24091-4 $8.98.

Performance: Historical interest
Recording: Okay

The original Aerosmith is back together
again for the first time since Joe Perry
walked out on the band in 1979, ending
nearly ten years of drugs and drink, egos
and fistfights. The old Aerosmith is bet-
ter remembered for its celebrated
brawls than its music. A mediocre Aero-
smith concert was two hours of imita-
tion Stones. A great Aerosmith concert
was a two -minute sound check punc-
tuated by Steve Tyler hurling a bottle of
Jack Daniels' against Perry's amplifier,
followed by ten minutes of pugilism,
after which the band would stumble off
stage.

The re-formed band has sworn to get
along, which is one strike against it.
Another is this fossilized rock -blues ses-
sion itself. The playing on "Done with
Mirrors" is tighter than of old, but this
kind of strutting, tail -shaking, low-
down stuff doesn't require chops, it
requires an audience and a context-
and I'm not sure either exists any more.
Aerotmith departed playing slipshod
sets for 70,000 and returns doing clean,
well -rehearsed, and well -performed sets
for 3,000. That's progress? M.P.

SKEETER DAVIS & NRBQ: She
Sings, They Play. Skeeter Davis (vo-
cals); NRBQ (vocals and instrumen-
tals). Things to You; Everybody Wants a
Cowboy; I Can't Stop Loving You Now;
Someday My Prince Will Come; and
eight others. ROUNDER 3092 $8.98, (C)
C-3092 $8.98.

Performance: Hillbilly heaven
Recording: Excellent

I don't know who came up with the idea
of pairing Skeeter Davis, one of country
music's biggest has-beens, with NRBQ,

F X PLA NA' I ION OF SYMBOLS:

O = DIG!' l'AL-MAS ITR ANALOG LP
© = STEREO CASSFITF

= DIGI l'AL COMPACr Disc
tg, = MONOPHONIC RECORDING

TOM PETTY: A SHARPER EDGE
THE best of Tom Petty's
Breakdown, Refugee, You Got
Lucky, The Waiting, Don't Do
Me Like That-has almost al-

ways, no matter what the subject mat-
ter, hung on the edge of despair, as if
Petty meant to finally do it if somebody
didn't step in and grab him when the
music stopped. Since most performers
file a sharper edge on their music in
concert anyway, Petty is one artist
whose first fully live album pledged
both musical excellence and emotional
redemption. For the most part that
album, "Pack Up the Plantation-
Live!," recorded over two nights in ear-
ly 1985 at Los Angeles's Wiltern
Theatre, lives up to its promise.

Essentially a greatest -hits package, it
showcases Petty-sounding more like a
combination of Dylan and Roger
McGuinn than usual-at his most emo-
tive, drawing from his early songs a
spiritual strength and musical reawak-
ening that have been missing, in part,
from his later work. For every song here
that goes flat from age or too many per-
formances, such as Shout and Stories
We Could Tell, there are always at least
two that poke and prod at the heart and
gut-most notably Southern Accents,
Rebels, I Need to Know, The Waiting,
and Needles and Pins, an old Searchers
hit. Petty performs with Stevie Nicks on
the last song and also on Insider, both
were recorded four years before the oth-
er tracks, at the Los Angeles Forum in
1981.

Complementing all of this is Petty's

band, a deceptively strong
and cohesive unit with the hair-trigger
sensitivity of a land mine. Benmont
Tench and Mike Campbell, Petty's key-
boardist and guitarist, respectively, fi-
nally get the opportunity to really strut
their stuff, but neither of them threatens
Petty's place in the spotlight. The girl
back-up singers he's added occasionally
do, however, just as the three-piece
horn section he's brought along blares
out jarringly from time to time. But this
is nit-picking.

For anyone disappointed over the in-
consistency of Petty's last few efforts,
"Pack Up the Plantation-Live!"
should take the edge off the worry for a
while. And for anyone who never knew
that Petty's live show is a tour de force
to equal almost any other in contempo-
rary rock-and-roll, this album-and its
corresponding video, just out-should
tell the tale. Alanna Nash

TOM PETTY AND THE HEART-
BREAKERS: Pack Up the Planta-
don-Live! Tom Petty and the Heart-
breakers (vocals and instrumentals); vo-
cal and instrumental accompaniment.
So You Want w Be a Rock & Roll Star;
Needles and Pins; The Waiting; Break-
down; American Girl; It Ain't Nothin' to
Me; Insider; Rockin' Around (With
You); Refugee: I Need to Know; South-
ern Accents; Rebels; Don't Bring Me
Down; You Got Lucky; Shout; Stories
We Could Tell. MCA MCA2-8021 two
discs $10.98, © MCAC-8021 one cas-
sette $10.98.
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one of rock's most oddball bands, but
the resulting album is just goofy enough
to work. Best known for her 1963 cross-
over hit The End of the World, Davis
has one of those genuinely country
voices that is so horrible-teetering
around the rim of a note like a basket-
ball on a hoop-that it's wonderful. It
works to best advantage on a song such
as Everybody Wants a Cowboy, a Davis
original, where the band plays as if it's
riding a coin -operated Trigger at the K -
Mart and Skeeter saddles up to deliver a
delightful satire on the country -music
star system.

But Skeeter Davis can also be touch-
ing and sweet, as on Things to You or
May You Never Be Alone, where, sing-
ing double -tracked harmony with her-
self, she sounds eerily like the old Davis
Sisters, the duo she formed with the late
Betty Jack Davis in the early Fifties.
The backing-mostly country -pop and
cow -jazz with Chet Atkins -style guitar
licks-is fresh, shiny, and imaginative.
Overall, I suspect this is one of those
albums that you'll either absolutely
adore and include in your will or imme-
diately use as a Frisbee. A.N.

EVERLY BROTHERS: Born Yester-
day (see Best of the Month, page 72)

IRON MAIDEN: Live After Death.
Iron Maiden (vocals and instrumen-

tals). Aces High; 2 Minutes to Midnight;
The Trooper; Revelations; Flight of Ica-
rus; Rime of the Ancient Mariner; Run-
ning Free; Run to the Hills; The Number
of the Beast; and nine others. CAPITOL
SAAB -12441 two discs $19.98, 0
SABB-1244 l one cassette $19.98.

Performance: Awesome
Recording: Long

In spite of the fears of parents and Sen-
ate subcommittees, what attracts kids to
heavy-metal bands like Iron Maiden
isn't really the violence or the macabre
sex. Unless you're following a lyric
sheet, it's virtually impossible to make
out what these songs are about anyway.
Heavy metal's lure is simple, unbridled
excess.

"Live After Death" is a fascinating,
awe-inspiring monument to excess. Not
so much for the music on the two -disc
live recording but for the sheer scale of
the undertaking it documents. In case
you miss the album, here's a small sam-
ple of the statistical highlights from the
accompanying eight -page booklet: dur-
ing Iron Maiden's year -long "World
Slavery Tour" in 1984-1985, the band
performed more than 190 concerts in
twenty-four countries in a span of 322
days; a road crew of forty-two moved,
mounted, and operated forty tons of
light and sound equipment, including a
PA system capable of delivering

152,000 watts, with another 21,000
watts in the monitors; at no time did
any band member have fewer than
twenty instruments available for use on
stage; the work crew's schedule in-
volved the equivalent of setting up and
taking apart a small office building and
moving it to a new city four times a
week; and an estimated 50,000 cans of
beer and 6,000 pints of milk were con-
sumed (tells you something about the
group's nutritional priorities). All in the
pursuit of one and a half recorded hours
of monotonous, uninventive, hopeless-
ly hackneyed guitar pyrotechnics and
unintelligible screaming that could pass
for a parody of Black Sabbath.

Yes, "Live After Death" is an ener-
vating, essentially dull onslaught on the
ears. But I recommend it-especially to
parents-as an extraordinary example
of the work ethic, team work, and the
power of positive thinking. M.P.

MALCOLM MCLAREN: Swamp
Thing. Malcolm McLaren (vocals and
instrumentals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. Swamp Thing; Duck
Rock Cheer; Buffalo Love; Supresto;
B. I. Bikki; and three others. ISLAND
90481-1 $8.98, @ 90481-4 $8.98.

Performance: Cold leftovers
Recording: Bland

Over the last couple of years, Malcolm

Finally, stereo can come out and play.
Bose 101' Environmental Speaker

__17171gE:

The weatherproof Bose 101
speaker plays true high fidelity
sound almost anywhere. Optional
mounting accessories and colored
decorator grilles make the Stereo
Everywhere' 101 system a perfect
match for any environment-
indoors and out. Hear it now at
your authorized Bose dealer. For
more information, write: Bose
Corporation, Dept. SR, 10 Speen
St., Framingham, MA 01701.
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This oneworks in the studio.

This one plays at home.

Yamaha's newest high -end CD
player has a split personality. In its
CD -2000M version, with rack -mount
adaptors and balanced line outputs with
XLR connectors, it fits right into record-
ing studios and broadcast applications.

In the CD -2000 version, we've
taken away the adaptors and studio out-
puts. But none of the performance.

And performance is what the
CD -2000M and CD -2000 are all about.

Both have unique vibration -damp-
ing feet and special Vibration Damping
Circuit Assembly to eliminate vibration-
induced modulation which can degrade
the audio signal. 3 -beam laser pickup
with Auto Laser Power Control circuit
for precise tracking accuracy. And high-
grade double -resolution digital output
filters for reference standard repro-
duction purity.

In addition to all the expected fea-

t$1$11111oloilloi

tures, both have some unexpected ones.
Like variable output level to correctly
match the output level with other sys-
tem components, and act as a remote
volume control. Gold-plated connectors.
And full -control wireless remotes.

But the most unexpected feature
is one found only in Yamaha CD players.
And that is our century of experience
in making the finest acoustic and elec-
tronic musical instruments. It is our
musical ears as well as our technological
mind that give Yamaha audio equipment
a musicality that goes beyond specs. It's
a commitment you can hear.

Audition our entire new CD player
lineup from as low as $259* to $899

*Suggested Retail Price.

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
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McLaren has proved to be not only one
of rock's most successful impresarios
but also one of its great innovators.
Nonetheless, I'd recommend staying
away from this collection of also-rans
and out -takes recorded from 1982 to
1984. McLaren's own narrative intro-
duction to Swamp Thing is the first
tipoff-stuttering, preoccupied, and un-
certain, it altogether lacks the infectious
humor and believability of his similar
story -telling voice-overs for the Boys'
Chorus and Madam Butterfly from
"Fans," his fascinating musical collage
of a year ago.

While "Swamp" has its moments-
the high-powered dub B. I. Bikki (varia-
tions on a nursery rhyme) and Supresto,
in which McLaren stumbles onto a
hilarious synthesized vocal phrase, then
insists on using it nonstop for the next
three minutes-it's easy to see why the
rest of this material never made it to
"Fans" or "Duck Rock." Most of the
time the best McLaren can manage is a
lukewarm, static funk groove. Even the
high points simply lack the compressed
energy and wacky inspiration of McLar-
en's good stuff. Wait for the next fresh
batch. M.P.

SIOUXSIE AND THE BANSHEES:
Cities in Dust. Siouxsie and the Ban-
shees (vocals and instrumentals). Cities
in Dust (Edit); An Execution; Quarter -

drawing of the Dog; Cities in Dust (Ex-
tended Eruption Mix). GEFFEN 20399-0
$4.98.

Performance: Creepy
Recording: Very good

Forget about Iron Maiden. For sheer
terror it's tough to beat Siouxsie and the
Banshees. "Cities in Dust," a 45 -rpm
maxi -single, is as cheery as the ossified
Pompeiian canine pictured on the cov-
er. It also happens to have some pretty
interesting music on it. An Execution
sounds like a tribe of extremely an-
noyed Bantu pygmies conducting a war
dance in the Lincoln Tunnel-twangy
synthesized drumming and echoing
acoustic piano are set against screeching
electric guitars while Siouxsie narrates a
scene of slaughter and pillage. Quarter -
drawing of a Dog is built on a simple
but spooky synth theme repeated over
and over against driving drum and gui-
tar rhythms. It would make a great
soundtrack for a movie of the novel
Less Than Zero, since it evokes nothing
so much as a dreary, drugged -out even-
ing in L.A. The title track is by far the
weakest cut. Siouxsie's Banshee -like
wail is affected, not effective. Naturally,
this is the track the group chose to give
us an extended version of, rendering
side two a waste. Still, this budget disc
delivers more music in two songs than a
lot of albums do in ten. M.P.

THE STAPLE SINGERS: The Staple
Singers (vocals, guitar); instrumental
accompaniment. Are You Ready?; Life
During Wartime; Nobody Can Make It
on Their Own; Back to the War; Reason
to Love; and three others. PRIVATE I
BFZ 40109, © BFT 40109, no list
price.

Performance: Ever youthful
Recording: Very good

After more than thirty years of making
music together, the Staple Singers
somehow manage to sound more youth-
ful and exuberant than most of their
juniors-and that includes "Pop" Roe-
buck Staples, who is now getting close
to seventy.

This is the Staples' second album
since their return from semi -retirement
four years ago. Like the thirty or so oth-
ers they have made during their career,
it is marked by strong lyrical content
with thought -provoking social mes-
sages, but this time they lean more
heavily toward a contemporary rock
sound than before. Fortunately, Pop's
sassy blues guitar remains assertively in
the forefront while Mavis's husky con-
tralto leads the quartet through eight
songs of varying interest.

The best items are the spirited open-
er, Are You Ready?, David Byrne's bit-
ingly ironic Life During Wartime, and
the reggae -laced Reason to Love. The

It wasn't like I was in a drea
anything like that. It seemed perject ynci tied

.

I got in the car after work. And
driving Where I was headed wasi

The musificpinjiiiftef my K
So goo(t. So right.

-7.r"""191r.r. Driving all night.



least successful track is Nobody Can
Make It on Their Own, which, aside
from the atrocious grammar, is grating-
ly ugly. Yet the Staples are such accom-
plished, give -it -all -you've -got perform-
ers that it's good to have them around
no matter what they're singing. P.G.

GEORGE STRAIT: Something Spe-
cial. George Strait (vocals); vocal and
instrumental accompaniment. You're
Something Special to Me; Haven't You
Heard; You Sure Got This 01' Redneck
Feelin' Blue; The Chair; Lefty's Gone:
and five others. MCA 0 MCA -5605
$7.98, © MCAC-5605 $7.98.

Performance: Tradrtional country
Recording: Clean

George Strait, the CMA's 1985 Male
Vocalist of the Year, has become some-
thing of a white knight for country
music. He is at once genuinely country,
a big hit with fans and critics alike, and,
as shown in the back jacket photo here,
with his starched shirt and pressed blue
jeans, a U.S.D.A. grade -A hunk.

One of the new saviors of traditional,
honky-tonk country, Strait does what
he does well, without any frills, pop -
styled embellishments, or gimmicky re-
cording techniques. But for all the fuss
about him, he is still almost exclusively
an imitator, particularly of Merle Hag-
gard (In Too Deep), George Jones

(Haven't You Heard), and the late Lefty
Frizzell, for whom he croons, ''It's not
right, but Lefty's gone." Still, this album
is consistently stronger than Strait's
last, which lacked a lot in the repertoire
department. Strait comes across here as
a very pleasant singer indeed, with
exemplary Texas -swing, Bob Wills -style
picking behind him. .4.N.

BARBRA STREISAND: The Broad-
way Album (see Best of the Month,
page 69)

SUN CITY. Steven Van Zandt, Afrika
Bambaataa, Ray Barretto, Stiv Bator,
Pat Benatar, Big Youth, Ruben Blades,
and a host of other folks (vocals and
instrumentals). Sun City: No More
Apartheid; Revolutionary Situation;
and three others. MANHATTAN ST -
53019 $8.98, ©4XT-53109 $8.98.

Performance: Variable
Recording: Excellent

South African apartheid being a story
that, in Edward R. Murrow's phrase,
has only one side, I wish this record
were better than it is. Unfortunately,
like a lot of political art or political sock,
it's stronger on good intentions than
aesthetics. Basically, "Sun City" is a
padded -out single, which may be under-
standable in terms of the staggering
amount of planning and plain hard

work that went into its making, but that
doesn't make the padding any more lis-
tenable.

The title tune is, of course, a great
rock-and-roll track, palpable outrage
mated with a great churning beat in the
tradition of Land of 1000 Dances and a
wonderful bit of cross-cultural music -
making (David Ruffin meets Joey Ra-
mone). It seems almost revolutionary
given the state of contemporary radio.
But what accompanies it is mostly for-
mulaic or forgettable. Silver and Gold,
which should have been a fascinating
collaboration between Keith Richards
and U2's Bono, is a turgid semi -disas-
ter. Still, the single is terrific, and there
are worse ways to salve your conscience
than buying the record. S.S.

THE WHO: Who's Missing. The Who
(vocals and instrumentals). Shout and
Shimmy; Barbara Ann; I'm a Boy;
Mary -Anne with the Shaky Hands; Bar-
gain; When I Was a Boy; Heaven and
Hell; I Don't Even Know Myself, and
five others. MCA MCA -5641 $8.98, ©
MCAC-5641 $8.98.

Performance: Trivial to great
Recording: Primitive to modern

If, like me. you think Pete Townshend
is the most important figure to have
emerged from the Sixties British rock
explosion, you'll find little evidence

The oppolunIty to indulge in the enriching moments
of life should never be taken away. That's why Kenwood

invented the theft -proof K RC -838-a simple flip of a lever
releases the head umt so you can keep it with you. Without
losing the preset memory.

Its superior audio features include a high-pcwer
amplifier, separate bass and treble controls, 24 stat on
presets, auto -reverse, a 4 -channel bi-azimuth tape head for
flawless tracking, Tape Scan, Dolby* B and C, and a Tuner
Call that plays the radio during fast forward or rewind.

The K RC -838. Designed by Kenwood to enhance the
finer moments in your lite.

For the Kenwood dealernearest yon, 1 -800 -CAR SOUND.
'Dolby and the double -D symbol are tiede narks of
Dolby Laboratories COggrarCrt
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here to support that proposition.
"Who's Missing" abounds in r -&-b cov-
ers, and what is easily the best song,
Heaven and Hell (Jimi Hendrix's favor-
ite Who track, to Townshend's chagrin),
was written by otherwise stolid bassist
John Entwistle. On the other hand, if
you're in the market for an entertaining
collection of Who rarities, this album
should be right up your alley. Forget
Townshend's liner notes, which have
something of a funereal tone; this is
brash, vital, alive rock-and-roll that has
dated hardly at all.

Highlights (and not just for collec-

tom): the original single version of
Mary -Anne with the Shaky Hands, a
sublimely pretty number that later
turned up in acoustic drag on "The
Who Sell Out"; an early -Seventies live
version of Bargain, which sums up the
Who aesthetic in one glorious mixture
of angelic harmonizing and furious me-
tallic Sturm and Drang, and an inimita-
ble Keith Moon run-through of the surf
classic Barbara Ann. If the Who really
was the spirit of rock-and-roll as has
been said, this package, slapdash and
second-rate as some of it is, does noth-
ing to dishonor that spirit. S.S.

When Frank Serafine sampled our NCD-600, he instantly realized he
could cut his research time by 75%.

Without doubt the most sophisticated player/changer on the market,
the NCD-600 is a research/editing system unto itself. Accesses 5
selections, in any order, from 60 stored compact discs. Or add 3 units,
expanding storage to 240 CDs. And, it'll interface any computer, to
extend programmability infinitely.

Best of all, it has pitch and tempo controls. Music selections can be
digitally edited to match keys and rhythms between selections simul-
taneously...unlike with tapes or records, where modifying speed to
change the key will also change rhythm. Makes programming in deejay
situations an absolute dream.

But, when you create sound effects like Frank, your problem is time.
Research time: Thumb through the files,
pull a disc, load it up to listen, over and
over again. So Frank converted his massive
sound effects library to compact discs,
storing it all in our NCD-600.

Now, Frank just touches -in index
numbers, listening to one selection while
loading up others. We made his life a lot
simpler, allowing him to focus energies on
the one thing he likes best: Creating.

Imagine what Nikko technology will do
for your audio system.

NIKKO I= M. MI MI MI MI
 an.

The power of technology

5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA 90040

Frank Serafine-Motion Picture
Sound Designer/Musician
Credits: Tlon, Star Trek I and III,
Brainstorm, Ice Pirates

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio dealers.
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HANK CRAWFORD: Indigo Blue.
Hank Crawford (alto saxophone, elec-
tric piano); David "Fathead" Newman
(tenor saxophone); Howard Johnson
(baritone saxophone); Dr. John (piano,
organ); others. All Alone and Blue; Just
for a Thrill; The Very Thought of You;
and three others. MILESTONE M-9119
$8.98, © M-5-9119 $8.98, 0 FCD-621-
9119 $16.98.

Performance: Reliable
Recording: Very good

Hank Crawford's "Indigo Blue," newly
available on CD, is a tribute to Ray
Charles, in whose band Crawford once
played. It is a pleasant combination of
instrumental ballads and blues, ranging
in style from the nitty-gritty urban funk
of All Alone and Blue (made all the grit-
tier by Dr. John's steeped -in -the -soil
piano) to smooth, softly cushioned
readings of The Very Thought of You
and Lil Armstrong's Just for a Thrill.
Crawford's arrangements favor the orig-
inal Charles recordings and the album
as a whole is an echo of the past. Not
very exciting, but pleasant. C.A.

ERROLL GARNER: Erroll Garner
Plays Gershwin and Kern. Erroll Gar-
ner (piano); rhythm accompaniment.
Strike Up the Band; A Foggy Day; Dear-
ly Beloved; Old Man River; Love
Walked In; I Got Rhythm; Nice Work If
You Can Get It; Someone to Watch over
Me; and four others. EMARCY 826 224-
1 $9.98, © 826 224-4 $9.98, © 826 224-2
no list price.

Performance: Wonderful
Recording: Very good

Few pianists ever had as distinct a style
as Erroll Garner, and few exerted as
much influence. Garner died almost a
decade ago, but the style and the whim-
sey he brought to the piano lives on in
the works of many pianists. It lives on
the strongest, of course, in Garner's
own recordings, which are many, fortu-
nately, and it is always a delight to dis-
cover another one.

"Erroll Garner Plays Gershwin and
Kern" has just made its first appearance
in American record catalogs. It com-
prises recordings made in New York
between 1964 and 1968, all but one of
which were released on a European
label in 1976. The exception is Nice
Work If You Can Get It, a spontaneous,
one -minute rendition that was not
meant to be recorded, much less re-
leased. I had almost forgotten how
much Garner's music affected me, and I
could not have asked for a better
reminder. This album is a gem. C.A.

DEXTER GORDON: Nights at the
Keystone. Dexter Gordon (tenor saxo-
phone); George Cables (piano); Rufus
Reid (bass); Eddie Gladden (drums).
Sophisticated Lady; Antabus; Easy Liv-
ing; More Than You Know; and three



others. BLUE NOTE BABB 85112 two
discs $11.98, © 4BAB 85112 two cas-
settes $11.98.

Performance: Gordonian
Recording: Very good remote

Tenor saxophonist Dexter Gordon first
appeared on national bandstands with
Lionel Hampton in the Forties. He
became a force in bop and influenced
such men as John Coltrane and Sonny
Rollins in the Fifties, moved on to
Europe in the Sixties, and returned
home triumphantly in the Seventies.
"Nights at the Keystone" is a double
album recorded during gigs at San Fran-
cisco's Keystone Korner in 1978 and
1979, when Gordon-recorded and
heavily promoted by Columbia Rec-
ords-was finding new American au-
diences at a rate that seemed to prove
the old theory that jazz can be sold if
given the proper push.

Superbly assisted by pianist George
Cables, bassist Rufus Reid, and drum-
mer Eddie Gladden, Gordon is in fine
form as he stretches out on six stand-
ards and an original, Antabus, named
after a Danish cure for the hopeless cig-
arette addict. There are a few rough
spots, but this set is on the whole more
satisfying than most of Gordon's recent
studio efforts. C.A.

CHARLIE PARKER: Charlie Parker
at Storyville. Charlie Parker (alto saxo-
phone); Herb Pomeroy (trumpet); Sir
Charles Thompson, Red Garland (pi-
ano); Jimmy Woode, Bernie Griggs
(bass); Kenny Clarke, Roy Haynes
(drums). Moose the Mooche; Out of No-
where: Cool Blues; Groovin' High; Orni-
thology; and four others. BLUE NOTE 13)
BT 85108 $8.98, C) 4BT 85108 $8.98.

Performance: Good Bird
Recording: Good airchecks

Very little live music is broadcast on
radio these days, and what we do get is
rarely jazz. It was not always that way,
however. From the Thirties through the
Fifties live broadcasts from jazz clubs
were popular among radio listeners, and
toward the end of that time the jazz
scene was dominated by what may well
prove to have been some of the last of
the great innovators. One of these was,
of course, Charlie Parker, who died in
1955 but was recorded so often that col-
lectors are still finding new material.

"Charlie Parker at Storyville" is a col-
lection of newly unearthed 1953 broad-
casts from the famous Boston club.
Parker plays superbly throughout, and
the sound quality of the airchecks is
remarkably good, especially when one
considers the fact that they were made
on a Radio Shack tape deck with a
homemade amplifier.

Parker is heard with two groups, a
quartet with trumpeter Herb Pomeroy,
pianist Sir Charles Thompson, bassist
Jimmy Woode, and drummer Kenny
Clarke, and a Red Garland trio with
Roy Haynes on drums. I find the trio
tracks more interesting, but that is only
because they offer an opportunity to

hear Garland's early promise (which he
was soon to fulfill with Miles Davis).
There is a brief and interesting tran-
script of a Parker interview on the
album jacket, along with notes on the
relatively insignificant career of the an-
nouncer for these broadcasts. All told, I
highly recommend this release. C.A.

BUDDY RICH: Live on King Street.
Buddy Rich and His Band (instrumen-
tals). Machine; Best Coast; One O'Clock
Jump; Love for Sale; Norwegian Wood;
Mexicali Rose; Cotton Tait: Sophisti-
cated Lady; and eight others_ CAFE L3-

732 three discs, OC2-732 two cassettes,
CD2-732 two CD's no list price.

Performance: Loud
Recording: Very good

Buddy Rich's egomaniacal drums cer-
tainly propel his loud and brassy band
but leave nothing of substance in their
wake. Good jazz is spiced with original-
ity and imagination, and on this set the
Rich band has neither. It is, at best, a
well-oiled, deafening machine that
thrashes its way through trite arrange-
ments that seem to have been written
for the peanut gallery. C.A.

There's simply no other moving
coil cartridge quite like it.

-*44141161110w"
MK440m1 Dual Moving MicroCoir Stereo
Phono Cartridge with MicroLine Stylus

Start with the precision Dual Moving MicroCoils at the
heart of the MK440m1. They are wound from Linear -
Crystal Oxygen -Free Copper (LC-OFC) wire..The result is
phase coherency and low distortion impossible with ordi-
nary wire. And an unmatched ability to reproduce tran-
sients and the highest frequencies with superb clarity.

The MK440m1 MicroLine stylus is equally outstanding.
Mounted on a tiny, beryllium rod, gold plated to reduce
resonances. It has the minimum possible scanning radius
for perfect tracing, yet an uncommonly long support
radius for best tracking. This "contact ridge" maintains its
unique shape throughout its useful life. Unlike all other
stylus shapes, it exhibits no gradual increase in distortion,
record wear, or erosion of frequency response. The
Signet MicroLine stylus is indeed the most advanced
stylus shape ever created.

The MK440m1 is bench -crafted to remarkable stan-
dards of precision and uniformity in the finest Signet
tradition. Until you've seen and heard this outstanding
component, you can only guess how good your records
can sound. At your helpful Signet dealer. Write or call

II
-11[L- today for the one nearest you.

Silcin 0 L04701 Hudson Dr.. Stow, OH 44224 . (216) 688-9400j9
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Discs and tapes
reviewed
Robert Ackart
Richard Freed
David Hall
Stoddard Lincoln

BACH: Suites for Orchestra (BWV
1066-1069). Academy of St. Martin -in -
the -Fields, Neville Marriner cond. AN-
GEL 0 DSB-3979 two discs $23.98,
@ 4D2S-3979 two cassettes $23.98.

Performance: Resplendent
Recording: Excellent

If you did not pick up Bach's four Suites
for Orchestra during his birthday year
just past, get this set now. It is the best
recording of any featuring instruments
of our time, and Neville Marriner is the
rival of any other conductor no matter
how modern his forces may be. The
overtures are the embodiment of nobili-
ty, and the dances are contagious in
their rhythmic drive yet full of courtly
elegance. This is quite a different kind
of performance from the one Marriner
recorded earlier for Philips. The tempos
are more moderate, and all of the earlier
skittishness is gone. The maturity of
only a few years has brought poise and
balance to his reading. S.L.

BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet in B Mi-
nor, Op. 115. MOZART: Allegro in
B -Oat Major for Clarinet and Strings
(K. Anh. 91/516c). Michele Zukovsky
(clarinet); Sequoia String Quartet,
NONESUCH 0 79105-I$8.98, © 79105-4
$8.98.

Performance: Mellow
Recording: Rich

Approaching the Brahms Clarinet
Quintet in a leisurely manner, Michele
Zukovsky and the Sequoia String Quar-
tet turn in a mellow reading that savors
the ripe beauty of this sensuous work.
The sound is lush, and the long lines are
beautifully sustained and molded.

Mozart's Allegro in B -flat from an
unfinished clarinet quintet is a fragmen-
tary but wonderful work, probably writ-
ten during his last year. The music is
certainly on the same high level as the
A Major Clarinet Quintet. The artists
are again mellow in their approach,
which the work warrants, but their arti-
culation is appropriately crisp. The re-
cording is well worth having for this
piece alone. S.L.

D'INDIA: Early Baroque Monodies
(see MONTEVERDI)

HANDEL: Organ Concertos, Opp. 4
and 7. Ton Koopman (organ); Amster-
dam Baroque Orchestra, Ton Koopman

DORATI'S STRAUSS
ANTAL DORATI celebrates his
eightieth birthday on April 9,
and he says he's retiring. It
seems premature for a con-

ductor whose recent activity in both the
concert hall and the recording studio
suggests he is at the height of his pow-
ers, but earlier this season he made what
were billed as his farewell appearances
with the two American orchestras that
benefitted most from his legendary abil-
ities as an "orchestra -builder," the Na-
tional Symphony in Washington, D.C.,
and the Detroit Symphony, of which he
is currently designated the conductor
laureate.

Dorati's achievement in Detroit is
documented by the recordings he con-
tinued to make with the orchestra even
after stepping down as its music direc-
tor in 1981. The recordings are still
coming, and the latest, a Richard
Strauss coupling taped in November
1983, the same month as his spectacular
Bartok Miraculous Mandarin (reviewed
here last November), is no less stun-
ning. The new release pairs Dorati's
own suite from Der Rosenkavalier and
the "symphonic fantasy" that Strauss
himself created from Die Frau ohne
Schatten.

Both these scores were put together in
the mid -Forties. The Rosenkavalier
suite is even more opulent than the
more familiar one put together at about
the same time, more or less anony-
mously, by Artur Rodzinski. Dorati
omits the intimate little waltz from the
Letter Scene at the end of Act II, but he
includes other material Rodzinski omit-
ted. And Strauss's own Frau ohne
Schatten fantasy is as masterly and
cohesive a score as the great tone poems
he was creating a half -century earlier.
Both are obviously stunning showpieces
for an orchestra brilliant enough to han-
dle them, and in Dorati's hands the
Detroit Symphony tosses them off with
the flair one associates with the very top
rank of world -class ensembles. Whether
or not the orchestra actually sounds like
this week in and week out in its sub-

scription concerts, what we hear in this
recording is sheer glory. As with the
recent Bartok issue, the glory is en-
hanced no little by recorded sound that
is itself of demonstration class, and
again the CD is measurably more im-
pressive than the very good LP.

I'm glad to be able to add that this is
not Dorati's final Detroit recording.
Still to come are some intriguing early
Stravinsky-the Symphony in E -flat
and the Scherzo fantastiqu'e-as well as
the later Apollo and Copland's Appala-
chian Spring. Richard Freed

R. STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier,
Suite (arr. Dorati); Die Frau ohne
Schatten, Symphonic Fantasy. Detroit
Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati
cond. LONDON al 411 893-1 $10.98, ©
411 893-4 $10.98, 411 893-2 no list
price.

cond. ERATO 0 NUM 75223 four discs
$32.98, © MCE 75223 three cassettes
$32.98, ECD 88136 three CD's no list
price.

Performance: Exuberant
Recording: Fine

If we accept Handel's organ concertos
for what they were meant to be, light
refreshment between the acts of orato-
rios, we can see them as masterpieces of
their genre. Drawing on material used
in his sonatas and orchestral concertos,
Handel composed his organ concertos
more as anthologies of old favorites

than as original works. Nonetheless, the
music sounds fresh, elegant, and playful
as soloist and ensemble toss bits and
pieces back and forth, and as smooth
melody alternates with spinning se-
quences and improvisation.

Ton Koopman plays an early nine -
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ARE THESE THE WORLD'S
BEST-SELLING HEADPHONES?

Over 5,000,000 music lovers worldwidE have made our patented
Open -Aire. design a legend. Hear the nasals at your Sennheiser dealer.

Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N Y) 48 West 3811 S:reet New York. N.Y 10018  (212) 944-9440
Manufacturing Plant D-3002 Wedemzok. West Germany
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Styluswear. By the time you
hear it, it's too late.

#

If you haven't
replaced your stylus
(needle) in the past year,
you may be permanently damaging
every record you play.

Replacing your stylus is simple (see
diagram). And selecting the
proper stylus to replace it with
is also easy. Make certain it's a
genuine Shure stylus.

re styli are designed
to exacting specifications for

precise stereo reproduction. And only
a Shure stylus can restore your

Shure cartridge to its original
standard of performance.
Don't accept substitutes.

Protect your records and your
sound. Get a genuine Shure Replace-

ment Stylus. Soon.

.5% h

SHURE®
BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

For the name and location of the Shure Stylus replacement center in your area, cal I toll -free:

1-800-257-4873. In Illinois 1-800-624-8522.

teenth-century Dutch organ that he
feels is similar to the instrument Handel
would have used. It fits the bill perfect-
ly, beautifully blending with the early
instruments used by the Amsterdam
Baroque Orchestra. Koopman and his
forces re-create the spirit of the original
performances as light refreshments, and
the fun and games of the music and its
joyful interplay are contagious. When it
comes to added ornamentation and im-
provised movements, Koopman lets his
imagination be controlled only by his
extensive knowledge of Handelian
style, with superb results. These are the
most convincing recorded perform-
ances of the organ concertos I have
heard yet. S. L.

HAYDN: Piano Sonatas in E Minor
(Hob. XVI:34), B Minor (Hob. XVI:
32), and D Major (Hob. XVI:42); Fan-
tasia in C Major (Hob. XVH:4); Adagio
in F Major (Hob. XVH:9). Alfred Bren-
del (piano). PHILIPS 0 412 228-I $10.98,

412 228-4 $10.98, 412 228-2 no list
price.

Performance: Large -scaled
Recording: Vivid

HAYDN: Piano Sonatas in C Major
(Hob. XVI:48), C Minor (Hob. XVI:20),
and C Major (Hob. XVI:50). Andras
Schiff (piano). DENON 33C37 7801
no list price.

Performance: Patrician
Recording: Excellent

Alfred Brendel's earlier Philips record-
ings of Haydn sonatas were revelatory
in the best sense and they whetted the
appetite for more. In the present issue
the drama of the big B Minor Sonata
(No. 47 in Christa Landon's edition)
and the earthy, yet anything but earth-
bound good humor of the Fantasia in C
Major are as striking as the freshness of
the more familiar Sonata in E Minor
(Landon No. 53). Brendel's large -scaled,
intense approach always seems to be
derived from the music itself, rather
than superimposed on it, except per-
haps in the long, opening andante of the
D Major Sonata (Landon No. 56),
which some listeners may find a tad
heavy. It is beautifully set off by the
vivacity of the short finale, however,
and the whole program is put in the best
light by Philips's fine sound, which is
very vivid, if occasionally a little brittle
at the high end.

Brendel's recording was made in Lon-
don in March 1984. Andras Schiff
recorded his three Haydn sonatas for
Denon in Tokyo in May 1978, when he
was twenty-four. One of the first record-
ings the young Hungarian made outside
Budapest, it could easily pass for brand
new, not only because the sound of the
piano itself is so beautifully reproduced
(smoother than Philips's sound for
Brendel yet no less vivid) but because
the performances exude the purposeful-
ness, insight, and beautiful regard for
both phrasing and tone for which Schiff
is so admired today, at the ripe age of
thirty-two.
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New Pyle Driver' Pounders
Schiff's approach is by no means as

intense as Brendel's, but the specifically
Haydnesque drama in these three sona-
tas-as well as the variety in them-is
realized to the full. Although all three of
Schiff's sonatas can be found in Bren-
del's earlier Haydn collections, Schiffs
cooler, more patrician performances are
thoroughly satisfying in their own right.
If it were a matter of choosing one or
the other and avoiding duplications, I
would stay with Brendel, though, sim-
ply because I would not want to be
without the other works on his two
records. But that is a choice I wouldn't
want to have to make, and I look for-
ward to more Haydn from Schiff as well
as from Brendel. R.F.

KODALY: Miry Janos, Suite; Dances
of Galanta. Philharmonia Hungarica,
Zoltan Rozsnyai cond. PERPETUA PR
7005 no list price (from Perpetua Rec-
ords, P.O. Box 9591, Marina del Rey,
CA 90295).

Performance: Poetic
Recording: Good

The California -based Perpetua label is a
new one to me, but these performances
of Kodaly favorites under the baton of
the Philharmonia Hungarica's founding
conductor, Zoltan Rozsnyai, are very
fine indeed, particularly with regard to
poetic evocation. The music depicting
Hungary's legendary boastful soldier is
less smart-alecky than usual in this per-
formance, and the set of dances, derived
from what Kodaly heard in the country
town where he attended school as a boy,
come off with considerable intensity of
feeling.

The recording was made at the Phil-
harmonia Hungarica's home base near
Cologne in West Germany. There's a
very slight lack of violin body, but the
winds and percussion, especially the
cymbalom in Hary Janos, are wonder-
fully vivid. D.H.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 5, in C -
sharp Minor (see Best of the Month,
page 70)

MONTEVERDI: Quel sguardo sdegno-
sato; Ohime ch'io cado; Voglio, voglio
morire; Voglio di vita uscir; Maladetto
sia I'aspetto. D'INDIA: Questo dardo,
guest'arco; Amico, hai vinto; Piangono
al pianger mio; Misers me! Sia vero;
Torna it sereno zefiro; Sfere fermate.
Emma Kirkby (soprano); Anthony
Rooley (chitarrone). NONESUCH 0
79125-1 $10.98, © 79125-4 $10.98.

Performance: Exquisite
Recording: Splendid

Perhaps the most important innovation
of the early Italian Baroque revolution
in music was monody, the dramatic
solo recitative, which in the hands of
Claudio Monteverdi led to the first
operas. One of the most popular types
of monody in the early seventeenth cen-
tury was the lament, and this album
couples two settings of Olympia's La-
ment, one by Monteverdi and the other

Pound for Pound the Best
Speaker System you can buy!
Powerful new speaker systems for pickups,
hatchbacks, sports cars, vans and 4 x 4's.
Pound for pound, the most dynamic
speaker systems on or off the road.

PYLE DRIVER
SPEAKERS

Pyle Industries, Inc. -501 Center St_
Huntington, IN 46750  (219) 3554200
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The best sound you can hear
next to Carnegie Hall.

Toshiba's new CD player makes concert quality sound portable.
Yet, hooked up to your stereo system it's a top of the line home CD player.
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a wireless remote. Toshiba's XR-P9 is the inTouch with Tomorrow
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AUDIO
RECEIVERS

AKAI
AAV201 $139
AAV301 189
AAV401 239

JVC
RX110 S99
RX220 149
R X330 189
R X400 279
R X 500 379

NAKAMICHI
R X202 $419

SONY
STR AV560 $259
STR AV760 329

TECHNICS
SA120 $99
SA150 109
SA360 182
SA946 204
SA290 145

PIONEER
SX50 $149
SXV200 129
SXV300 159
SXV400 219

AUDIO
CASSETTES

AIWA
ADF450 $152
ADF 550 199
ADF 650 265
A0W220 319

AKAI
HXA201 579
HXA301 125
HXA401 225

Jvc
KDV5R 5189
KDV120 79

KDV320B 149
KDV400 195
DDV R9 469
TDW1O 94
TDW20 139

TEAC
V450 5189

V800 279
W440 199

Tascam
Porta 1 439

TECHNICS
851311 $125
RSB12 99
RS814 85
FISB18 111
R$B24 117
RS828 145
135849 185

R$8100 515
RSB78 249
RS8933 165
RS885 269
RS8928 149

COMPACT
DISC

PLAYERS
AKAI

COAT 5299
JVC

xLv200 5199
X LV300 289
XLV400 285
X LV500 362

PIONEER
P05010 $199
P06010 238
PD7010 289

TEAC
P0500 5329

TECHNICS
SLP100 $225
SLP300 249
SLPJ11 199

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

ATARI
130XE $129
1027Pronter 109

COMMODORE
v IC64 5159
VICI28 269
803Pronter 119
1571DoscOrove229
1802Monotor 199

AUDIO
REEL TO REEL

4000T
AKAI

5229
TEAC

A3440 $1149

PORTABLE
DISC

PLAYERS
SONY

CD5Specoal $199
CD7 239

CF D5 369
TECHNICS

SLXP7 5209

AUDIO
TURNTABLES

JVC
LAX3 s59
LXF 4 79
LX11 59

TECHNICS
$L120011 $289
SLBD2 69
SLD500 159
SLOX 200 129
SLJ2 129
SLM2 239

AUDIO
CARTRIDGES

AKG
P5ED 542
PIOED 79

AUDIO
TECHNICA

A T122EP $29
AT I 25LC 33
AT140LC 54
AT 1 55LC 79
AT140ML 69
AT110E 15
AT112EP 16

ORTOFON
0M10 $29
0M20 59
0M30 99

SHURE
M104 $26
M105 39
ML12OHE 79
ML140HE 99
ME96P 19
V I5TypeV 129
V 15TypeVmR159
V157ypeVP 1.25
V15HRP 49
VNSHE 69
VN45MR 52
VN35MR 39
VN9I ED ,

SONUS
PMount or

RegMount
Solver 549
Gold 79

Platinum 129

AUDIO TAPES

MAXELL
X LIIC90 91.99
X LI1C9OS 229
X LI1C60 1.59
a LIIC6OS 1.79
X LIC90 189
X L IC9OS 2.09
U03590 4.59
UDX LI359086.49

TOK
060
090 .99
SA60 1.19
SA90 1 59
SAX60 1.69
SAX90 1

MA60 2.39
MA90 2.79
MAR60 4.49
MAR90 5.29
ADX 209

TEAC
CDC60 $1.99
CDC90 229
CRC60 2.19
CRC90 2.49
MDX60 189
MDX90 2.69

AUDIO
HEADPHONES

AKG
K4 569
K130 46
K141 59
K240 79
K340 129

SENNHEISER
H000 527
HD425 75
140222 69
H0410SL 33
MSIOO 38
H0230 89
410414 51
140420 56
410430 77

SONY
MDRM55 545
MDRCDS 66
MDRM77 59
MDR5I 35

VIDEO
RECORDERS

FISHER
F VH805 $275
FVH816 323
F VH839 585

PANASONIC
PVI340 $349
PV1539 410
PV1545 575PV9600

899
PK959 749

RCA
V LT460 $389
VLT470 469
V LP950HF 859
CKC018 449

SHARP
VC682 $264
VC683 288

SONY
SIFF130 $326
HF R70 369
SLHF400 469
SLHF 600 640
SLHF900 930

ZENITH
VR2100 $375
VR3200 580

VIDEO
CAMCORDERS
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by Sigismondo d'India. Although D'In-
dia never tried anything as ambitious as
opera, his monodies are the equal of
Monteverdi's, and this pairing is splen-
didly representative of the two leading
masters of the genre.

Emma Kirkby is, without doubt, one
of the leading exponents of early music.
Her sense of projection is keen, her dic-
tion flawless, and her use of vibrato as a
controlled means of expression gives
her an absolute command of this reper-
toire in performance. Whether she is
singing light dance pieces or tortured
monologues of love and hate, the mar-
riage of music and poetry is complete
and compelling.

Although the weight of this genre is
on the vocal line, with minimal support
from a chordal continuo, Anthony
Rooley offers that necessary support in
a modest but strong manner on a richly
voiced chitarrone. S.L.

MOZART: Allegro in B -flat Major
(see BRAHMS)

MOZART: Sonata in D Major for Two
Pianos (K. 448). SCHUBERT: Fantasia
in F Minor for Piano Duet, Op. 103
(D. 940). Murray Perahia, Radu Lupu
(piano). CBS 0 IM 39511, © IMT-
39511, no list price

Performance: Elegant
Recording: First-rate

Now that Murray Perahia has com-
pleted his recordings of the Mozart con-
certos for solo piano, I've been wonder-
ing when he might get around to the
double and triple concertos, and with
whom. There is a tantalizing hint in the
form of this release, for which CBS has
been resourceful enough to borrow
from London/Decca Radu Lupu, a
pianist who is, like Perahia, one of his
generation's finest Mozart players, and
who is perhaps the most satisfying
Schubert player around, period.

Lupu has, of course, already recorded
the Mozart Two -Piano Concerto with
Andre Previn on Angel, but that was a
long time ago. Now he could do it again
with Perahia. In any event, their per-
formance here of the Sonata for Two
Pianos will make many listeners hope
the concerto will follow. It is surely the
most appealing presentation of this
work since the classic account by Alfred
Brendel and Walter Klien, and it would
be welcome even if there were many
more recordings of the work competing
for our attention.

The same may be said of the Schubert
side, an imaginatively chosen darkish
foil for the bright-eyed Mozart. I've had
my own "dream team" for the Schubert
four -hand repertoire-Emanuel Ax and
Andras Schiff-but it's an entirely hy-
pothetical one, and the reality of Pera-
hia and Lupu in the F Minor Fantasia is
such stuff as dreams are made on. The
sound is absolutely first-rate. R. F.

RILEY: Cadenza on the Night Plain;
Sunrise of the Planetary Dream Collec-
tor; G Song; Mythic Birds Waltz. Kron-
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os String Quartet. GRAMAVISION 0
7014-1 two discs $19.96, © 7014-4 two
cassettes $19.96.

Performance: Joyous
Recording: Intimate

Terry Riley was one of the founders of
the minimalist style, long before Philip
Glass made it fashionable. Since the
Sixties, when he wrote such ground-
breaking pieces as In C and A Rainbow
in Curved Air, Riley's music has grown
still more subtle. Cadenza on the Night
Plain is an extended work written spe-
cifically for the Kronos Quartet. The
introduction starts like a performance
of Indian music, with what sounds like
tuning up, and slyly progresses into the
beginning of the piece. Each of the four
performers has a solo cadenza that leads
into two or three short movements built
on those ideas. The music is quiet, con-
templative, intimate, and personal in
the tradition of string -quartet writing.
The structures that Riley builds up layer
by layer are intricate, and each element
has many levels of relationship to the
others. Again, the influence of Indian
musical styles is unmistakable.

The Sunrise of the Planetary Dream
Collector calls on the performers to
select various modules while playing
the work so that each performance is a
controlled improvisation. In the Mythic
Birds Waltz and G Song, Riley uses
Indian ideas about rhythm and melody
to organize his materials but with West-
ern -style musical gestures.

The Kronos Quartet plays Riley's
music as if they had played it all their
lives. They have an easy, comfortable
approach to these pieces. The individu-
al performers give and take, listening
and responding to each other with a
familiarity that hides the virtuosity of
their playing. The recording is notable
for its knife -edged clarity and a sonic
ambience that is entirely appropriate to
music of this kind. Steve Birchall

ROSSINI: Overtures. Tancredi; L'itali-
ana in Algeri; L'inganno felice; La scala
di seta; II barbiere di Siviglia; Il Signor
Bruschino; La cambiale di matrimonio;
Il turco in Italia. Orpheus Chamber
Orchestra. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
415 363-1 $10.98, (:) 415 363-4 $10.98,
0 415 363-2 no list price.

Performance: Smartly done
Recording: Excellent

The twenty-six member New York -
based Orpheus Chamber Orchestra has
put together a delightful collection of
both familiar and unfamiliar Rossini
overtures, using the original scoring
rather than the expanded orchestrations
provided for late -nineteenth-century
symphonic ensembles. The use of Ros-
sini's original piccolo scoring in L'itali-
ana in Algeri instead of the heretofore -
standard flute, for example, adds pi-
quancy and wit to the music. Knowing
how Toscanini used to sweat his NBC
Symphony players in rehearsals of the
Rossini overtures, I can only say that
the precision and sparkle achieved in
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these conductorless performances is al-
together remarkable. The recording is a
joy to the ear-bright, clean, and full-
bodied, including the percussion that
comes into play in the bigger pieces,
most notably 11 turco in Italia. The CD
can be recommended without reserva-
tion. D.H.

SCHUBERT: Fantasia in F Minor,
Op. 103 (see MOZART)

SCHUBERT: Lieder. Jessye Norman
(soprano); Phillip Moll (piano). PHILIPS
0 412 623-1 $10.98, © 412 623-4
$10.98, 412 623-2 no list price.

Performance: Powerful
Recording: Likewise

In the first year or so of the CD format,
nobody questioned the idea of putting
the thirty-three mintues of Also sprach
Zarathustra or The Rite of Spring on
one of the expensive new discs. Now,
however, a little more thought is given
to filling CD's nearer to their seventy-
four -minute capacity, and the mere for-
ty-two and a half minutes of this Schu-
bert recital might be thought short -
weight. I doubt that anyone would feel
that way after actually listening to it,
though, for Jessye Norman's extremely
dramatic approach reaches such peaks
of intensity that one is likely to feel
quite wrung out-and for the most part
happily so.

One of the twelve songs here, Der
Zwerg, was on Norman's now deleted
record of Schubert and Mahler songs on
Philips; it is much more forceful in the
new performance, and I imagine some
may find it overdrawn. In that song,
and in .4ufasung and ErikOnig, Nor-
man seems in a sense driven by her own
apparently limitless power and ener-
gy-driven occasionally to the point of
exaggeration. It is exciting, it is impres-
sive, it is very much alive-and it's a
little exhausting. It is also, given the
character of the approach, genuinely
beautiful singing.

In a live recital, the overemphatic
characterizations might create more ex-
hilaration, and some of that does come
through in the recording as well. Die
Allmacht, of course, demands the grand
declamatory style, and the grandeur of
Norman's performance does not thin
out on repeated hearing. Indeed, all of
the songs that are more concerned with
evoking a mood than telling a story are
exquisitely realized here, and Phillip
Moll's contribution as accompanist
cannot be too highly praised-not only
for its own fine Schubertian spirit but
for the sense of give-and-take spontane-
ity that builds through every one of the
songs. This sense of involvement, after
all, is what touches the listener too, and
how much more satisfying to be in-
volved than merely to admire. The
recorded sound conveys the vividness
and power of the performances with
stunning realism. R.F.

VERDI: Un ballo in maschera (see Best
of the Month, page 69)
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VERDI: Don Carlos. Placido Domingo
(tenor), Don Carlos; Katia Ricciarelli
(soprano), Elisabeth; Lucia Valentini-
Terrani (mezzo-soprano), Eboli; Rugge-
ro Raimondi (bass), Philippe II; Leo
Nucci (baritone), Rodrigue; Nicolai
Ghiaurov (bass), Grand Inquisiteur;
Ann Murray (soprano), Thibault; oth-
ers. Chorus and Orchestra of La Scala,
Milan, Claudio Abbado cond.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON CP 415 316-1
five discs $49.90, 415 316-4 three cas-
settes $49.90, © 415 316-2 no list
price.

Performance: Disappointing
Recording: Glorious

This long-awaited recording of what is
perhaps Verdi's grandest score is the
first to use the original French -language
version of the work as it was performed
at the Paris Opera in 1867. As is gener-
ally known, Verdi put Don Carlos
through several changes, but the version
recorded here is the one he settled on as
definitive. The music he excised-
including a long section set at Fontaine-
bleau, a fifteen -minute ballet, and a six-
teen -minute scene between Elisabeth
and Eboli-is offered as an appendix to
the principal recording, so that we can
at last comprehend the scope of Verdi's
vast canvas and appreciate his self-criti-
cal powers in shaping the opera we
know today.

The large cast of soloists, the chorus,
and the orchestra are superbly inte-
grated by Claudio Abbado, who is thor-
oughly acquainted with the opera
through a series of productions he has
conducted over a period of seventeen
years. His reading of the work, the
orchestral sonorities, the choral preci-
sion, the sheer amplitude of sound
when required, and the recording itself
are all thrilling.

Why, then, is the performance "dis-
appointing"? In the first place, the text
is frequently unintelligible. The singers'
pronunciation is "off," sometimes even
downright poor. Here is French sung by
Italianate singers, and the result is lack-
ing in dramatic bite.

Second, the individual performances
are not what the stellar casting prom-
ises. Placido Domingo sings without the
nuance or involvement of his earlier
performance recorded with Carlo Maria
Giulini on Angel. Katia Ricciarelli does
some lovely pianissimo singing, but she
does not achieve musical climaxes with-
out loss of vocal quality, and her inter-
pretation is too small ("pinched"?) for
the grandeur of the role. Lucia Valen-
tini-Terrani, happier with the earlier
sections of Eboli's music, is wanting in
both range and intensity for the later
dramatic passages, particularly her "0,
don fatale."

Leo Nucci, a baritone I generally

admire as both singer and dramatic
interpreter, does not have the suavity
and smoothness of musical line requi-
site to Rodrigue. If Ruggero Raimondi's
voice now lacks the velvet of his earlier
performance as Philippe, he has none-
theless grown in the part.

The Giulini recording, now nearly fif-
teen years old, is musically and dramat-
ically more satisfying. The present set is
superior in terms of recorded sound,
however, and it is important in that we
can hear the opera given as it was at its
world premiere. R.A.

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons. Itzhak
Perlman (violin); Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra, Itzhak Perlman cond. AN-
GEL (3 DS -38123 $11.98, C) 4DS-38 I 23
$11.98.

Performance: Stunning
Recording: Tops

There is no sense in releasing yet anoth-
er recording of Vivaldi's The Four Sea-
sons unless it tops its predecessors. Itz-
hak Perlman's reading with the Israel
Philharmonic does! The playing is per-
fection itself, and the piece comes off
very well, as it always has, on modern
instruments-though the sonorities are
quite different, of course, from those of
early instruments. It's the same old sto-
ry. The instruments do not make the
music; performers do. S.L.
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Elektric Band
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VIDEO REVIEWS

Discs and tapes
reviewed by
Chris Albertson
Louis Meredith
Alanna Nash

BRYAN ADAMS: Reckless. Bryan Ad-
ams (vocals, guitar); vocal and instru-
mental accompaniment. This Time;
Summer of '69: Somebody; Kids Wanna
Rock; Heaven; Run to You. PIONEER
PA -85-115 LaserDisc $16.95.

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Excellent

Singer -guitarist Bryan Adams is Cana-
da's answer to Bruce Springsteen, and
while he doesn't stir up the same hyster-
ia, I suspect that's because he's been
built up with less hype. If he keeps turn-
ing out such high -quality albums as
"Cuts Like a Knife" and "Reckless,"
the future looks bright for him. Of
course, it never hurts to have a good
video out too, and Adams has six of
them, all rolled into a neat twenty -six -
minute LaserDisc bearing the "Reck-
less" title. Five of the tracks are from
that album, the sixth, This Time, from
"Cuts Like a Knife." Here they have
been linked to form an apparently auto-
biographical plot, which is open to sev-
eral interpretations. In contrast to so
many videos that seem to have little
bearing on anything but the director's
ego or hangups, this miniature film,
shot in Vancouver, London, and Los
Angeles with a screen -credited cast of
nineteen, actually has a story line that
relates to the lyrics. The songs by
Adams and Jim Valiance are just fine,
and so are the musical production, in
the hands of Adams and Bob Clear -
mountain, and the imaginative staging
by Steven Barron. In all, this video
package is one of the best I've seen in a
long time. C.A.

BERLIN. Berlin (vocals and instru-
mentals). No More Words; The Metro;
Dancing in Berlin; Sex (I'm a . . );
Now It's My Turn. PIONEER PA -85-122
LaserDisc $16.95.

Performance: For the eyes
Recording: Very good

Berlin is a group without character. Its
sound follows a highly synthesized
formula of repetitious melodic patterns
over smooth, bubbly rhythm-the kind
of thing that sold the Village People to
the glitter people in the past decade.
Sure enough, Giorgio Moroder had a
hand in shaping Berlin, and you can
hear his work on this Pioneer LaserDisc
featuring five of the group's videos in
the standard -play format. Okay, so the
sound is manufactured, but you can cer-
tainly dance to it, and some excellent

"ACROSS A CROWDED ROOM"
R1CHARD THOMPSON, heretofore
one of rock-and-roll's best -kept
secrets (well, let's say a highly
regarded cult figure), is not the

most flamboyant of performers. Conse-
quently, even a fan might be permitted
a certain skepticism about an eighty-
four -minute concert video by him.
Flamboyant or not, though, Thomp-
son's "Across a Crowded Room" is one
of the most riveting concert videos I've
seen since "A Night with Lou Reed"
(reviewed here in January).

Filmed in Canada during Thomp-
son's tour in support of his album of the
same name, "Across a Crowded Room"
is fluidly, even elegantly shot. Within
the confines of a small stage, director
Larry Jordan achieves something like
the graceful camera moves Martin Scor-
sese got in The Last Waltz. The music,
moreover, is light years beyond superb.
My colleague Steve Simels once de-
scribed Thompson as a "sixteenth -cen-
tury Jeff Beck," and some of his solos
do indeed suggest such a strange amal-
gam. But there's another, even wilder
side to the man's art, one that might put
you more in mind of a Delta blues sing-
er from Lebanon. On songs here like
Shoot Out the Lights or When the Spell
Is Broken, the emotional intensity of
the singing and the metallic, stingingly
modal, almost Middle Eastern guitar
solos can be quite overwhelming.

The songs themselves run the gamut
from the most suicidally depressing
you've ever heard-Withered and Died
makes Gloomy Sunday sound like a
Christmas carol-to others that are

melodically lovely or wryly funny,
sometimes both at the same time (Near-
ly in Love). But they're always graceful-
ly poetic and inspiringly honest, and as
performed here by what is clearly the
most sympathetic back-up band that
Thompson has ever had, they constitute
one of the classiest career resumes that
has ever been served up to the home -
video market.

All in all, this is a splendid set, and
the hi-fi audio tracks, produced by the
semi -legendary Al Kooper, will knock
your socks off if you have the equip-
ment to play them. Considering that
there's no live audio album of the Rich-
ard Thompson Band currently avail-
able, you'd be crazy if you didn't grab
"Across a Crowded Room" at the ear-
liest opportunity. Louis Meredith

RICHARD THOMPSON: Across a
Crowded Room. Richard Thompson
(vocals, guitar); Clive Gregson (vocals,
guitar); Raurie McFarlane (bass); Chris-
tine Collister (vocals, acoustic guitar);
Gerry Conway (drums). Fire in the En-
gine Room; She Twists the Knife; Shoot
Out the Lights; You Don't Say; Wall of
Death; Little Blue Number; When the
Spell Is Broken; Did She Jump or Was
She Pushed; Wrong Heartbeat; Summer
Rain; For Shame of Doing Wrong;
Bright Lights Tonight; Nearly in Love;
Love in a Faithless Country; Ain't
Gonna Drag My Feet No More; Tear
Stained Letter; Living with a Skull and
Cross Bone; Withered and Died. SONY
96W50088 VHS Hi-Fi $29.95,
96W00087 Beta Hi-Fi $29.95.
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cinematography and editing turn selec-
tions like The Metro and Sex (I'm
a . . ) into visual delights. With only
twenty-two minutes of playing time,
this twelve -inch disc offers little more
than one of Pioneer's eight-inchers, but
it only costs a few dollars more. C.A.

JULIAN LENNON: Stand By Me. Ju-
lian Lennon (vocals, keyboards); other
musicians. MCA 80276 VHS Hi-Fi and
Beta Hi-Fi $29.95.

Performance: Unexceptional
Recording: Very good

Life -on -the -road documentaries tend to
be pretty much the same no matter who
the artist on the road is, and "Stand By
Me," a look at the first American tour
by Julian Lennon, proves to be no
exception. We get the usual backstage
clowning around, the usual interviews
with adoring fans, the usual indifferent-
ly shot concert performances, and the
usual meant -to -be -penetrating inter-
views with the artist.

On the basis of what's here, young
Lennon seems to be a fairly level-
headed, intelligent young man, but, like
his music at this stage, he doesn't pro-
ject much in the way of a personality,
and he's clearly a tyro as a performer.
The sound, however, is excellent, and if
you're an aging John Lennon fan like
me, you'll probably take "Stand By Me"

on its own secondhand terms. But it is
hardly a "monumental occasion," as
one of the fans interviewed here calls it.
In fact, with the exception of a heartfelt
version of the title song, a number iden-
tified with his dad that concludes the
program, this is one of the blander vid-
eos of the year. L.M.

FRANK SINATRA: Portrait of an Al-
bum. Frank Sinatra (vocals); orchestra,
Quincy Jones cond. Until the Real
Thing Comes Along; After You're Gone;
Stormy Weather; Teach Me Tonight;
L.A. Is My Lady; and six others. MGM/
UA MV 400648 VHS Hi-Fi $39.95, MB
400648 Beta Hi-Fi $39.95, ML -100648
LaserDisc $34.95.

Performance: In the pocket
Recording: Excellent

"Portrait of an Album" is both a pro-
motional tool and a semi -documentary
of the making of 01' Blue Eyes' recent
album "L.A. Is My Lady." I say "semi-
documentary" because the video was
produced by Quincy Jones, who pro-
duced and arranged the record album
and is both the main musical focus of
the video other than Sinatra and the
main interview subject.

Now, Jones could hardly be consid-
ered unbiased, nor would he ever have
included anything here that would com-
promise his position with Sinatra. The

thing gets downright gushy in a lot of
places, particularly in the interview seg-
ments, where lyricists Alan and Marilyn
Bergman, engineer Phil Ramone, and
even Michael Jackson blather their
heads off about how terrific Frank is,
about his "aura," and about the "heat"
he generates.

Musically, of course, this is a royal
treat. Sinatra's voice is still limber and
expressive, although some of the old
elasticity is gone, especially on the top.
But then you couldn't get Frank Sinatra,
Lionel Hampton, George Benson,
Frank Foster, and the like together in a
room and not have great music come
out, especially with songs like Teach Me
Tonight, Stormy Weather, and L.A. Is
My Lady, on all of which Sinatra almost
seems to fuse with the music, making
the songs not only personal but inti-
mate. And it's fun to watch him work
out the details of the recording with
Jones, even if they've probably staged
it. The program could do without so
many electronic gimmicks, though.

I suppose in the final analysis the
merit of such a video rests on how
many times you can stand to look at it.
Sinatra fans will, I'm sure, give it power
rotation. And anyone who wants to
know more about the man behind the
voice -and the man behind the leg-
end -will want to give it heavy scrutiny
indeed. A.N.
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Mina, audio SAVE MONEY . TIME  FREIGHT ON NAME BRAND STEREO

COMPONENTS
AKAI GXR-66B AUTO -REV DOLBY B.0 & dbx CASS DK $209.95
AKAI GX-R7OB NEW AUTO -REV. DOLBY B.C. & dbx CASS DK. CALL
KENWOOD KVR-A7ORB (55x2) AUDIO -VIDEO RCVR W REMOTE CALL
SHARP TR-320S AUTO -REV, DOLBY B&C. 1 -TOUCH REC 79.00
ADC SS -415X 12BD PERCH. EQ. W COMPUTER MEMORY 255.00
SANSUI DW-10 SANSUI'S BEST DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK CALL
SANSUI SX-1130 NEW! TOP RECEIVER W AM STEREO CALL
TEAC ECIA-20B 10BD. PERCH. EQ. W SPECTRUM ANALYZER . 85.00
TEAC V -360C DOLBY B&C SOFT TOUCH CASS DK 70.00
TEAC V-750 New PROGRAMMABLE CASS. DK w DOLBY B & C CALL
TEAC R -888X AUTO -REV. CASS. W DOLBY B. C & dbx CALL
TEAC V -450X DOLBY B. C & dbx CASS, w SOFT TOUCH CONTROL. CALL
JENSEN 123012" 3 -WAY (EACH) 79.95
TECHNICS SA -460 (50x2) TV, AM, FM STEREO RECEIVER 199.00
TECHNICS RSB-33W 'NEW' DOLBY B. C. AND dbx dubbing CASS 189.00
TECHNICS SL -J3 QUARTZ PROG. LINEAR TURNTABLE 149.95
TECHNICS RSB-78R AUTO -REV. DOLBY B.C. & dbx CASS.DK CALL
TECHNICS RS-B11W 2-SPD, DBL CASS W AUTO TAPE SELECT 129.95
SONY We Have a Complete Selection of SONY Products CALL

PORTABLES
SONY WM-F75 NEW! AM -FM SPORTS WALKMAN CASS 99.95
SONY CFS-W600 3 -PC.. DUBBING CASS. W EQUALIZER 187.00
SONY CFD-5 AM -FM. DOLBY B CASS. W AUTO -REV. &CD PLAYER CALL
JVC PCW-88JBK 3 -PIECE PORT SYSTEM W dubbing CASS. 178.00

AUTOMOTIVE
SONY ES -R10 DIGITAL CASS W AUTO -REV & FADER 149.95
JENSEN RE -980 AM -FM DIGITAL CASSETTE 169.00
JENSEN J-3033 6x9 TRIAX SPEAKERS (PAIR) 75.00
SANYO FTE-D6 FOR GM. FORD & CHRYSLER, DIN -COMPATIBLE 129.95
SANYO FTU-52 AM FM CASS.W DOLBY B&C. METAL CAPABLE., . 109.95

audio
w 12 E. Delaware Pl.. Chicago 60611

Phone Now Hours: TOLL FREE
1-312-664-0020 10:00-5:00 1-800-621-8042I* Price Lists & Quotes Mon. thru Sat. Orders & Quotes

1 k itni
rinit ..P . qM . I. 4111.1.1:IMP ,41101.1.' 4M0 OD:alf ,14.4.1"),f..4MIllielltIMADA
MI.=1:111;11111:1MIHM),Mir=114MI(MAINVIIIIPMAND M MillINIIIIWINDIMANKM 4.11.14.14.114041(0111U., _ '

VIDEO RECORDER
SANYO VCR -7500 BETA STEREO HI-FI W MTS & REMOTE
SANYO VCR -7250 SUPER BETA HI-F1W WIRELESS REMOTE 349.95

HEADPHONES
KOSS PRO 4X PLUS NEW. IMPROVED! DIGITAL READY 49.50
SONY MDR -M-77 NEW' SONY MONITOR HEADPHONES 59.95
SENNHEISER HD-414SL OPEN AIR, LIGHT WEIGHT 45.00

TAPE -AUDIO & VIDEO
BASF CRE 11-90 NEW CHROMDIOXID EXTRA II 16.90,10
SONY UCXS-90 HIGH BIAS CASSETTE 18.00,10
TDK SA -90 SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE TAPE 16.00'10
TDK SAX -90 DOUBLE COATED 'SA' TYPE CASSETTE 25.00/10
TDK D-90 LOW NOISE CASSETTE TAPE

990FUJI PA -90 METAL CASSETTE 30.00'1100
MAXELL XL 'V 90 TYPE I OR II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 22.9010
MAXELL MX -90 METAL CASSETTES 39.0010
MAXELL XL -90 TYPE I OR TYPE II (PLEASE SPECIFY) 17.90/10

CARTRIDGES
SHURE V-15 TYPE 5 MR 137.00
SHURE V-15 VP TYPE 5 13" MOUNT CALL
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-152MLP REGULAR OR "P" MOUNT
AUDIO-TECHNICA AT-122EP "P" MOUNT 27.95

COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
AKAI CD-A7TB 3 -BEAM LASER, WIRELESS REMOTE. PROG 299.95
TECHNICS SL -P100 NEW PROGRAMMABLE CALL
TECHNICS SL -P300 NEW PROGRAMMABLE CD PLAYER w REMOTE CALL
SONY D-5 SPECIAL w CARRYING CASE AND HEADPHONE CALL
10 OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK NOW CALL

SEE A BETTER PRICE? CALL US! WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!!
UPS rates apply on these unots Prices and Avallabillty Subject to Change

1.400Caed

VISA

411

- send for free price list -
Name
Address
City
State Zip

or use your address label
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IN MAINE. 15,, gems
may also be purchased
at LaMere of Maine
155 Main Street.
Biddeford. ME 0400-
Call 207-283-3627
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ABOUT OUR
ofsygeSS
st.0014°

CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE
Coil Toll Free anywhere In continental USA 8 Hawaii, Virgin Islands and Norio Rico. Call for shIppIng 6 handlir g
charges. Ask about C.0.1) orders. Money orders accepted. Allow 4 weeks clearance on personal checks.
VISA:MasterCard  American Express  Diners Club. CIRCLE NO 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Camera Department

1:§90-341-0783
1-800-443-1927
IN NEW YORK
Syosset
224 West Jeric,o Tpk
L.I., New York
1-516-496-2235

_aerrence
31y Harbor Mall
145-65 Rockaway Tpk
..1., New York
.16-371,1320

Send all mail
orders to
50 Imp Drive.
Inwood, New York I ISA
516-371-2800

THIS MONTH'S SUPER BUYS AT LABELLE S
AM -FM RECEIVERS

AKAI AA -V40125995
 80 watts per channei
 Quartz lock digital tuning

SPECIAL LOW PRICES ON:
Akai AA -At (35 watts) . .... 104.95
Akai AA -V201 (40 watts) 149.95
Aka, AA -V301 (60 watts) 209.95
JVC RX-220 (40 watts) 149.96
JVC RX-330VB (55 watts) 219.95
JVC RX-370RB (55 watts) 249.95
JVC RX-4008 (70 watts) 309.95
JVC RX-500B (100 watts) 419.95
Technics SA -150 (25 watts) 119.95
Technics SA -360 (40 watts) 169.95
Technics SA -460 (50 watts) 209.95
Technics SA -560 (70 watts) 349.95
Pioneer SXV-90 (125 watts) 419.95
Scott 388RS 1100 watts) 29995
Marantz SR -940 (100 watts) 349.95
Marantz SR -840 170 watts) 299.95

CAMCORDERS
Pariasuriic AG -100 Call
Panasonic AG -150 Call
Panasonic PV -200 1049.95
GE -6060 1089.95
Magnavox 1079.95
Olympus 4X-402 Call
Quasar VM-10 Cal
Zenith VM-7000 1199.95
RCA CLR-200 Call
Hitachi VM 2000 Cell
Kodak Kodavision 2200 499.95
Kodak Kodayision 2400 699.95
M.nolta CR-1000S Call

CASSETTE DECKS TURNTABLES

ribChniCSFISB 33W Ti3ChniCS SL -J2
Dolby  B C 8 Ohs 5995 Direct Drive Linear

1 0995TraclungiOuartzDubbing Cassette Turntaule

Technics RS -812
Technics RS -B14
Technics RS -B18
Technics RS-B24W
Technics RS-B11W
Technics RS-B28R
Technics RS-B49W
Technics RS -B781,1
Technics RS -B100
Akai HX-A101
Akai HX-A201
Akai HX-A301
Akai HX-A3X
Akai HX-040
JVC KD-VR320
JVC KD-VR5
JVC KD-W55
JVC KID -V6
JVC DD-VR77

Panasonic
VIDEOS
ALL IN ONE VHS
VIDEO CAMERA
Autotocus Camera
includes Battery
charger, battery.
handgrip

92995 PV -200
Call for the lowest possible prices
other makes and models

RADAR
DETECTORS

WHISTLER

Virg
SPECTRUM

1899'

Cobra RN -3100 99.95
Cobra RN -4100 149.95
Uniden Bandit 109.95
Linden RD -9 229.95
Whistler Spectrum 189.95
Whistler Spectrum Remote 189.95
Bel 8345 179.95
Bel 870 159.95
Bel 861 99.95
Bel 860 134.95
Bel 864 89.95
Bel 834 169.95

TELEPHONES

Panasonic KXT-2203 29.95
Panasonic KXT-2340 59.95
Panasonic KXT-3203 69.95
Panasonic VA -8075 79.95
Panasonic KXT-3130 119.95
Sanyo MD -3300... 69.95
Sanyo MD -3500 .. 89.95
Bell Plaza II 9995
GTE -2200 69.95
Cobra St -412 69.95
Code -a -Phone 8425 139.95
Panasonic KXT-3160 159.95

69.95
89.95

119.96
109.96
129.95
149.95
189.95
254.95
429.95

69.95
9495

156.00
156.00
167.00
159.95
199.95
229.95
229.95
339.95

Call for

Technics SLBD-1 54.95
Technics SLBD-2 59.95
Technics SLBD-3 67.95
Technics SLOD-2 74.95
Technics SL -Q03 84.95
Technics SLOX-200 Call
Technics SLOX 300 Call
Technics SL -J3 129.95
Technics SL -L2 119.95
Technics SL -L3 139.95
Technics SLD-500 149.95
Technics SL-1200MKII 269.95
JVC _FX4 79.95
JVC OLFX5B 99.95
JVC OLL 208 139.95
Aka, AP -X1 54.95
AKai AP -A201 69.95

VIDEO SPECIALS

PV -1330R
PV -1340......
PV -1540......
PV -1545......
PV -1740......
PV-5800......
PV -85)0
PV-8630......
PV-96X0......
PK-959
PK-452
AG -1F00

DUALIZER/M

ADC 111111

ADC SS -412X 21995
10 Band ED w Spectrum
Analyzer
ADC SS -425X 26995
ADC SS-117EX 149.95
Teac ECIA 10 89.95
Technics SH-8044 139.95
Technics SH-8055 229.95
Technics SH-8066 299.95
Akai EA -A2 11995
NUMARK DISCO MIXERS
DM 500 8995
DM -1550 179.95
DM -1800 289.95
DM -1150 139.95
DM -1650 209.95
DM -1800 269.95

ANSWERING
MACHINES

Panasonic KXT 14100 59.95
Panasonic KXT 1415 74.95
Panasonic KXT 1421 89.95
Panasonic KXT 1730 189.95
Panasonic KXT 2425 169.95
Code -a -Phone 2150 . 10995
Code -a -Phone 2530 119.95
Sony ITA-500. 149.95
Sony ITA-600 189.95
Record -a -call 690 149.95
Sanyo TAS-3100 99.96
Phonemate MD -5000 79.96

VIDEO TAPES
Far,.,, Mar..

VHS T-120
6 hour tape

299 ea

11113X8
XL -II C90 . .. 1.99
XL -II S-90 . .. 2.39
1-120 499
T-120HGX .. 1.99

OTDK
SA -90
SAX -90
T-120
'- '20F HO

1 69
229
499
599

279.95
329.95
429 95
529.95
829.95
449.95
629.95
69995
CALL

729.95
479.95
559.95

CARTRIDGES

NEW

OrrOrOn t=l $5995
 Frequency response 201c 20 000
 Eng tical styles
 fits all P -moult

turntables

SHURE
DT -.5P 39 95
DT -25P 59.95
OT -35P 79.95
V-1EVMR 14935

audio- technica
HR -101 EU 39.35
HR -201 EU 59.35
HR -301 EU . 74.95
HR -401 EU 89.95

STiEVII )11
PRO 3000
PRO 4000
PRO 5000
Pro 96

2995
59.95
78.95
89.95

OPEN SUNDAYS
CLOSED
SATURDAYS
Prices and products in effect

March 25th through
April 261h Open

Mon .Fri Open Sit
days 10-8 Closed

Saturdnd

DISC PLAYERS

TECHNICS SLP-P100
New Programmable 22995
Disc Player- c,

-0141

Technics SL -P300
Technics SL -P500
Technics SL-XP7
JVC XL -3/2008
JVC XL-V400B.
JVC XL-V50121B
Sony D-5
Akai CD -A30
ADC CD -100X
Hitachi DA -501
Scott DA 959
Teac PD -500

279.95
Cali

219 95
199.95
299 95
389.95
209.95
229.95
189.95
279.95
289.95

.. 33995

TECHNICS
SL -1200 MK II

PRO DISCO TURNTABLE

$26995
VIDEO SPECIALS  VIDEO SPECIALS  VIDEO SPECIALS 

RCA JV
VLT-650 Call HPID 15°
VLP-900 669E1 I-IFIP-555.
VLP-950 .... 889E6 HR) -566
VLP-950 88915 GIN 8U
VLP-970 969.15
CLC-020 619.05

SHARP
VC-EWOU 189.95
VC 1132 269.95
VC e93__ 319.95

AMPLIFIERS/TUNERS

'TECHNICS SJ-V6X
100 Watts per channel
Computer ON* Class A AMP

249"
Technics SU-V4X (65 watts) 199.95
Technics SU-V7X (IO( watts) 289.96
Technics SU-V1OX (120 watts) 379.95
Akai AM -A401 (80 wags) 224.95
JVC A -X VB (100 watts) 309.95
JVC A -X 900 El (120 watts) . 249.95

TUNES
Technics ST -G3 '29 95
Technics ST-G6T '69.95
Technics ST -G7 2249.95
Akai AT -A301 44.95

WALKABOUTS

fi

Sony WMF-12 ... 39.95
Sony WMF-18 .. 79.95
Sony WMF-75 . 109.95
Aiwa HSJ-500 139.95
Aiwa HST -200.........79.95
Sanyo MGR -60 39.95

49.95
74.95
99.95
49.95

119.95
64.95
89.95

Panasonic RX-193C
Panasonic RXS-35 .

Toshiba KT -4075
Toshiba RPS-33
Toshiba RP-KSI
Sharp JC11
Sharp JC22

AUTOMOTIVE SPEAKERS/AUTOMOTIVE SPEAKERS

JENSEN-J.(3o.
6-49' Tnax 150 Watt 3 Way
Car Speaker

JENSEN
US630 5". Max 65W 49.95 pr.
US620 coax 55W ... 44.95 pr.
US420 4''," coax 35w ... 37.95 pr.
JCX-200 649" coax 150w 54.95 pr.
33033 649" Max 100* 79.95 pr.
J3023 6' ," Max 75w 69.95 pr.
J3013 6 coax 75w 44.95 pr.
J3003 41/2" coax 50w 49.95 pr.

CLARION
SE -980 6s9 3 way 80 watts
SE -990 69 4 way 120 watts
SE -631 6' 3 way 60 watts
SE -625 6' coax 40 watts
SE -530 5' Multi -Axial 40 wat
SE -521 5' Coax 40 watt

BLAUPUNKT
DL 3530 3'." 30 watts . 39.95 pr.
CL 4635 4"46' Coax 35w . 69.95 pr.
CL 5050 5'." Coax 50w 89.95 pr.
DL 4145 4" 10" 50 tt 99.95 pr.Wa S

SONY DL 4145 4 x10" dual
ES -S92 6"x9 Coax 80 watts site pr cone 45w 49.95 pr.

64.95 pr.
79.95 pr.
54.95 pr.
39.95 pr.
44.95 pr.
36.95 pr.

339.95
599.95

Call
999.95

ZENITH .

VP -1805
VF -2100  ....299.95
VF -3100 .-..649.95
VF-°'oo
VF -4100 849.95

Sharp 9" alzi 102 . =9.95
Sharp 13" 13Km 15 1119.95
Sharp 14" 14KV 765 289.95
Sharp 19- 19KP1.5 209.95
Sharp 25" 25Kt 55 299.95
Panasonic 19" CT -1900 259.95
Panasonic TS' CT 3053 299.95
Sony 13" (V 1370R 249.95
Sony 19" <V 1972R ... 139.95
Sony 26" <V 268CR . 569.95
Sony 27" <V 2781R ... 099.95
Sony 4"F 3 40A .. +49.95
S.',/ PD,A 129.95

GE
607110 379.95
5022X 449.95
5023X 529.955025X..649.95
VT640 649.95

FISHER
FVH-805A 299.95
FVH-816 stereo 379.95
FVH-825 479.95
FVH-839 62995

TYPEWRITERS
SMITH -CORONA -100

Smith Corona SE -100 179.95
Smith Corona SE -200 239.95
Smith Corona SE -300 339.95
Smith Corona SE -2005R289.95
Smith Corona SE-300SR399.95
Panasonic RKP-200C 199.95
Panasonic RKP-35 . 199.95
Panasonic RKT-40 249.95
Canon Typestar 5 Deluxe135.95
Canon Typestar 6 199.95
Canon MX 66 CALL
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CAR PIONEER  SONY

STEREOS CONCORD  PANASONIC
MARANTZ - MITSUBISHI

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICES

CONCORD
CAR STEF.E0S
HPL-122R 10 -watts per
channel. digits quartz. Dolby 159es
separate base 'able. metal
tape etc

BLAUPUNKT OEN
TUCSON

AM -FM digital stereo past
button tuner alto reverse
Dolby  noise reduction, fader

AM -FM CAR STEREOS
Frarmion 119.95 Saciamerco
Seattle 159.95 Washington Sq
Richmond 199.95 New York tr Sq
Manhattan 199.95 BPA-415
Aspen SOR 24 219.95 BRA -430

CCIarion
8500R

Digital AM -FM stereo
tuner auto -reverse tape
separate bast and trebl

8925R7 239.95
8900RT 229.95
8800RT 189.95
8725P7 189.95
86250T 179.95
860007 169.95

9339"

2.9 95
449 95
519.95

3995
3)995

139"
840ORT
EGOOR
82008
63008
900EOA
700 Eat

14196
139.95
119.95
112.15
131.95
9L95

SONY 100
ESR-1)
CAR STEREO

 10 watts  Separate bass 8 treble
 Auto 'averse  Fader
 Nit Scan 1 3995

JENSEN
Al DM

91111iMMI

ATZ-300 209"
D31byv noise reduction. programmable tape
intro tame scan. LCD quartz

AM -FM CAR STEREOS
AT2-330 209.95 RE -980

179.95 RE -960
EGA -0000 89.95 RE -940
E0A-2500 69.95 RE -900

SANYO
FTE-50

169.9s
169.95
15995
129.95

All night illumination Dolby, B 8 18999
C AM SS 9.5 watts per channel
136er =tick. auto reverse AM SS
music search

129.95 FTU-45 119.95
FTE-23 . 149.96 FTU-55 129.95
FTE-3) 139.96 FTU-42 119.95
FTE-'3 160.95 FTU-52 134.95
FTE-60 229.95 PA6050 99.95
FTE-C4 149.95 PA7100 119.95
FTE-C6 169.96 PA6110 139.95
FTE-C 7 199.95
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20 day return policy All returns must be phoned in for prior author ration and must be received with n 20 days from recent of original shipment All F roducts must be returned in original factory packaging
clean and unscratched. and blank warranty card Do not tape. or deface manufacturers original arsons Shipping and handling charges no- reicaidable Picture: are for illustration only and do not
represent the product exactly as shown Rainchecks available upon request Please call and reserve your purchases if you plan to pick up at store Quantitiesare I mited and sublect to availability
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STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED
EQUIPMENT

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

When was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you can t
remember, then it may already
be too late!!

We specialize in phono cart-
ridges,factory original replace
ment styli & record care items
only!!

FREE PRICE QUOTES
VISAIMC/C.O.D. ORDERS
N.Y. State (516) 599.1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

5

Sat. 9am 8pm

ST NTon
FREE CATALOG -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on

Stereo/esoteric components and accessories for the
home and car: Sony, Bose, JVC, AR, SAE, other
"high quality" brands. AUDIO UNLIMITED, 12031/2D

Adams Ave, La Grande, Oregon 97850. (503) 963-
5731, 10-6, M-Th, 10-4 Pacific Time.

tereo - 1'7 Nor RIC
xpress7 (714) 594-5749

CALL FOR PRICE
FAST & FRIENDLY SERVICE

Most Orders Shipped Within 48 Hours
HOME AUDIO

YAMAHA. ADS. BOSE. HAFLER,HARMAN KARDON
INFINITY. AR, ALTEC, SONY. DBX. JBL JVC, AIWA

TECHNICS AKAI. SAE MICRO SEIKI. ADCOM
TEAC. STAX. ADVENT AUDI SOURCEAND MANY

CAR AUDIO
ADS, ALPINE. BLAUPUNKT CONCORD SONY

KENWOOD. PIONEER CLIFFORD ALARMS

VIDEO
SONY. JVC RCA PANASONIC

709 Brea Canyon Rd., Suite 9, Walnut, CA 91789

BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS, Luxman, NAD, Thorens,
Kyocera. Reasonable prices. Soundcrest Inc., (201)
756-4858.

HAFLER, YAMAHA, BOSE, MCINTOSH. etc., in stock.
Trades welcomed. Audio Exchange. 57 Park Place -SR,
NY, NY 10007. (212) 964-4570.

PAY DEALER COST
On Home & Car Stereci....VIdeo Equipment also
Satellite T.V. All top brands. No deposit, same day
shipping, no lemon guarantee. Full lifetime ser-
vice. Call 9am to 9pm daily, 'til 5pm Saturday.

1-301-488-9600
INTERNATIONAL HI Fl DISTRIBUTORS

Moravia Center Industrial Park
Baltimore, Maryland 21206

UNPRESSURED, PERSONALIZED CONSULTATION
and lowest prices on a variety of superb components.
COMMUNITY AUDIO. 318 West Duval, Philadelphia. PA
19144 (215) 843-9918

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! GET LOW
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment -includ-
ing high -end and even esoteric products not nor-
mally discounted! Now we can save you money on
the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selec-
tion -no need to settle for second choice. Thou-
sands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us fo
price quotes or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1.
(616) 451-3868. VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO AD-
VISOR, INC., 225 Oakes Southwest, Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49503.

Home & car G
STEREO
Harman Kardon
marantz

et It
reBoston

Acoustics
Audio Control
Sony ES NEC

Thorens ADS

Denon AIWA
Ortofon B & 0
Hafler And morel

We Deliver
Free
Anywhere
In The U.S.

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho TOE , Commack, NY 11725
Charge It ... call (516) 499-7680

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANK & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, ME-

RIDIAN, N.A.D., HARMAM/KARDON, KYOCERA,
YAMAHA, LUXAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B&W, POLK,
KEF, D.C.M., E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND

OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS

COVERED BY MANUFACTURERS' U.S.A. WAR-
RANTY. AMERISOUND SALES, INC. EAST: (904)
262-4000; WEST; (818) 243-1168.

Speakerkit Catalog -30 proven designs for home,
cars 8 (and) pro. JBL, Audax, Hatter, polypropylene
drivers, 8 crossovers. 32. Gold Sound, Box 141SR,
Englewood, CO 80151.

AUDIOPHILES! HEAR JSE Infinite Slope loudspeak-
ers on 7 day trial auditionings. Also Hafler and Thor -
ens dealers. SOUND UNLIMITED, 178 Main Street,
Bristol, CT 06010. (203) 584-0131.

SAVE UP TO 75%! Esoteric loudspeaker kits, acoustic
foam, drivers, enclosures, capacitors etc. Catalog
$2.00. Refundable. Audio Concepts, 1631 Caledonia
St., LaCrosse, Wisconsin 546024608)781-2110.

BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS with low discount prices on:
Carver. ADS, Bang .1 Olufsen, Revox, Nakamichi, Haf-
ler, Kyocera, Tandberg, Luxman, H.K. Manufacturers
U.S.A. warranty on all. ISLAND AUDIO. INC. (904) 253-
3456.

J.S. AUDIO offers home, car, digital. 8 esoteric audio
components at extremely competitive prices. Call (301)
890-3232 or write to J.S. AUDIO, One Childress Court,
Laurel, MD 20707. MC -VISA.

ROLEX WATCHES -Heuer, Breitling, Porsche, Tudor,
Seiko, Chronosport, Lassale. Authorized dealer. (800)
247-2499; in Michigan (616) 343-8069.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, car audio.
RTRD, 2105 Claremont, Springfield, IL 62703. (217)
529-8793.

STEREO CITY ATLANTA MAIL ORDER DIVISION.
We carry everything in electronics. Yamaha, Al-
pine, Denon. (404) 264-9378.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

11Pi
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REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Perfor-
mance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove It
works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: 14041493-6879

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-(800) 222-3465. AR *
ACOUSTAT * AMBER * B&W * BOSE * GRADO *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * JVC * KENWOOD
* NITTY GRITTY * PREMIER * SONY * TALISMAN
* AND MORE. HCM AUDIO, 1600 BX MANGROVE.
CHICO, CA 95926. (916) 345-1341.

EXPERIENCED FRIENDLY ADVICE! ACOUSTAT, PS,

HAFLER, SAE, QUAD, KLIPSCH, THORENS,
GRADO, FRIED, ADCOM, MONSTER CABLE, CD
PLAYERS, more. Immediate, FREE shipping! READ

BROTHERS STEREO, 593.6 King St., Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

SAVINGS TO 40%: Nakamichi: Revox, NAD, KEF,
B&W, Yamaha, Mission, Tanberg, Keyocera, Sony,
plus 100 others East 1-(202) 723-7404; West 1-(206)

325-7601.

AUDIOVISION authorized dealer for ADS, B80, Carver,
Dahlquist, Denon, Grado, NEC, Polk, Nakamichi, Ya-
maha, Pioneer Video, Ortofon. Audiovision, 210 South
Main, Moscow, ID 83843. (208) 882-3505.

J.P.W. LOUDSPEAKERS LTD OF PLYMOUTH OF
DEVON ENGLAND OFFERS SUPERIOR QUALITY AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES. Our P1 Loudspeaker was
voted *1 budget Loudspeaker in 1985 by the British
Audio Association. Contact: Power Audio Distribu-
tors. 4632 Crossroads Park Drive, Liverpool, NY 13088.
(315)451-5721.

CONCERT SOUND HAS MOVED. Linn Sondek-
Naim-NAD-REGA-Mordaunt Short-Grado-
Magnepan. 7103 Blanco (NW Corner loop 410). San
Antonio. 340-1224.

THE BEST FOR LESS NAD, Rogers, Kyocera, Snell,
Grado, B&W. PS Audio. KEF, Robertson, Mission.
Harmon Kardon and more. The Sound Shop. (206) 325-
3921 or 938-2302.

AMERICAN STEREO
AMERICA'S PREMIER DISCOUNTER OF

CAR and HOME STEREO
Sony CDXR7 $475 Becker Ur Woofer S24 each
Concord HPL550 $425 Sanyo FTE-50 564

Call us for the lowest price quotes in America
Nationwide Toll Free California

1-800.882-8787 209-221-8787



RCA-JVC-MAGNAVOX -PIONEER -VCR'S-CAM-
ERAS-CAMCORDERS-MONITORS-Home & Car
Audio. The Stereo Factory, 1010 Tenth St., Hunting-
ton, W.V. 25701. 1-800-GET-VCRS orders only.
1(304)526-0132 Information.

 NAKAMIC311  KOETSLI  ACCUIX-4ASF_  LUX  NICRO SE. 

ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END

DISCOUNTED
America's Largest Selection

OVER 100 CARTRIDGES
50 TONEARMS

30 TURNTABLES
1 00 ACCESSORIES, E. MORE

CATALOG -S3 00

U

YD

 SAEC

ANESE STEREO
930 N. Le Cterlege Blvd.

Los Angeles. CA 90069  (213) 659  8550

 HIGHPHONIC  SCOW.' ES  ESPRIT  ENTRE  STAX 

ATTENTION HAFLER, DYNA, CROWN OWNERS, We
build new higher performance circuits in Hatter, Dyne,
Crown audio components. Not "modifications", but
new PC cards and stable, non -stewing circuits that
drive real world loads with music signals. Write or
call for free catalog and sample of Audio Basics, our
monthly newsletter. Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River
Hills Dr., Burnsville, Minn. 55337. (612) 890-3517.
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LOWEST PRICES ON BRAND NAME LOUD SPEAKER

DRIVERS. Crossovers, parts and kits. Quantity dis-
counts available. Send $1.00 for catalogue (refund-
able with order). KDS ELECTRONICS, Dept. SR 486,
POB 907, Rye, NY 10580.

ELECTRACRAFT FEATURES: AR, Audioquest, B80,
Dahlquist, DCM, Denon, Grado, Haller, KEF, Klipsch,
Mitsubishi, Monster, PS Audio, Revox, RH Labs, Sig-
net, Sote, Spike, Sumiko, Tandberg, ELECTRA-
CRAFT, 400 Ceder St., Sandpoint, ID, 83864 (208) 263-
9516.

DIRECT SIGHT AND SOUND, America's best kept

audio and video secret, continues to please ...five
years and over 40,000 customers later, we still
offer the best in audio, video, and auto sound
including esoterics at incredible prices! We sell
and service only U.S. warranty merchandise! Our
staff is not only knowledgeable, but helpful and
courteous in choosing the right component for
you. Become one of the ELITE! Call (404)351.
6772. Direct Sight and Sound, 3095 Bolling Way,
Dept. S, Atlanta, GA 30305. MC/VISA/AMEX, COD
with deposit. FREE catalog.

You may be damaging every
record you play...

...if you haven't replaced your Stylus
(needle) in the past year.

Finding the proper Shure replacement
styli is easy. Call toll -free 1-80257-4873
(Illinois residents call 1-800-624-8522)
for the location of your nearest Shure
Stylus Replacement Center. Your dealer
will show you a stylus that's precision
designed to maximize the sound of
your system.

Call today. Don't let a great record
collection go to ruin.

SHURE®
THE THRILLER security system turns on your car
stereo when the door opens and more. FREE BRO-
CHURE. Dealer discounts. $29.95. INNOVATIVE SYS-
TEMS, 539 So. Carnahan Road, Spokane, WA 99212.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826-0520 for NAD, Hai-
ler, Denon, Dahlquist, Tandberg, dbx, 3D, Pro-
ton, Nittygritty, B&W, VSP, Thorens, Grace, CWD,
Monster, M&K, Grado, Belles, Oracle, Talisman,
Duntech, Stax, Astatic, Tiptoes, Audioquest, DCM,
Proac, Dynavector, Fried, Moscode. SOUND
SELLER, 1706 Main, Marinette, WI 54143. (715)
735-9002.

ARE YOU INTERESTED in (Duality Preowned Audio
Equipment? Subscribe to "The Sound Trek " pub-
lished 6x annually, your listings of items for sale or
wanted. $10/yr. Call or write: Play It Again Sam. 12611-
R Madison Avenue, Lakewood. Ohio 44107. (216) 228-
0040. MC/VISA.

HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers and auto
speaker systems form the world's finest manufactur-
ers. For beg nners and audiophiles. Audax, Becker,
Dynaudio, Dalesford, Jordan. JVC, SEAS. More! Siare,
Peerless, Fecal, Scan -Speak. Free price list. A&S
SPEAKERS, Box 74625, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-
8609.

CASH FOR ALL TYPES of used stereo equipment. We buy
by phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUT_ET, 320 Old York
Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215) 886-1650.

CALL US!
WE ARE THE BEST IN THE U.S.

FRIENDLY EXPERT SERVICE. FAST
FREE SHIPPING.

Conrad - Johnson, ADS, Hoffer, PS Audio, Perreaux,
Proton, Revox, Crown, Klipsch, Dahiquist, Duntech,
Oracle, M&K, Celestion, Technics, Professional APT
Holman, AJdio Pro, dbx, Ohm Acoustics, Infinity,
Bose, Monster Cable, SAE, Stax, Amber, Denon, VSP
Labs, Adcom, DCM, Tandberg, Thorens, Kyocera,
Grace, Grado, Dynavector, Nitty Gritty, VPI, NY Audio
Labs, Moscodes, Fosgate, and more. AUTOMOTIVE
Concord, Sony, Proton, limbo, Ungo Box and more.

MEMBER BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU MC/VISA.
REFERENCE AUDIO SYSTEMS,

18214 Dalton Ave., Gardena CA 90248.
(213)398-4205 (213)391-2679

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality audio -video with
money back guarantee! Send your name and address
for FREE monthly inventory. Ross Stereo. 4912 Na-
ples Place, San Diego. CA 92110. (619) 275-3632.

LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES by ENCORE. Real
Rosewood and Teak veneers. Mensicus, 3275 Gladi
olio, Wyoming, Michigan 49509. (616) 776-1262.

ELECTONIC CROSSOVERS -Custom built, f ve year
warranty. Comprehensive literature available. DB
SYSTEM, Rindge, New Hampshire 03461. (603) 899-
5121.

CABLE TV
Converters / Descremblers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN U.S.

Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith -Many Others' Lowest Dealer
Prices, Orders shipped within 24 hours/ Complete illus-
trated catalog. $2.00. MasterCard -VISA- COD ac:epted

PACIFIC CABLE CO., INC. (818) 716-5914
7325'/o Reseda Blvd., 130 Reseda. CA 91335

EXTEND YOUR

MFR'S WARRANTY
on home entertainment &

consumer electronic
products.

;f product was purchased within
30 days, contact us for the best
prices on service contracts.
Covers all parts and labor.
Backed by a major, worldwide
insurance group.
Service centers coast -to -coast.

CALL TOLL FREE

800 -DIAL -FIX

77,7 WARRANTECH

PHILIPS. AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAU-
DIO LOUDSPEAKERS in stock with good prices and
comoetent services. Crossover components also.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. 8982 Table
Bluff Box 4283. Madison, WI 53711. (608) 767-2673.

YOUR ONLY AUTHORIZED WEST COAST source for ADS

* ADCOM * B&O * B&S * Canton * H/K * Kyocera *
Mission * Revox. Save more, pay check or money order.

STAIIAL SOUND, (818) 764-5200, Ext. 8.

Yamaha R9 $699. R8 $519. R7 $429 GE60 $319. K1020
$529.. Nakamich,: BX 125 $349., RX 202 $489., BX 300
$599., Dragon $1450. Sansui B2301 $1,899., B2101
$679.. C2301 $1799.. C2101 $549.. PCX11 $799.,
AUG99X $749., SE99B $579., D90 SR $659., DW1OB
$429., Beta 5011 $369.. Ea..a 30 $329., NCD 200R
$549., NRS503 $469., ND1000 CB $439., SXV1000
$499. Denon Equipment Please Cali. Full USA War-
ranty. Not an authorized Nakamichi Dealer. Visa
MCArrexDiners. COD. (206) 221-2977 or (206) 361-
2455. Taskamicni Audio, POB 25583. Seattle, WA
98125

ALTEC. ELECTRO-VOICE. JBL speaker components,
speakers, JBL monitors. Premium subwoofer drivers.
Professional sound equipment. AHCO. (201) 561-8123.

TAF ES

OLD 'WE RADIO -original broadcasts on quality
tapes. Free catalog. Carl Froelich, 2R Heritage Farm,
New Freedom, Pennsylvania 17349.

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! In-
expensive Recordings. 275 page catalog, $1.25. AM
TREASURES, Box 192SR, Babylon. NY 11702.

TAPE WORLD 1-800-245-6000
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AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40, 545.00. 101/2 x 3600' and cassettes.
MCNISA, Valtech Electronics. Box 6 -SR, Richboro, PA
18934. (215) 322-4866.

SPEAK EASY ARCHIVES OLD TIME RADIO PRO-
GRAMS at affordable prices. Excellent quality. Send
$5.00 with $3.00 rebate first order. Large selection. P.O.
Box 22141, Oklahoma City, OK 73123.

AUDIO ACCESSORIES

POLYACOUSTIC FOAM RUBBER SPEAKER
GR LLES-custom, replacement, OEM. Informa-
tion -221 stamp. Custom Sound, 8460 Marsh, Al-
gorrac, MI 48831.



AUDIO SPECIALTY SHOP

AUDIOPHILES/VIDEOPHILES! We have the widest
selection of audio/video equipment available. Ky-
ocera, Allison, Adcom, Infinity, NEC. Thorens, Har-
man-Kardon, Soundcraftsman, Canton. Hager,
Klipsch, Luxman. VHS Hi-Fi! Call for information.
CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd., Rego
Park, NY 11374. (718) 459-7507. Immediate delivery.
MC/VISA/AMEX.

RECORDS

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks, Mint. List $1 (refund-
able). Jemm's, P.O. Box 157, Glenview, III. 60025.

OPERA -HISTORICAL PERFORMANCES. VIDEO &
DISC. Most comprehensive selection. Catalog $1.00.
LYRIC, Box 622, Merrick, NY 11566.

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves, opera
boxes, etc. COMPLETE CATALOG. Cabco, Box 8212,
room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

FROM EDISON TO ELVIS (AND BEYOND) LP'S 78's
45's etc. Inquiries, The Olde Tyme Music Scene, 915
Main Street, Boonton, NJ 07005. (201) 335-5040
Tuesday - Sunday.

PROTECT YOUR LP'S-Poly sleeves .134, Polylined
paper 174. Cardboard jackets 504. Postage $2.50.
Record House, Box 323, Hillburn, NY 10931.

JAZZ, BLUES, ROCK. Below list. VISA, MC. Free cat-
alog. RUTABAGA RECORDS, 437 North 5th St.,
Stroudsburg, PA 18360.

FREE RECORD, CASSETTE AND COMPACT DISC
CATALOG: Features a tremendous selection of re-
maindered LP and cassette values in all musical cat-
egories. Compact disc, cassette and LP new releases
at discount prices. Many imports and smaller labels
offered. Prompt delivery. Rose Records, Dept SR, 214
SO. Wabash Avenue. Chicago. IL 60604

$8.98 LIST LP'S/TAPES $5.17. Compact discs $11.43.
Catalogs $1.00. NU LITE, 3277 Roswell Rd. N.E., 348,
Atlanta, GA 30305.

USED RECORDS ARE VALUABLE! Are yours? Free
information. Collectors Clearinghouse, P.O Box 135,
N. Syracuse, NY 13212.

ATTENTION SERIOUS RECORD COLLECTORS un-
usual records, audiophiles, and imports. Free cata-
log. Records Limited, 5800 Kirkpatrick Road,
Charlotte, NC 28211.

FREE CHAMBER MUSIC RECORD CATALOG! FREE
record offer! Brass! Spring Woodwinds! CRYSTAL
RECORDS, Sedro Wooley, WA 98284.

RARE rock albums. Mint, original. Cutouts, over-
stocks, imports. FREE catalog. HARVARD SQUARE
RECORDS, Box 1975 SR, Cambridge, MA 02238. (617)
876-4364.

COMPACT DISCS

COMPACT DISCS! Most 512.99-$14.99. 4000 plus ti-
tles. Free catalog plus regular updates. OZ REC-
ORDS. 5246 Memorial Drive. Stone Mountain. Georgia
30083.(404)292-5452.

COMPACT DISCS & ACCESSORIES. Lail TOLL FREE

1(800) -ALL -DISC, (in CT. 1 452-0203), for FREE
CATALOG M -F 10-8, Saturday 10-6. ALL DISC MU-
SIC INC., 41 Monroe Tpke., Trumbull, CT 06611.

COMPACT DISC/AUDIOPHILE AND IMPORT AL-
BUMS. Large selection, fair prices, fast service, de-
tailed monthly BULLETIN. New low pricing. Call 1-800-
525-2514 for FREE catalog, or write The Essentials
Marketing, Dept. SR86, POB 3366, Lynnwood, WA
98046.

...i\
COMPACT DISC CENTER

P 0 Box 6165 Clifton Park. NY 12065

NY 1516) 6E4-2550
Outside NY -To Order Only

Call 1-800-2323687

Many Discs $12.99
Quantity 10 and over only $11.99

$2.00 Cont. U.S ongoing

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPACT DISCS AND LASER VIDEO DISCS. Nice
prices -free lists. MC/VISA. SIGHT & SOUND INC.,
18 Bennett St., Boston, MA 02135. (617) 787-4465.

CLASSICAL CD's
from $11.00

POP/JA771
TI COUNTRY CD's

from $10.00

I ORDERS ONLY

TOLL FREE

J811
FOR COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTES

1-800.382.2242
FOR COMPACT DISCS. CASSETTES
COMPUTER SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

(203)452.1490
FOR INQUIRIES AND CONNECTICUT ORDERS

 EXTENSIVE DOMESTIC

AND IMPORTED SELECTION
 WRITE OR CALL

FOR A FREE CATALOGUE
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COMPACT DISCS AT DISCOUNT PRICES. Send $2 tcr
a quality, up-to-date catalog to: Cat's Compact Discs,
Dept. SR. POB 22773, Nashville, TN 37202

"THE GREAT JAZZ CD SALE" -Featuring Delos
($9.95), Windham Hill ($10.95), GRP ($11.95), DMP
($12.95). The CD Deli, 5706 7th Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11220. (718) 439-3324. "We carry all CD labels."

COMPACT DISCS!! 100's at $11.99! Over 3000 titles!
Quantity discounts! Send $2.00 (refundable on first
order) LASERSOUNDS UNLIMITED, 1111 West El
Camino Real, Suite 109-284, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.
(415)964-1148. Thanks.

CD SUPERMARKET -PRICES SLASHED. Prompt de-
livery, Large selection. For information or phone or-
ders call TOLL FREE 1(213) 543-1991. CA. residents
call 1 (800) 322-1985. CD SUPERMARKET, 12525
Aviation Blvd. Suite 8210, Redondo Beach, CA 90278.

LOWERING COST -$9.95 year membership. Pur-
chase all CD's at wholesale cost for year. Prices start
$6.95 classical, Jazz. Popular, imports. $3.00 catalog
and further details. Tivoli Entertainment, 725 South
Gilbert, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. (319) 338-5738.

USED CD'S $8.95-$10.95. Sell your unwanted CD's
S6.00-$8.00. Audio Club, 1105 Webster Dept. #436,
Sandy, Utah. 84070. (801) 571-9767. We'll pay $25.00
for BOSTON CD's.

DUWARS, BOX 6662D, GREENVILLE, SC 29606 -CD
Classical music from $9 up -monthly specials -cat-
alog listing, 2,500 titles $1.

COMPACT DISC. Write to Wil-Sean Enterprise, 256
So. Robertson Blvd., Suite 9546. Beverly Hills. CA
90211.

SERIOUS ABOUT CLASSICAL MUSIC? ABOUT
COMPACT DISCS? Now in our 4th year. Ethel Enter-
prises is serious about both and invites you to sub-
scribe to our 100 page catalog detailing more than
1700 titles in stock. Annual subscription $5.00 (RE-
FUNDABLE WITH ORDER). ETHEL ENTERPRISES.
P.0.8 3301, Dept. SR, Falls Church, VA 22043.

WE ARE MR DISC your compact contact with the end-
less disc list. Free catalog and updates: MR DISC, 220
South L St., Lompoc, CA 93436.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law -CREATE wealth!
Details FREE -WealthK it, No. DD4, Billings, N.Y.
12510.

HOW YOU CAN MAKE $220-$745/WEEKEND. Na-
tional network Television advertising will proclaim
sensational new product. You supervise weekend
demonstration sales in local stores. Write: J&R Lim-
ited, Suite 338, 1471 S. Main, N. Canton, OH 44720.

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED! Low-

est possible prices!! Over 100 brands! Audio,
Video, Car Stereo, Computers, Electronic Ex-

perts, 1000 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

SATELLITE DISH DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE.
60,000 Industry sales monthly are making fortunes.
MERIDA, Harmony, PA 10637-9717.

YOUR OWN RADIO STATION! AM, FM, cable, li-
censed/unlicensed, transmitters! Broadcasting: Box
130-R4, Paradise, CA 95969.

MAIL ORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home
business without experience or capital. Information
free. Mail Order Associates, Inc., Dept. 459, Mont-
vale, NJ 07645.

$10-#360 WEEKLY/Up, Mailing Circulars! Home -
Operated. Sincerely Interested rush Self -Addressed
Envelope: Headquarters-MGG, P06 870, Wood-
stock, IL 60098.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY PHOTOGRAPHING airplanes.
Free information for SASE. K.B. Brown, 3015-312 E.
Bayshore Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063.

$10-360 WEEKLY UP, MAILING CIRCULARS! No Quo-
tas. Sincerely Interested. Rush stamped envelope:
National Division, Box 20728-TR4, San Diego, CA
92115.

WHY NOT MAIL CRICULARS? Work part or full time.
Have capability of $500 weekly. Hurry! Limited offer.
SASE. HOWELL COMMUNICATIONS, 508 West Park,
Waxahachie TX 75165.

AMAZING HOME ELECTRONICS BUSINESS, no in-
vestment, unlimited potential, car and home stereo's,
computers, sell everything, complete course. $7.50:
David North, 525 North Larch, Dept. SR46, E. Wen-
atchee. WA 98801.

INSTRUCTIONS

BE A RECORDING ENGINEER! New classes quar-
terly. Institute of Audio/Video Engineering, 1831 Hy-
perion, Dept. L, Hollywood, CA 90027, (213) 868-3003

DANCE Instruction -Informative book details basic
steps for Social Dances. $4.95. E. Brown, Dept. SR,
PO Box 11896, Chicago. IL 60611.

MOVIE FILM/VIDEOTAPES

WE CONVERT OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES to American
standards. Visa -Versa, lowest prices. Appel Audio, 74-
18 37 Ave., NY, NY 11372. (718) 507-5800.

OPENING A NEW VIDEO STORE? Save 1/2 price on
used factory original tapes. We Trade, Buy 8 Sell.
SOUTHERN VIDEO, 1-(912) 386-2211.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES

Complete Satellite Listings
Send $1 for sample copy, or call

800-358-9997in U.S 800-556-8787in Ca.
707-725-2476 all others

saftilitifweekP 0 Box 308Z FORTUNA. CA 95540

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

FREE EVALUATION
and ADVISORY SERVICE

A NON PROFIT
ORGANIZATION

For prolessional electronic technicians
by prestigious non-prolit organization.
Earn University Degree (Bachelors or
Masters) through Home Study! Credit
given for previous schooling and
professional experience Upgrade your
earning power Free Details,
CONTINENTAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 1197 Champlain NY 12919-1197

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing de-
tails, strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-
ZD, Olympia. Washington 98507.

PUBLICATIONS

FREE promotional albums, concert tickets, stereos,
etc., Information: BARRY PUBLICATIONS, 477 82ND
Street. Brooklyn, NY 11209.



Nady Cordless
Stereo Headphones
Unbelievable sound
at an amazing price!
You would expect to pay much more for

these Cordless Stereo Headphones once you

hear them and experience the freedom of
no cords

They use the latest technology to trasmit
perfectly separated stereo (from your tuner
or tape deck) on invisible infrared light

System range is 35 feet Frequency

response 50-19,000 Hz Installation is

quick and easy And we guarantee your

satisfaction-simply return within 1RH 210 Headphone(
IS days for your money back Receiver $119.95

Order now Call tolLfree
IRT 200

Nation iwde

800-222-8228m
In California.

800-624-1784 ext 3,
Add $2 per order for postage and handling
CA residents add applicable sales tax

Mail check or money order to.
INNOVATION SPECIALTIES

IWO Powell St Suite 1135

Emeryville, CA 94608

The basic system is

one IRT 200 Infrared

Transmitter and inc

Any number of
additional head-

phones can be used

in the room IRH 210
Headphone/Receiver

only $59,95

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

IS IT TRUE you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the US
government/ Get the facts today! Call (312) 742-1143

LASER VIDEO DISCS

* LaserVideolliscs
Largest selection in the U.S., with over 1,400 Mies
We STOCK what others just list 10%discount on all
tales. C.O.D.-personal check. VISA. MASTER
CHARGE, and telephone ordersaccepted. No lime
limit on warranty returns. FOR FREE CATALOG.
write: Starship Industnes, 605 Utterback Store
Road, Great Falls. VA 22066. Or cal: (703) 430-8692
or (703)450-5780.

LASER DISC HOTLINE
Recorded message on new laser disc releases
available 24 hours a day (703) 430-0330

CLUBS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE. Nation-
wide Link between unattached music lovers. Write'
CMLE. Box 31 sr. Pelham. NY 10803

FOR INVENTORS

INVENTORS! Can you profit from your idea? Call
AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORATION for free in-
formation. Over a decade of service. 1-800-338-5656.
In Massachusetts [0111413) 568-3753

THIS MAGAZINE IS
AVAILABLE IN MICROFORM

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO
MICRO PHOTO Division

n BELL E. HO WELL
COW mANsH
wOOS1f 6 06 44691

Contact Christina Ellis
C011 roil fres 11001 321 988/

in Ohio Coll 12161 2646066 cooed
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NEW YORK WHOLFSALE
UNBEATABLE PRICES  PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT PLANS  IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIFI/STEREO

MONSTER
CARVER
CANTON
ADVENT
B&W
NAKAMICHI
TECHNICS
YAMAHA
AKAI
ONK YO
REVOX
TANDBERG
AIWA
YAMAHA
DIU
JVC
CARVER
BOSE
YAMAHA
DENON

INTERLINK 1 mt.
04000
KARAT 200
BABY
802FSP
RX202
SA956
R7
AA301B
TA2056
B225
3014
ADW20
61000
38X111
RX330'VE1
REC900
ROOMATE SYSTEM
PF1000
DRM441-10

29 00
798 00
266 00

64 DO
949 00
468 00
328.00
374 00
198 00
278 00
944 00
965 00
409 00
109.00
425.00
188 00
497 00
159 00
468 00
499 00

RECORDING TAPE

SONY
TDK
TEAC
MAXELL
JVC

L750
SA90
CRC60
XLIIS90
T120

5 4 31
1 58
2.39

5 2.25
$ 3 99

VIDEO/TV.
PANASONIC
ZENITH
JVC
RCA
SONY
SHARP
FISHER

546 00
597 00
399 00
533 00
486 00
419 00
409 00

HITACHI vr65A 418 00
SONY 20)(BR 699 DO
AKAI 629 DO
At canscuders .0 Meek - VHS. Beta & 8 rpm

Call to. best puce

PV1545
VR3250
600235
VLTEAOHF
SLHF400
VHS -Hr -F.
FVH625

TYPEWRITERS
COMPUTERS

SCM XD7000SR
ROYAL 8200
BROTHER CULT
PANASONIC RTKOJ
CANON PC25
COMMOCORE C128
EPSON FX115

$ 399 00
$ 299 00
$ 369 00

274 00
809 00
256 00

5 345.00

WALK MANS/
PORTABLE STEREO 8 T.V.

CAR STEREO
C9 NWOOD
SONY
YAMAHA
DEVON
ALPINE
NAKAMICHI
PIONEER

KRC4000
XR75B
YCT800
DC8,600
7272
700
KRA+30

5 246 00
$ 281 00
5 355 00
$ 481 00
S 388 00
$ 63.00
$ 119.00

RADAR DETECTORS
UNIDEN
BEL
WHISTLER

RD9 9 106.00
860 9 119.00
SPECTRUM 9 189.00

SPECIAL SALE
EPICURE STUDIO TOWER
or g 811750C pr 5698.00 pr
EPICURE HOME MONITOR w/pe0astal
or g 076000 pr 5398.00 pr
YAMAHA CAR SYSTEM
orrg 580000 5399 00
YAMAHA COMPLETE RACK SYSTEM $645.00
MISSION 7808 5499 00

wAgq

 Free Subscription-The ainav rig 3 ['Irma tonal Wholesale itilatrttr
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE REQUIRED)

* IIIInstallment Payment Credit Plan  Friendly, knowledgeable sales people "so
All prooucts brand new and carry U.S.A. warranties

AIWA
SONY
SONY
PANASONIC
SONY

H5.1500
WMF,011
WMD6C
RXF11
RD2A

129.00
96 00

239 00
98 00

111.00

ALL z'

FOR FASTEST

SERVICE CALL
(212) 684-6363 HOURS. 9A141-7PM EST.

Mo day-Saturday

or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 12, New York. N.Y. 10016

Now Pure Smoke
--,,, Speaker Keepers" -

Beautiful smoke acrylic blends
with any decor. Four vibra-
sorbers on top isolate your
speakers from everything. Tilt
design keeps more sound in the
air. 61/2" high. Beveled edge on
base. Supports up to 50 lbs.
Pure smoke - pure beauty
$38.50 (pr.)  $3.00 shipping

Hold Your Phones!
Headphones are an important
component of your sterec

system. Instead of putting them "someplace" or
"where?". now you can proudly display and safely store
yours on cur Headphone Holder.- The cord stows it
the base for that neat. "no cords" IDok. Pure smoke
body with wood front, your headphones will finally look
like they belong to your stereo system. $13.50 + $2.45
shipping.

Romeo Engineering, Inc.
Box 7' 75  Bloomfield Hills. MI 48302-7175

SOUNDTRACK COLLECTORS

Largest selection of in print, OUt of print, foreign
and domestic records in business 14 years
Discount and free bonus records available. Send
for tree catalog. Soundtrack Aibum Retailers,
Dept. SF4, Box 7, Quarryville, PA 17566. (717)
284-2573.

LOWEST
PRICES
On over 125 Brands

STEREO/ESOTERIC COMPONENTS,
VIDEO, CAR STEREO, ACCESS.

Cull w ante for free price list todaN!

AUDIO UNLIMITED
1203 Y2E Adams Avenue

La Grande, Oregon 97850
(503) 963-5731

catalog hoNne (WO) 233-8375

10.6 p.m. MTH, 104 Fri. (Pacific Towel

Call or wrist, for free price list today'

MUSIC LOVERS -Whatever Your Taste

ANY ALBUM ar CASSETTE -current or old S2-$3

Also grew list and prices on compact discs.
Send the names of your favorite artists for complete
details to'

MUSIC and MUSIC Inc.
PO Box 6E98

Birmingham, AL 35210
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kk Now

PEN IAN
PRODUCTS

 ROCK  POP  JAZZ  MOTOWN  ROCK 

VIDEOS
 ROCK  POP  JAZZ  MOTOWN  ROCK 

NIAANI
D ON MANN - ENE ANN NAM
Wert &mew Tat 85 GO min
song &soon Nona

529 91)  S250 poet '

NANO IMAM LEVI 01 JAPAN 16
10 Trace 70 min

569 90  $2 Wpm,
IN MAIM MD MOVE - II/76
Pool Vas Roe Tort - Os min

53998  52 50 pow '
TALON MAN - SIC* IMMO MN
18 songs Recoderd al Ponlapes Pear
las opposes Co GO non

579 90  52 50 pot
MI6 00111110 - GNAW NITS
Hs boss vows 65 at

$2190  52 50 Poes
OM WWI WTI WE NOTE - VOL I
Jon wawa wen StoNfpf Joao.. Mese

Goon 1.00.
CO at

32990  325000'
ONE NNW 01111 WA MOO - VOL N
Jou video sees Gros. WoOMplon.
 Sro. arc moo -60 mon

529 98  32 50 post
READY WADY 00 SOWN Ce INOTOWN
fesofunnp 7/se Supremos. Shone Wonder
Mow Gaye. Smokes &canon - 55 nen

32998  325080'
_ JULIAN LIMON - POMMY OF JAINI

13 cue -56 non
22998  325000'

nu MOM - N CCIOCUIT ION II
AN spec. woes Dovt1 Am. & bean
bone - S5 nen

52990  52 50 pot
ACOC - SO NNE OE NOCE
1960 We n Porn wen Bon Scan
Slat

33990  32 50 pees
-1012 INI

MOON "Ossmess O a Lome, HearI
'IN Soon AP Goad People' and moos
67 men

329 96  52 50 poe
ONADOPNA UV' ->NWWI ION
50 min mistiest 'NNW. Go leo
A wain lusty NO one more

52096  3250 INV I
N INA NOM - 115 111 WAVE
Fecepot Pee Roiling Pones Onks
& DON Holies -m nn

329 911  52 50 poe
III NAM - INF NAP'S MAW( 00
11 songs roccoled 196E 20 non

51696  5250808 S

O M MAIO - ENE NOON
95 -nuns wcsudes IsAant of Swop'.

Rood on more
32990  $250 pos.

INCNAND MOMPION - ACUSON A
01100040 ROOM
Is csAs - movie.

52090  32 50 pot
JOHN MAN  OM NO 01
inapaes SOWN, NO. UN clips.
Ins Muss arolners doing Soul Man
and rnore 60 nen

32196  32 50 pose 3 ___
Wsleo CaSolog - 31 octal 3 __

Sub Ida
nee ado 31 sm

MIAs

Send checks Or money orders'
PENGUIN PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 2210, Dept. K
MERRIFIELD, VA 22116-2210

or credit card customers call (703) 698-9726
Name
Address
City St_DP

VISA Card 
WC Signature
AMEX Bank Name

Exp. Date
All merchandise subject to availability.

FINALLY, A REMOTE CONTROL
THAT REALLY WORKS
INTRODUCING THE DIGITAL AUDIO CONTROL
MODEL 50/2000 INFR4RED WIRELESS SYSTEM.
FEATURES:
Easy hook-up to Receivers. Integrated Amps. Amp Pre -Amp
combinations.
Remote& controls Volume. Balance. BassiTheble. Loudness
compensation. Stereo/Mono mode. Mute. Unmute, Power
On/Off, timer for 30 and 60 minute time period.
Adds three additional sets of stereo inputs to your system.

-
,

41* 410iii., ,

yaw
".:,*

Made in America

By purchasing the Digital Audio Control System you can enjoy the convenience and
luxury of remote control without having to purchase a new system.
30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
LIMITED TIME INTRODUCTORY PRICE $ONLY 1 59
FREE SHIPPING IN THE USA (NY STATE RESIDENTS ADD TAX)

TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS ACCEPTED

(performance audiolvideo)
365 S. Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave)  Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520

MC lel. (516) 378-4389 Retail
VISA Just 35 min. from Manhattan by car or railroad Mailorder
AMEX Showroom Hours: Mon -Fri 12 noon to 7 p.m. Sat 11 am. to 6 p.m. EST Export

Stereo Review
MAIL ORDER MART

lets you turn up the volume
where your customers are.

Once, only a major advertising campaign made economic sense in the industry's top
magazine, STEREO REVIEW. But now, with mail order marketers' special needs in mind,
STEREO REVIEW has created a new regional ad section: Mail Order Mart. Here you can
turn up the volume on your message where the sales potential is greatest...offer surplus
inventory where the demand is.

Regional rates let you reach STEREO REVIEW's
ready spenders for much less!

In today's crowded, competitive market, you can't afford not to be heard by STEREO
REVIEW subscribers, who in 1983 alone bought additional equipment worth over $400
million. And STEREO REVIEW's new Mail Order Mart lets you tune them in, region by
affluent region, at amazingly low cost. With multiple -region advertising, you get special
discounts, too!

Don't wait to set up shop in
Mail Order Mart-call COLLECT today!

(212) 503-5999
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LOWEST PRICES
ANYWHERE-
ON NAME
BRAND
PRODUCTS

nupprrmi..
..F.

SYLVANIA VC 4540
Portable VHS
Stereo VCR $699"

LARGE SELECTION
THE LATEST IN AUDIO
& VIDEO EQUIPMENT
Video Recorders, Players, Color
Video Cameras, Camcorders, Big
Screen & Portable TV's, Compact
Disc Players, Computers, Radar

Detectors, Satellite Dishes,
Microwave Ovens, Audio Rack

Systems, Receivers, Amps, Tuners,
Turntables, Cassette Decks,

Speakers, Car Stereo, Phono
Cartridges, Blank Tapes & more!

'AVUOM,2,

1-800-942-9421
OVERNIGHT IN GEORGIA

SERVICE 1-800-932-9321
OUTSIDE GEORGIA

American Express, Visa,
Mastercard accepted

Stereo Review MAIL ORDER MARTI
lets you turn up the volume
where your customers are...

Want to beam your mail order message where the customers are> Se,
surplus inkentory> STEREO REVIEW's new regn3nal Mad Order Man
was designed with your marketing needs m mind And this flexible
new rnedlurn o so budget woe, you reel afford not to use it

To place your Mail Order Mart ad, call COLLECT, today:

(212) 503-5999

STEREO REVIEW
MANUFACTURERS' DIRECTORY
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IV/ARKETIERS' ALERT!

NEW STEREO REVIEW

REGIONAL HOTLINE!
whatever the size of your audio or
audio -related business, regular ex-
posure in stereo's top magazine is a
must. And now at new low Manu-
facturers' Directory regional rates,
you just can't afford not to be heard
by trade and consumer alike. To
place your ad or for details,

CALL COLLECT

(212) 503-5999

SPEAKER
STAN DS

Protect Speakers and Improve Sound
SIZE FINISH

 1.3',20 10'2
 101/2 x 8
Stards are 3
High in Front

Ire J O Walnut
O Black

Wilson Art'
Laminates

ONLY $14 93 -N.J.Res. Add 6% S. Tax

GRENIER STEREO PRODUCTS
3 Tasker St. Trenton, N.J. 08638

(609) 882-3069
O Check 0 Money Order
O Visa Card

O M/C Exa Date
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FINALLY! The World's Finest Compact Disc Players All Under One Roof
"7/ performance

audio/video

DENON SONY mtIntosh ECKYOCERB
ADS

At Performance Audio/Video we offer our customers the opportunity to audition and compare the world's finest compact disc players.
Ask yourself. "do all compact disc players really sound alikeT Find out as we have. Call for audition appointment or drop in to our
relaxed NO RUSH showroom at your earliest convience. Stocking compact disc players from $300 to $1600

FEATURING  Denon DCD-1000. DCD-1100. DCD-1500. DCD-1800R  Sony CDP-302. CDP-520ES. CDP-620ES. CDP-650ESD
 Kyocera DA -610. DA -810. DA -910  McIntosh MCD- 7000  ADS CD -3. Harman/Kardon HD -500 Adcom GCD-200, GCD-300 and others

ALSO FEATURING
 Tandberg  Proton  KEF  Quad Electrostatic  DCM Time Window & Time Frame  Celestion SL6/SL600 & DL Series  Systemdek  Dual
 Thorens  VSP  VPI  Soundcraftsmen  Bose  JBL  Robertson  Wharfedale Amber  and other fine lines

Call or write Harold Minto, proprietor. Performance AudloNideo (516)378-4389 365 S. Bayview Ave.. Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520 Nix
Prompt
Insured

(Corner Atlantic Ave.) Just 35 min. from Manhattan by car or railroad. Showroom Hours: Mon. Fri. 12 noon to 7 p.m. Sat. 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. VISA

Shipments
AMEX

U1.1 \ ST

In New  land...
Itl I

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO Mission Thiel
Acoustat MIT Threshold
ADS NAD Vandersteen
Boston Acoustics
Bryston
Carver
CWD
DCM
Denon
Grado Signpure
Magnepan
Martin -Logan

Nakamichi
Nelson Reed
Oracle
Robertson
Signet
Snell
SOTA
Stax
Tandberg

Velodyne
VPI
Yamaha
VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Pioneer
Proton
Sony

Modern Demo Facility. Specialty Records,
Accessories and CDs. In-store Service.

Custom Cabinetry. No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven. CT (203)777.1750
Mon .Tue .Wed .Fn..10-6.Thurs..10-8.Sat.. 10-5.

MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5 Charge

audio den ltd.
THREE AUDITIONING ROOMS

Authorized Sales and Service
AUDIO AND VIDEO COMPONENTS

 ACCUPHASE  HAILER  PROTON
 ACOUSTAT J H MICHELL .
 ADCOM  KLIPSCH  S A E
 A R TURNTABLES  KOETSU  STAX/SUMIKO
 CLASSE  MAGNEPAN  SOTA
 CONRAD JOHNSON  MAGNE PLANAR  SYSTEMDEK
 DUAL  MONSTER CABLE  THORENS
 DYNAVECTOR  NAKAMICHI  V P
 GRACE  N E C  YAMAHA
 JENSEN  OHM  ZETA
 GRADO  PEARL CORDER

RENTALS  TRADE-INS  DISCS & TAPES
SMITH HAVEN PLAZA

2021 NESCONSET HWY. (RT. 347)
LAKE GROVE, N.Y. 11755

(ADJ TO SMITH HAVEN MALL)

(516) 360-1990

1 he I est UrIce
t I1 Si 111111 tfiVill f`

At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget. From
our large selection you can compare
performance specifications and prices

ALL SOUND STAGE equipment Includes:
 30 -day best price protection

free 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
free delivery
PLEASE NO MAIL ORDER

NEC ALPINE ENEtIGY r.Ausm.AN n4( UNDO BOX

ADS SIGNET LUXMAN AUDIO -PRO AUDIOCONIRCt

DCM HAFLER ARGON CJ WALKER BEYER DYNAA4C

StAX GRACE PROTON PRIV GRrITy CSX SOUNDERD

!BOSS FOSTRX DUNEECH JENSEN VCE0 PNG & OLUFSEN
AMBER DENON WHORE) 30 ACOUSI1CS SURROUND SOUND

Call for store hours
(718) 961-9888.
173 Broadway

NYC. NV 10007
(NW corner of

Sway & Cortlanclt
Enter on Cortland,

One Mph( uCt
OR

184 10 Flotoce143Mbng ERN&
nesnMsoclow NV 11365(Fol 25 I. I E
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Leonard
Radio
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

CLSTOMERS WORLDWIDE- BEST PRICES
MOST KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR
ADCOM DUAL OHM
ADS DYNAVECTOR ORTOFON
ALPINE GRACE PROTON

 B&O GRADO REVOX
B&W HARMON- SOUND -
CROWN KARDON CRAFTSMEN
DAYTON JB STAX-SUMIKO
WRIGHT LUXMAN TANDBERG
DBX McINTOSH THORENS
DENON  NAKAMICHI
55 WEST 44TH ST. NYC (212) 840-2025

69-34 51ST AVE. WOODSIDE, QUEENS, NY
(718) 803-1111

LEONARD RADIO OF NJ INC.
160 ROUTE 17, PARAMUS, NJ

(201) 261-5525
*Available in Paramus only

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS FOR
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

SAVE
ON STEREO AT

PERDUE'S
poi& audio d 6x.

Tandberg
KENWOOD sTaN-ron
Bang ataufsen rkNalcamichi

=- CWD
ITELA Re

McIntosh

J masitirCau

PERDUE RADIO CO.
SALES & SERVICE SINCE 1922
10 South Park St., Montclair, NJ

(201) 744-4343
1103 Bloomfield Ave., W. Caldwell, NJ

(201) 575-8264

SOLI' IL \`,I I kN

MONSTER CABLE & INTERLINK at
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES

Authorized Dealers for:
Onkyc
JBL
Hafler
Bose
Dahlquist
Signet
Nifty Gritty
Systemdek
'Carver

DCM
Jensen
Pioneer
Aiwa
Grado
Sony
Precision Fdelity
Kenwood: Car.
Home. Basic

TROLLEY -es-' STEREO
364 Trapelo Road (617) 484-7847
Belmont, MA 02178
'not available via mail order in store only

YOU RE ON THE RIGHT TRACK WITH TROLLEY

ti()[ III ( EN lit. \I.

HOUSTON'S home for quality
stereo and video components by:
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RECORD i MAKERS
by Christie Barter
& Steve Simels

HAVE the Residents sold
out? That's the question

fans were asking during the
recent first -ever New York
performance (at the Ritz) by
the legendary underground
San Francisco music makers.
In the trademark garb that
has preserved their anonymi-
ty for over thirteen years-a
look that has been described
as "Fred Astaire at Three
Mile Island"-the boys in the
band performed music froM
their extensive Ralph Rec-
ords catalog, including selec-
tions from such albums as
"Duck Stab" and "Third
Reich 'n' Roll."

The Residents: sell-outs?

A good time was had by all,
though we missed our person-
al favorite Residents tune, the
sinister Booker Tease. But
did they sell out? Beats us.
We didn't ask anybody at the
Ritz ticket office, but we
think there were at least a few
empty seats. 0

THE Recording Industry
Association of America

(RIAA) has awarded Gold
certification to the Jean -
Francois Paillard Chamber
Orchestra's recording of Pa-
chelbel's Canon in D. Re-
corded in France by Erato,
the album was released in this
country on RCA Red Seal
(FRLI-5468). RIAA Gold
certification means that a re-
cording has sold 500,000
units (LP's or cassettes). At
the time of certification in

February, the Paillard
album had been on the
Billboard chart of classical
best-sellers for 320 weeks. It
is also available on CD (Erato
ECD-88020).

Pachelbel's canon has been
an enormously popular work
since it was recorded (coinci-
dentally by Erato) in 1962. Its
popularity was increased by
its inclusion in the sound-
track of the 1980 film Ordi-
nary People.

Paillard and his orchestra
are currently on a coast -to -
coast tour of the United
States beginning in San Diego
on March 7 with subsequent
dates in Albuquerque, Dallas,
Palm Beach, Pasadena, Pen-
sacola, Santa Fe, and New
York. 0

WHO is that man holding
two pigs-and why is

he doing it? Well, we're not
quite sure why, but the man
to ask is Peter Schickele, bet-
ter known by the name of his
alter ego, P. D. Q. Bach. We
reprint this enigmatic photo
to celebrate the home -video
release of The Abduction of
Figaro, P. D. Q.'s only full-
length opera-"a simply
grand opera," he calls it-and
the first of the great de -com-
poser's alleged works to make
it onto the home screen.

The new video release doc-
uments The Abduction's 1984
Minneapolis premiere. The
opera includes such soon -to -
be -familiar characters as Su-
sanna Susannadanna and
Schlepporello (not to men-
tion a Blondie, for you rock
fans), and, as the liner notes
point out, the "whole
schmeer" is conducted by the
peripatetic maestro Schickele.
Available from Video Arts

Idol: thought -provoking

International, the program is
being offered in living color
and both Beta and VHS ster-
eo hi-fi sound, which is prob-
ably more than it deserves. 0

NOTED WITHOUT COM-
MENT: Gracing these

pages yet again is rock star
Billy Idol, striking what has
come to be known as the
"generic Billy Idol pose."
Billy, you'll recall, is one of
the deepest thinkers in rock-
and-roll, and if you doubt it,
we offer the following ex-
cerpts from one of his recent
press releases:

" 'The world is about to
witness the maturing of Billy
Idol,' says journalist Philip
Bashe, after dropping into the
studio where Idol was work-
ing on his forthcoming LP,
'Whiplash Smile.' While
there, Bashe also ventured
that there are no less than two
Billy Idols-one who poses
and postures and one whose

P.D.Q. Bach's "Abduction": a simply grand opera

music 'is of high quality and
is imbued with thought -pro-
voking lyrical content' . . .

an Idol, in short, 'to be taken
seriously as an artist.' "

What about the third Idol,
the one who looks good with
his shirt off? 0

ANGEL RECORDS, continu-
ing to build up its roster

of American artists, has
signed a recording contract
with pianist Andre Watts.
His first two albums for the
label honor the centennial,
this year, of the death of the
composer Franz Liszt. One
album features Liszt's B Mi-
nor Piano Sonata and the oth-
er his Paganini Etudes. A
third solo album by Watts,
due for release sometime next
fall, will be devoted to works
by Beethoven. 0

g / must start concertizing
again. It is my life.

Inability to perform is fatal to
any artist." So says Soviet

Watts: honoring Liszt

pianist Vladimir Feltsman,
who has been prevented from
performing in public since
1979 and has had to confine
his piano playing mostly to
his one -room apartment in
Moscow.

The reasons for Feltsman's
artistic house arrest may nev-
er be fully known, but he did
apply, publicly, for permis-
sion to emigrate to Israel sev-
en years ago, and in Russia
that spells trouble. Engage-
ments to play at Avery F.isher
Hall in New York and at
Kennedy Center were can-
celed. His recordings were
withdrawn at home, and he
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RECORD d MAKERS
was denied access to concert
halls in Moscow, Leningrad,
and Kiev.

Feltsman was apparently
not prevented from perform-
ing privately, however. A pro-
gram he played at the Ameri-
can Embassy in Moscow was
taped, and the recording (of
the Chopin preludes) was ac-

Feltsman: breaking through

quired by CBS Records in
France. The album was re-
leased there late last year and
in the U.S. last month. Royal-
ties are being held in escrow
until Feltsman manages to
make his way to the West.

A Russian pianist who has
been able to settle in the
West, twenty -five -year -old
Sergei Edelmann, has made
his recording debut with an
RCA recording of works by
Schumann. And, according to
RCA, the equivalent of five
more albums by Edelmann is
ready for future release. 0

THE German baritone Die-
trich Fischer-Dieskau,

who has made a prodigious
number of records over the
last several decades, recently
celebrated his sixtieth birth-
day and was honored with
many reissues by the two
companies for which he made
most of his recordings,
Deutsche Grammophon and
Angel/EMI. He was also hon-
ored in Berlin with a show of
his work as a painter.

The paintings, including
the self-portrait shown here,
represented what Fischer-
Dieskau has produced over
the past thirty years or so. He
had never exhibited any of
them until five years ago. Ac-
cording to the London

Times's report on the
show, there was in the
pictures "an overall range of
bright colors and a forceful,
sometimes almost aggressive
technique. . . . [They] pro-
vide ample evidence that as a
painter, and not only as a
musician, the astonishing
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
commands our serious atten-
tion and respect." 0

T'S surprising that the Sta-
tue of Liberty, which

serves as one of the country's
most potent and enduring
symbols, has inspired so few
musical works. But composer
Richard Adler, probably best
known for his Tony Award -
winning musicals Damn Yan-
kees and The Pajama Game,
has increased the number
with a new symphonic work,
The Lady Remembers.

Subtitled The Statue of
Liberty Suite, it was first per-
formed last October at the
Kennedy Center in Washing-
ton, by the Detroit Symphony
under its new music director,
Gunther Herbig, wIth Julia
Migenes-Johnson as the so-
prano soloist. RCA recorded
it with these same forces and
plans to release it at the end
of April. And as far as we
know, this will be the record
industry's first anniversary
salute to the great lady in the
harbor, who is now celebrat-
ing her hundredth birthday.

Note that another Broad-
way composer who saluted
her, over thirty-five years
ago, was Irving Berlin with
his musical Miss Lioerty. The
original -cast recording with
Eddie Albert is still available
through Columbia Special
Products (AOL 4220). 0

CONTEMPORARY Ameri-
can music figures fairly

prominently among RCA's

Fischer-Dieskau: se4f-portrai:

Miss Lii)erty: 100th birthday

upcoming releases. In addi-
tion to the Adler work, the
label has also scheduled an
album coupling string quar-
tets by Ezra Laderman and
Peter Schickele (aka P. D. Q.
Bach, as noted above), per-
formed by the Audubon
Quartet, and a recording of
John Corigliano's new Pied
Piper Fantasy, a concerto for
flute and orchestra, played by
James Gallway and the East-
man Philharmonia under Da-
vid Effron.

THE Bangles are back! Yes,
the greatest all -girl band

since Ina Rae Hutton's 2-ias
returned with a second album
of Sixties-knfluenced pop rock
produced by David Kahne.
"Different Light," as the al-
bum is titled, would be wel-
come on its intrinsic merits in
any era, but take note of two
tracks in particular: Manic
Monday, rumored to be writ-
ten pseudonymously by
noted Bangles fan Prince, and
September Gurls, the gor-
geous astrological ballad by
cult hero Alex Chilton that
was orig-nally recorded by
Big Star and, more recently,
by the Searchers. There's also
a song by Jules Shear, co-
author of Cyndi Lauper's
Time After Time, in there
somewhere. 0

POP record buyers do not
hold it against serious

composer Philip Glass that
his operas are produced in
such prestigious places as the
Metropolitan Opera, and they
have made crossover hits of

such Glass recordings as
"The Photographer" (CBS)
and the soundtrack for the
film Mishima (Nonesuch),
which won a Record of the
Year Award from this maga-
zine in February

Glass's latest record is
"Songs from Liquid Days"
(CBS). His lyricists for the al-
bum are Laurie Anderson,
David Byrne, Paul Simon,
and Suzanne Vega. No less
distinguished, the performers
include the Kronos Quartet,
Janice Pendarvis, the Roches,
and Linda Ronstadt. The al-
bum should be in stores by
the end of March or the first
of April and will be reviewed
in the next issue. 0

GRACENOTES: What's the
latest scam from the irre-

pressible folks at Rhino Rec-
ords, home of such notables
as Kosher Club, Oy George,

Bangles: back to the Sixties

and Gelfilte Joe and the Fish?
This time it's a four -song EP
by a band :ailed Red Square,
whose members all claim to
hail from Moscow. If you be-
lieve this, we have some

 b7idge-front property we'd
lie to discuss with you.

. New directions for Kool
and the Gang include provid-
ing the theme for the new
ABC-TV series the Redd
Foxx Show. . . .Daryl Hall, of
Hall and Oates, has recorded
his second solo album at the
Eurythmics' studio in Lon-
don. Joni Mitchell is on one
track. 0
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THE HIGH END

by Ralph Hodges

\,
VTA Enlightenment

THE vertical tracking angle
(VTA) of a phono cartridge
is defined as the angle that
the up-and-down motion of

the stylus forms with the vertical
when the cartridge is viewed from
the side. Strictly speaking, VTA is a
varying rather than a fixed angle,
because the stylus, affixed to a
pivoted beam, travels in an arc, not
a straight line. However, since life
hardly needs any additional compli-
cations, it has been decided, more
or less by convention, to approxi-
mate the stylus's path with a tangent
to that arc constructed (in the engi-
neering -drawing sense) with the sty-
lus at rest and an "appropriate" ver-
tical tracking force applied to the
stylus. This makes for a nice, readily
comprehensible picture.

It was in the early Sixties that car-
tridge manufacturers, after consid-
eration of vertical disc -cutting an-
gles supposedly used at that time,
settled on 15 degrees as the op-
timum VTA. The premium prod-
ucts of many makers, which began
appearing with a "V" and a "15"
prominent in their model numbers,
reflected this view. Not long after,
however, it was decided that 15
degrees was not really representa-

tive of vertical cutting angles (if it
ever had been), and an element of
audiophile ambiguity was intro-
duced. With later innovations such
as exacting direct -to -disc recording
and Direct Metal Mastering, the
vertical cutting angle, and thus the
optimal playback VTA, became
even less certain, while at the same
time, with the evolution of blade-
like line -contact styli, the VTA be-
came significantly more critical.

Probably because it is so loosely
defined and complicated to ascer-
tain, vertical tracking/cutting angle
is not a favorite topic of discussion
within the audio industry. Nev-
ertheless, VTA has been identified
as a major factor in tracing distor-
tion, and VTA misalignment can,
depending on groove geometry, give
rise to spurious products on the
same order of audibility as the
"pinch effect" so celebrated several
decades ago.

The practical significance of cor-
rect VTA was brought home to me
vividly more than a decade ago
when I had a Rabco radial -tracking
tonearm modified by David Shreve,
then a mathematics professor at a
Midwestern university. To my as-
tonishment, Shreve turned up on
my doorstep, arm in hand, so to
speak, and insisted on supervising
the setup personally. The Rabco
readily permitted alteration of VTA
by a simple screwdriver adjustment
that raised or lowered its transit
track, and its stability was such that
you could even make changes while
a record was playing. Hearing rec-
ords I had long considered unlisten-
able restored to usability by VTA
fine-tuning was an experience that
changed my life. I found that too
high a VTA imparts a bristly, "un-
kempt" character to the sound and
tends to bring up the noise level on
many records. Too low a VTA gives
an overdamped quality bereft of
transient excitement and sting.
These subtleties tend to be more
evident on ambitiously made re-
cordings with large dynamic con-
trasts and wide bandwidth.

Shreve and I always made our
VTA "corrections" through the
tonearm, by raising the pivot as-
sembly to increase the angle and
lowering it to diminish it. This is
probably not the best way to go
about the business, because it does

not directly take into account the
orientation of the stylus tip and the
internal geometry of the cartridge.
Nonetheless, our adjustments usu-
ally began, at least at first, with the
most careful visual installation of
the cartridge we could devise, and
we typically departed from that as a
result of our listening evaluations
by only a whisker-a matter of min-
utes of arc rather than degrees.

The sort of finagling David
Shreve and I did is much more than
any record-player owner bargained
for, and much more than anyone
should have to put up with. Howev-
er, the nuisance (and the downright
scariness of the proposition) is miti-
gated by the satisfactions available.
After my VTA enlightenment, I fi-
nally found out what producer
Richard Mohr and engineer Lewis
Layton were up to in their "ulti-
mate" recording of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony with Fritz Reiner
and the Chicago Symphony on
RCA. With VTA adjustment I
could bring the multiple choruses of
Mahler's Eighth into tight perspec-
tive, discover harpsichords behind
guitars, figure out to a near certainty
what sort of reverb was being used
on Carly Simon that week. Today, I
would not play a record with any
expectation of real gratification
without a VTA adjustment each
and every time, although the op-
timum for any given label tends to
be almost exactly the same.

The VTA issue relates to why the
general geometrical accuracy of
P -mount installations has often
been called into question. Since the
P -mount configuration forbids af-
ter -the -fact cartridge alignment, any
VTA error the system may exhibit
just has to be lived with. Speaking
off the record, a noted authority
said he suspects that the worst
P -mount errors normally encoun-
tered are around 2 degrees. This
error is probably excessive, so au-
diophiles seem justified in regarding
the P -mount with suspicion. How-
ever, the same expert also points
out that a conventional cartridge
installation with an arm that
doesn't offer a full range of align-
ment adjustments can easily incor-
porate twice as much VTA error-
another example showing that the
path to sonic righteousness is noth-
ing if not tortuous. 0
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C&C Computers and Commurucafms

The TV studio: where orli the very best equipment is good
enough. That's why TV stations throughout the world turn to
broadcast products from NEC -with technology so advanced it's
won two Emmy Awards.

Even if you're not about to broadcast your tapes coal to
coast, it's comforting to know ,hat NEC builds much of our pro
technology into videocassette recorders for the home.

Consider the new N-9611.. VHS Hi-Fi VCR. NEC's studio
heritage is evident in the glitch -free images cluing still picture
and slow moticn. The seamless scene -to -scene transitions of
Assembly Editirg. The amazini sound of stereo TV reception.
And the studio -grade stereo recording of VHS Hi -F The w reless
remote control even operateszn NEC TV Recever/Monitor.

You see, building first -rat-- professional products is
not enough for NEC We feel obligated to take the
world's most acvanced technobgy one step further.

Into your home.

NI* Home tlerttonecs 10 ti A tr,. 1401 f mesevenue Elk Grove WIN( It 6=7
CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARO



What other audio tapes fail to hear.

;1985Sony Corp of Arne. ma Sony is a
Only a registered trademark of Sony

One audio tape is so sensi-
tive it can hear a pin drop.
Or the full crash of a cymbal.

To no one's surprise, it's
made by Sony.

Designed with our widest
dynamic range ever, the
UCX-S can pick up the soft-
est softs you've never heard.

Or the loudest louds.
Without distortion.

And since we pack
smaller, more uniform parti-
cles on our tape, you can
pack more music in it.

And go from one extreme
to the other.

So pick Sony. And hear
what you've been missing.

trademark QI S.:1y The One and
mew. (Third harrnomr .11sioriion at AP) THE ONE AND ONLY.

SONY
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